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THE NOr44)ESTRUMTVE %IEASURLVtENT (W RESIDUAL ISTRESSIFS

4.1 RESIDUAL STRESSES AND) THEIR IMPORTANCE

4-11,1.1 Of'mI .oR@~wSkiIfn

ke'.dail %tvvvks att *kleined ai. allsrtsews acting in a Nxiy when', all u~fac *IV unloaded atrdbti.hoi forcec art~
ahstnt. Rew,11tin; fotces andi moments on the to.dy fromn rvsidutaaI ltwtas arm t~cro, Residuallsts are divide'd into

cks a,,xvtidinp to the range over which thicii are in equilibrium. In Ingisvlh literature it i%~ ii com~mon practice to
di~ii W res-idual shrcWs's into mic ustresses and nmascmtress. nm.Ti~itsrts.v being defined as strvu % %ttcs which ame
in equilibrum over distanvc% of the order of' severl gtain diameters. and dt wn to atomic distanctv%. while Insert,.I
stru"ses Amt in equilibrium fiver macroscopic distance%. In German literature it has, been common practice it) use a
%till finer division for mnicrostrcssies. as illustrated in Figure 1I thaken fronm Reterene 11). Stresses whi.,'h art, in equili-
brium over several plain Ilialmeters aft, called stresses -,f the -nd kind. Stresses which are in e-quilibrum within the
Prains are called stresses of the 3rd kind. and stresss which are in equilibriuni kiier atomlic distjnces are c~alled strewss
or the 4th kind. However. the trend ii ito drop this fine divistion biecause or the d't'ficulties iniiolvcd III to definlition
and sieparate nteasuren1nnt of dut'terent kinds of micromtreses.

* C

JIM

SWIEsurface
C

The present chap'er treat% only the non-destruchit' Iueasummemnt tif mjkcro-residt.. I stressos. Narsre~' re

onl'ý considered inI so fa*r they, cau1se errori; in the measurmenitt ohf ,IIIc 3kreu"%kla I stress,

At the beginning of the present k~euturý , al~l residual stresse %t 4-ro konsidecred to bt' dklaot~eow to the mlliteriad

aind were aivoided where possible by stress relies ing licit treatment. Nowaidjys it is rekkignited th,.t residuail stre~ssema~y tie either beneficial or detrimental, depending on~ theirs'ign and distribution and at his txcomell t:011m101 Ilndostriail
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11wefec oI f ticto-rsduli at n invtral pf~wrttes has not yet been sovd.Thbis eamw miromfeiwi
&i teaftd in proomcan which also work haidett the material. making it Impostbc, to k~eprvit the effrcds.

The nnertv eeto n nauveto eiulSCOi lot0ORVVdtrb h 4tydfW
tfnmethod. %%hkh therefiltw will dominate this chaptet. 1,1owevet. tome pi"Oves has ftently ivecn made in an

ultlesonk icuresdual sttnvs measurng~ method anid it' the Knoop~damond indentation method. The tasof the
letter twv. methods will therefore be outlined and the citperimental diffkullt% Mrll be discussed.

4.11.2 MIet of Mom Srm an Fatipw Sutihl

Futovero 100 ytars it ba% been well know-l that variable stresses may -,aus ~~adck% in a Outnicurv. even if the
StrICmS are well below the Yield pUlint. This Pheou~tnerm was t,,nmed l'atleue Ss'tix then theme t is bten an evvr
increasing effort to prevvnt failure by ratiout. Oine of the VAxevUful ways of incedesilW fatipur stfnpnth hax been
found to he the introduction ot eimprevsrvc residual %truss in surfisee or hlthl'y loaded members. To understand
why compressive residual stfreues are beneficial let us study the effec~t of mean strrues on fitiou.e

~ *,t~ .0

-10-050.5 1 0
compress on fension

F~ig.2 The effect of mecan stress oin the fatigue limit or vAnous, .1* -t'.i

and alurninium alloys. Alter ltortcat

In1 Fipure 1 ft-e:.ults froill1 tests on s;teels and aluiminiuim allovs with different niean strekses 4Ne tlot~tA. Tihe data
have ben Collectcd b% . orrestl from tlirferret ssouree. a 4 k the %tress amplitude at tile fatigue limlit, 41, i% the
Ine' streSs And 0,~ is the yield sirss The fipiure cearlý shows how a :oinpresscine man Astres incrca%,' ilh, perinisý
sible stress amplitu'de. while a tensile ineaei %tm-s lowers the fifitivu itreniih. 'The stris~ co~ndition% for the testN
%,own iii Figure 2 werv uiniajxal and the specimiens were innotched.

4. 1.1 -3 Effect of' %lean Strem in Stres Cwnasion

Stress corrosion 'ki the accelerated formnation of crtacks when a material is loaded with static tensile irstres-s and
at the swie time is attacked by a cortosive mnedilim . .Accordirpt to C'hamprion' -- tieptibility 01f a inetal to stresN
coros-ion imip!ies ;A greater deterioration in the niechar~cal pro perties of' the material throkigh the simutltane-ous ac~tion

of static tensikc slress and expo~sure Ito i corrosive environment than %would oci by the we'ratre hln Additi~e Act1ion
of t'ios agencies. Most mietals and alloys are susce p:ihik tot this rormn of cortosion. Stress corrosion cracks inake
the nmaterial fatigue dsMAVC senx ebeause of' the stress con~centrstion factor at the %:rack tip,

Figure 3 %hows typicil re~tilts from %Wies %corrosion tests oin an alumiinium alloy in Nati solution f-)tund b%
lllril. Th'bcsai iuv3i the timte to total failuire. It is evident that a thrc,-hold stre-;s e~vas ts low Which

stress conosion cra~cking does not lake plAce. Below tht threshold stress norrmal corrosion occur,, thle threshbold
stress is toniretature depiendent and dependent on material and corrosive mildiurn. So tar, :orreation betwcen
labioratorx tests and setrvice lire has not twen gotxi Threshold valuesi detennined in the latoratory are therefore not
likely to he useful 4s giuidehnles fort the: inspector. lhowever. whenevc: a tensile residu;al stresis is ineasured in the
suirface (if a material that is known to lit stress ý:rrosin cusceptible, the risk of s-tress cxorroision crai s. shouldi he
c.onsidered.
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4.'., PRIN(11"LLS OF RESIDUAL STRUSS FORM-ATION

This %e.,tion dewrfitx'% pn%%,v-w hs *hah f%'4&ttutt re'.sVW irl' .i'Ated. 1t i's 11thu also a litl of p;xi..'es who%,,
1-. 10.1 N. t okh ssilithl and tvj Ke dtet-evte 1%) w~okial StreNsS neimiring niikkk~dS

41.2,11 tIustii, IWit~tmaton in Re*)nn with Stru~ (Cradwits

As Ili illini~tr~ttit e~jtnple tot hol, reotituil AMr's fars' ined hit 114i't11%elnmtrn let k., hIkvl it in 111111411)
osresS fre heiam IkeJ Iei win edini at,d let u's stippoxe the inerjwil hA% the '%orkin1 g oarte of, Vig ire A. Whela tilt
mloment I's \1113. the 'teSdistrilbution I islloir ^s Illow Vin Iilre5c With IIiiVAI n e 111 i1111011n thle Itnse 0Wth
tiarlwr insI the lower oitj v uhrel ihle tensie ins tile oillressa e \ Ield Ntres rsIeetisnel\ ton tile tensile sike III,
stress I's now .it pokint A Iin Vipirv 41 At a 'still loreer minven: tile nmmterl .ed. le t;4 lthe %tarijee. ,nd thle dleh4l 1aauttoll
I's ptilerne b\. the constitions that plait, :rtws's we~ions renI-AI, rlakne ind tht-re I, etiiilihrikint tt oh moments Alitstresses.
At the larpx'st hcndiný, inmonsnt. M. Jiplie& tile 'stresS distrhutionl mla\ I%% uk... the 111l1h dr 1 linke in I lvkiire 5
It we Iltok- at Filire 4. lthe interul Iin the tensile oiarfiv nwý nowio lustreeh point Ht The %14-hedi line In
Figtirv SIMt indeate's the sireki dt'strilhutton it' thk- materlil h~ad Mehasd etejl~ Ubiring wtikiulodig the% aiuterlit
K+Aehas cla'stieAlly followiaai, thle title Itt In Fiokire 4. hus to obtjan 1hw remiltinpg re~ikiujl stress dithfi ahtima.
'showit in Vioigrv Stet. weý hawe to %ohlul're the stjshsd line, front lthe full\ drAmn l ine of Fi~rkie 5ttbi. Afte r wiiloiding,
thoo uprer And the lower 'sirfaue contJ11 eott11rNsVNW Atdtnsil e resadiul orese'. eespeei'el1\d ,i.e theV rvsidlIwl stresses
CFrAICAte b% pl~iaki Ixnding ire of opos-ite sign to thec loidthng stIrowses. I'his re~kil \tt is arjill\ %salid Amls for otiher kailsI
ot plistic Itudilli.

the uItuportnt t hinim. to iiotikx. herv is thait if' the hs'.kttt Wuer t's tatipkie lssJJý:d Itlfi 11)0inents- sav14Ile than1 J.ad iM

the sAtnie direlitio is the larvvt preloAd mlomnilt, then thie 11jillsaill streWSe In thle %UiTf~k:es %ill K' %lAt:! 111thaa it

taent in failige 'strength. ('on's erwil\, a tiit icu loading nioente dir:ete k)poite1\k Ito the isrelkad momentCII 'Ait sh10%

a lower fitigue 'stren'gth, Kbe;atiw thle teA& 4d 1 d "W stessAdd 10 thle hudnt stese

t'he p'n~impi oht appslk.In)! a \t.iic oiterhsad 'Alen thle WOWeu h'swakfifi's V's Uiidiyv'stioitjl 1% Uis ill j~wro\eNse Itke
.tretehiinp of unote~wd details jind presettittg of Msrfinps. tiesaide'siitdcn \itie'a residu~l streiw' tin highI\
loaded arveas. a fuirther atitrl~t:p is ob~tAinedl ~ompared ito a vot'-trvAted 'ss'iwmenIc it' the sp~e.Icime k'nttaIlkwd teas'le%
residuil stesssin the a's-tahnUated \tite. Sk&,:I tensIMe 'stresWe' shi%;lI'W4F Wh10n ielthIll! take;is

So1 fit, onlll .sta1tic oserloads 'Aith ev'sentitAahl the 'stne kind of loiding is thle fi tiguo evk I~i\%h's eKN,01aaer~
As th%, fitigu i5 ' irees t u.uahll :onwentrited Iin the% %urha%ý. airious% met hodsl hal I'CI e~kl~k1 Aeiote ' Ij i t oda
cOnipressis residuil stresses ltvýAll\ at1 lit':lal le.Aldd areas ot thet suirfaceo. N111amia these Ilet likXIN wa's N.s 11' ea1t ad
I) Shot-p~eelnii. in A1hi0h thle 'surfaceo IN hoatillrdked wito mll "1 iecesWk, ot stoel. (-'I Strain1 reeaiau. eete'spIsLMik 1

suf %ei loaded inl tilnoon whtitle a hsi tenn treAltmntl 1 %isrriedi out, %o t hat hischer lie is rsdulSles
are OhtaIANab In lthe direction oft the tensIe loa4d. 01i ol1d rilhae.iv in 01lii11 a roller Unlder 1ressure is to~reed Olt e
the tiirlace . And 441 St rk, olncs ainvt. \41110 ha a h iollmethd ofkist i klk cii sor-ki ng thle atilat rut a ront, ad oCe i a
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In each of these methods the surface material is loaded locally beyond the tri-axial yield stress. Unloading takes

place elastically in 'the same way as the stresses on the tensile siue of the bending example (Fig.5), and a compressive
residual stress results. Figure 9 shows the residual stress distribution after shot-peening and strain-peening measurea -
by Mattson and Roberts" on SAE 5160 spring steel, A static tensile load of 60% of the yield stress in the strain-
peening treatment doubles the residual stress compared to conventional shot-peening..

test surface test surface

50C 01 050C •- 500trainsverse, stie'ss

E ...
z 0 Z 0
,0 -, I _

S-oo S-oo
Dlniuia stres

T -00 T-10
longitudinal cnd transverse

-1500 -, -1500
0 25 50 75 0 25 50 75

depth pm c.irpth pm
conventionally shot-peened +60% strain peened

Fig,6 Residual stress distribution 1- !low the surface of shot-peened and
strain-peened specimens. After Mattson and Roberts'

Fabrication processes like machining, grinding, polishing and cold drawing produce residual stresses in essentially
the same way. Frr,:n the scant data available it seems that shapering, lathe machining, griding and cold drawing are
processes that may produce tensile residual stresses at or near the surface. Figures 7-10 show examples of such

dangerous tensile residual stresses taken from the literature. These residual stress distributions should only be taken
as guide lines. Large variations occur, depending on the degree of cold work and depth of cold-worked material.

4.1.2.2 Temperature Gradients

If the cooling rates of surface material are sufficiently higher than tbat of the center material. rcsi.4ual stresses

build up after heat treatments. Figure II shows schematically changes in the longitudinal residual stress during
symmetrical cooling of a lot, cylindrical rod. It is assumed that no phase changes take place, the residual stresses
therefore being a result only of uneven thermal contraction. First the surface coolk off, while the center is still hot.
This creates tensile stresses in the surface balanced by .. ripressive stresses in the center (the stress Jistribution at
time tI in Figuie I I). When the center starts cool: -)ff, the stress difference between surface and center decreases
and then changes sign, because the cold surface hinders the thermal contraction of the center. Finally a stress state
as shown for time t2 is reached. The maximum stresses will usually be somewhat less than the yield stress.

At welds,residual stresses are created by the same mechanism. Figure 12 shows residual stresses around a butt
weld. The stress parallel to the weld is tensile in the weld and in the material immediateiy adjacent to it. This tensile
stress is balanced by compressive stresses away from the weld. Near the edges the parallel stresses obviously reduce
to zero. The transverse stress in the weld is tensile near the center a'," compressive near the weld ends.

Spot heating is a method of improving fatigue streigth which relies on the residual stresses created during
cooling. If a structure, preferably a plate, is heated locally and then allowed to cool, a residual strcss distribution
around the center of heating develops. Figure 13 (taken from Reference I I) shows schematically the resulting stress
pattern. The idea is to make use of the balancing compressive tangential stress which is created a small distance
away from the center. Figure 14 show the correct position for spot heating and the effect on fatigue life.

The Gunnert method is another means of introducing residual stresses to improve fatigue strength. Here the
place to be treated is heated for a longer period than in spot heating in order to get high temperature also in the
utderlying layers. The surface is then quenched by a jet of water. Compression stresses are created in the surface.
balanced by tensile stresses in the slower cooling volume.
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__ _ _m
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Fig.7 Residual stress distribution below the surface Fig.8 Residual stress distribution below theafter shaper finish machining. surface after lathe machining without waterAfter Winter and McDonal."' cooling. After BtAhler and Tenshoftr

400

E
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E 00parplendcla to machining direction
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76 200.
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0 M

0 \

0 10 20
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Fig.9 Residual stress distribution below the surface after grinding. Fig. 10 Residual stress distrihution over
Example from Letner' the cross-section of a cold-drawn rod.

After Peiter'0
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€• yield stress
0

hot yield stress

oot yield stress

/ C

.o __y~e stress

t I f coolin~g time

. \ stres.ssres

10
0

,L
E hot yield stress

F yield stress

stress state at tr stress state at t e
C

Vn yL d s tress t
CI

.~hot yield, stress

0 1
C
0

U L_
center center

Fig.l I The creation of residual stresses in a rod during cooling. After Peiter

It is chmracteristic of all residual stresi distributions caused by uneven cooling rates that tensile stresses develop
in that part of the body which cools l-ist.

4.1.2.3 Chemical Expansion or Contraction of Surface Material

Many metals and alloys may exist in both stable and metastable phases at thc same temperature. The meta-
stable phase transform to the stable phases it the rate of diffusion is high enough. At normhl operating temperatures
the rate of diffusion will often be low, making tho metastable phases stable enough for engineering purposes. Usually
phase transformations involve a change in volume whereby tensile residual stresses are created in the more clozse-
packed phases balanced by compressive stresses in the less close-packed phases. This section describes briefly sonic
processes which make use of this principle of residual stress formation ard gives some examples ot the stress distri-
butions obtainable.

Induction hardening, case hardening and flame hardening create metastable martensite in the surface. Martensite
being less close-packed than the base material, the resulting residual stress is compressive in the surfacv.

Carburizing is a process where carbon atomns are diffused into a steel that is not in itself fully hardenable.
('arbUrizing improves the properties of the surface material and introduces some compressive residual stresses. Usually
carburizing is followed by a hardening treatment which creates martensite in the surface. Figure 15 (tLken from
Reference 1 2) shows the resulting residual stress distribution.

tA
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o ýstresses
parallel to weld

CL• stresses
E transverse to weld
0
U -4

compression tension

Fig. 12 The residual stress distribution in the vicinity of a butt weld

Decarburizing is an unintentional removal of carbon atoms from the surface. Decarburizing leads to tensile
residual stresses, increased surface roughness, and lower mechanical strength of the surface material.

Nitriding consists of heating steels of special composition to temperatures about 5000 C in contact with a nitrogen-
containing medium. Nitriding gives very hard and fatigue resistant surfaces when used on special steels.

Cyaniding is a process in which the steel is in contact with molten cyanide. Both carbon and nitrogen diffuse
into the metal.

Anodic treatment of aluminium alloys in chromic or sulphuric acid electrolytes produces a hard, shallow film on

the surface with good abrasion resistance and increased protection against corrosive attack.

With the exception of the anodic treatment, all the methods mentioned above create a surface layer with com-
pressive residual stresses balanced by tensile stresses in the interphase and the base metal. It is therefore often
observed that cracks start below the surface. The anodic treatment of aluminium alloys decreases the fatigue strength
because of high tensile stresses. When a shot-peening treatment is carried out either before or after the anodic treat-
ment, the fatigue strength equals that of the non-treated metal.

4.1.2.4 Electroplating

Electrodeposition of one metal on another is extensively used in industry for corrosion protection, wear resis-
tance, and salvage of worn components. The fatigue strength of some of these metal combinations has been found
to be much lower than that of the base material. The deleterious effect is attributed to three main problems created

by the electrodeposition process' 3:

(1) Hydrogen embrittlement when the base material is stee.

(2) Development of fine cracks in the electrodeposit (especially if chromium is used).

(3) High tensile stresses in the deposit.

Hothersall measured residual stresses in various electrodeposited steels. His results were s;|mmarized by Harris' 3

and Table i shows results from tests with conventional electrolytes, indicating large variations in sign and magnitude.
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Electrodel psited Residwal stress
metal

Cadmium Compressive (slight)

Chromium Tensile (0-400 MN/mr)

Cobalt Tensile (marked)

Copper Tensile or compressive (0 IS MN/m 2)

Iron Tensile

Lead Compressive (30 MN/na2 )

Nickel Normally tensile (0 300 MN/rn 2 )

Silver Tensile (slight)

Zinc j 'oinpressive (0. 30 MN/m 2)

4.1.3 STABILITY OF RESIDUAL STRESSES IN SERVICE

Residuel stresses are not necessarily constant during the lifetime of a component. The more important causes
of changing residual stresses are:

(1) Positive or negative peaks in th' loading,

(2) Cyclic creep. and

(3) High 'emperatures.

Rosenthal' 4 collected data on residual stress relief by uniaxial loading from various sources and suggested a
simple relation to explain the data. Using as a yield c:riterion the simple maximum-shear-stress, which may be written
as

11I 02 1 101~I o -- all2102 -031 103 l
max _-_ _ _ oI 2 (I)

the residual maximum shear stress j i.e. the left hand side of Equation (I)1 measured after application of the load
was plotted as function of load maximum shear stress (Fig.16). The resulting test points lie close to straight line
w~thin the scatter of experimental data. However, fatigue stressing generally seems to reduce residual stresses more
than th,! application of a single load. This phenomenon is due to cyclic creep.
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Morrowis studied cyclic creep on 4340 steel at different hardnesses. Specimens were loaded with constant
amplitude and mean value of deflection and the mean load was recorded. Some of his results for the soft condition
of the steel are shown in Figure 17. It is observed that the mean stress gradually approaches zero during fatigue
loading and that the rate of change increases with increasing amplitude. Morrow termed the phenomenon cycle-
dependent stress relaxation, but the term cyclic creep can be used equally well.

I
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Fig.1I7 Relief of mean stress during fatigue life under constant deformation loading.
After Morrow and Sinclairt5

in notched specimens, cyclic creep alters the residual stresses because the creep relheves the stresxses in the notch.

Compressive residual stresses are also sensitive to high temperatures, especially if the heating time is short and
the cooling time long. During heating the surface material wants to expand but is hindered by the cool layers beneath
the surface. Hiuh compressive thermal stresses result, which add to the residual stresses. The compressive yield stress
is easily exceeded, especially since the yield stress is lower at high temperatures. If the cooling time is long only
small thermal stresses will be introduced, so the tfinal result is a decrease of residual stress.

~~2 552, .MN ...
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4.1.4 MEASUREMENT OF STRESS BY X-RAYS

4.1.4.1 The Chaurackrbtka of the X-Ray Stress Memsumment

As is the cas for all other stress measuring methods, the x-ray method is really a strain measurement. Strain
,s defined as change of- length divided by original length. For x-ray measuremerts the length in question is the
jistance between the reflecting lattice planes of the crystals. Compared to other stress measuring methods the x-ray
method has the follo.' 4 ng unique characteristics (summavizc,- by Glocker et al,"):

(I) The x-ray method is only applicable on crystalline materials.

(2) The measurement is truly non-destructive. The measurement leaves no surface markings and the state of
the material is completely unchanged.

(3) Only elastic strains are measured, Elastic strains may be relat.d to the sum of recidual stresses and load
stresses using the expanded HoGke's law.

(4) The measurement is selective. The measured strmins ame the average strmins in a sma'l proportion of the
crystalliteit in the irradiated volume.

(S) The measured strains are perpendicular to the reflecting planes.

(6) The x-rays used are soft. The stress measurement is therefore rmstricted to a thin surface layer of the order
of 0.01 mm in which the stress state is biaxial.

It follows from property (6) that mill-scale, rust, paint, etc. should be removed and the surface roughness slhould
be low before attempting to measure stress by x-rays. The best way of achieving this is to use electrolytic polishing.
Mechanical polishing or grinding introduces residual stresses detectable by x-rays, no matter how carefully these
treatments are carried out.

4.1.4.2 The Physical Principle of the X-Ray Stress Measuring Method

The x-ray stress measuring method builds on the principle of Bragg reflection. A crystallite only reflects x-rays
if the Bragg equation is fulfilled,

nX - 2dsinG, (2)

and if the reflection planes lie in reflection position (as shown in Figure 18). In Equation (2), n is an integer, X

is the wavelength of the x-rays, d is the distance between reflecting lattice planes, and the angle 0 is defined in
Figure 18. In x-ray diffraction, very intensive, monochromatic K0-radiation is used and the superimposed white
radiation is filtered out as completely as possible, K.-radiation consists of two radiations with slightly different wave-
length, called V.., and K.2 . The K., is app.,.ximately twice as intense as the K02,. with small variations from

metal to metal. It is not possible to separate K. 1 and Ka2 by the use of filters or electronic discriminators. In
stress work the intensity lines therefore appear as two neighboring lines. In hardened or plastically deformed steel
the two lines may overlap due to the line broadening.

For given value- of n , X and d , a given crystal either reflects x-rays at the angle 0 or does not reflect at
all, depending on the orientation of the crystal. In a polycrystalline material, generally only few crystals will satisfy
the reflection condition, as stated under property (4) in Section 4.1. Strains in a polycrystalline material change
the value of d in different directions in the material. Equation (2) shows that a change in d will shift the angle
0. These angle shifts are measured and used !o L,,.mpute the stresses.

incoming reflected
X-ra x- ra•s

- - . . - -\ lattice planes

Fig.18 Reflection of x-rays from a set of lattice planes
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possible for given values of strain. From Fquatioi G-"

0 arcsin(±)

E pending 0 in a Taylor-series in v.hriable d from the ttiess fleý lattice plane distance uO , the following relation
is obtdined.

d __ do
S- 0 - -- tan 60 (4)S~do

Ilere it is evident that a large angle shill is obtained when 6j approAches 90' i.e. reflection lines in the back rvflec-
tion region should be -twd, Table II iists some intensity lines suitabk for stress measurement.

It TABLE II

lntemhy Unes for X-Ray ',%Mu Measmunmenb

Metal - -K," 1ter Relesng t 9Sr~lb~t~m potes

Cu Ni (511)1(333) d 1.24
Aluminium Co Fe (420) 81.04

Cr V (222) 78.32

68",' Cu C'o Fe (400) 7550
Brass Cartridge Ni Co (331) 79

'.'u Ni (213) 87.66
Chromium ('o Fe (310) 78.70

Cr V (21 1) 76.46

Cu Ni (420) 72.34
Cooper Co Fe (400) 81.78

Germanium Cu Nk (515)1(711) 76.48

Cu Ni )/(333) 78,93
Gold Co Fe (420) 78.77

Cr V (400) 76.51I

Magnesium Fe Mn (105) 83

M OCu Ni t4 20) 77,83
Ni•kel Cu Ni (313) 72.32

Cu Ni (511)1(333) 78.35
Silver Co Fe (420) 78,20

Cr V (222) 76,03

Mo Zr (65)1/732) 76.98
Steel Co Fe (310) 80.63

a Cr V (211) 78.01
austenitic Cr V (220) 64

Mo Zr (626) 77,72
Tungsten Cu Ni 1400) 76.84

Co Fe (222) 78.31

Figure 19 shows a surface segnment with principal stress directions I and 2 and the normal 3. In the theorN

of elasticity it is proved that the normal strain at the surface in the direction (O, 01 is determined by

i=siar cos 2¢ + a, sinlp sinsi + sl(Ut + u,) . (5)
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Fit.19 A sketch of a surfatre selment defining the angles * and 0

From the theory of ea.ticity wr also know the normal stress in the direction (o, 0):

a # a OCossip + c, &n'#. (7)

Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (5) gives

- S 0ti 0 sin,*' i. 51(q1 + 01). 8

PIfferentiating with respect to sin" ' yields

a sin: @ -

The important step to be taken now is to equate th., lattice stiain

d - d o 
10

d,

and the elasticity theory strain defined by Equa,._) (8). To measure a,,, the lattice distance d is measured at
several 0-values in the ,-plane, the lattice strains as deried hy Equation (lO0 are plotted as 3 function of sinl

(as shown in Figure 20) and the stress is computed from the slope of the straight line connecting the test points.
This salled si 0-method is due to Macherauch and Milleri.

It is not necessary to know the stress-frp., lattice, pl~ne ditance do when computing the lattice strains, because
only the slope of the straight line in Figure 20 is used to compute the stress. The lattice distance measured at

S= 0 could be used just as well, the only effect being to sift the line without changing the Slope. It is advisable
to measure d at least at four different 0-values when a new material or a new material treatment is measured.
When it has been established that the plot is linear within the measuring accuracy. two measurements of d suffice
to determine the stress in one direction. To measure both principal stresses in the surface, when the principal stress
directions are known, requires at least three d measurements (one at P = 0, and two at i # 0 and ýp = 0
and o = 900 respectively). In this way the principal stresses are measured directly. If it is not experimentally
possible to carry out measurements at 0 = 0 and 900, the formulas given below for unknown principal stress direc-
tions may be used to compute the principal stresses. Only then is the angle 0, known, If the principal stress
directions are unknown, at least four d measurements are necessary (one at 0 = 0 . and three at ýP * 0 in three
different 0-directions). In this case the o-values, ii, and 0, (see Figure 21) are unknown. but we know the
differences between the p-values,

%b At 0 (11)
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and w an nwamre the stfren vahu. *a l and o, in the d4ire.tions IFig.211, From the known quantities we
first computt 06 fhom
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Fig.20 Computation of the stress from the lattice %trains at dif'tcrent Vý-angpcs

Then the principal stresses may be computed using Equations (141 and (151

sin' 0 + Abli + Ofb sinoa (4

oa cos2(% + Ab) - ab cosN%
COS21,10, + Ab ) - cosY%

Recommended values of Ab and A, are either 45' and 40' or hO° and 120*.

4.1.4.3 The Film Method

in the film method, the x-rays coming from the x-ray tube pass through the aperture in the center of the film,
go on to the component and are finally reflected and detected on the Ilm (Fig.22)" If the lattice distances d, and
dj are different because of stresses in the material the diflfaction ring deforms because the Bran angle changes, On
the film the radii r, and r, rre not readily measured, because the center of the film is not known with accuracy.
This difficulty is overconme by i.itasuring instead the distance, A . from the specimen diffraction ring to the diffraction
ring of a %tress relieved powder of some reference materis'. Common refvrence materials are gold, silver and chromium.
The choice of reference materials is dictated by the position of its diffraction ring relative to the specimen diffraction
ring. The diffraction rings should be close, but must not overlap on the film. Suitable reference materials may be
found from the Bragg anes given in Table II for various combinations of material and K.-radiation. The reference
material may either be used as a thin foil which is attached to the surface (this necessitates two exposures on the
same film. one without and one with the reference material) or reference powder may be Mainted on the surface in
such a thin layer that simultaneous recording of both diffraction rings is possible.

The following quantities on the film are measured: 2 rr. A =r, r, . and A r r r2 The squence of
equations below shows how to compute the lattice strain for o =

(I) Compute the material to film distance from

D ~~2r• l~

2 tan (-0,)

LA
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FigI.21l Definition of the anglles when the principal s•tress direc•tions arcL unknown

12) (.ontpute the radius of the dftfraction ring for the specimen material

a I
Fig 2 -- Defniio •f th nlswhntepinia te ietos r nnw

-i .1 17)

(3) Compute the lraWi angle 01 by

- arctan L-* .)l18

(4) Compute lattice strain using

nit nXt

d d, 2 sin 6, 2 0. sin n.=__ -- = - -I , IlQ)
d, n)X sin 0,

2 sin 60

It may again be mentioned that in Equation (I ), instead of using do and the eqiuivalent 00 , it is poible to us•
any of the 8-values computed by Equation (18) for the same stress measurement. Points 4l1 to 141 are rev'eeated for
each i-value. Suitable angles of incidence go have been recommended by Mlacherau'h and Wiuller" (Table Illi.
The lattice strains are then plotted as shown in Figure 20 and the stress oa is computed trom the slope of the hine.
E'quations (16). (17). (18) and (I) are well suited for work with a small, programmable table-top computer.

To obtain shary" and clear intensity lines on the film, a filter is necessary (see Tible II for correct choice of
filter). Most often the filter is plactd in the incident beam because a small filter irea suffices there. Now that large
fidters have become available, it is poible to plac, 'he filter directly over the film i.e. it, the reflected beam. Sharper
pictures an thus obtained, because the filter also absorbs fluorescent radiation from the material of the component.
A .ourse grained material gives diffraction rings with a spotty appearanLe that are difficult to measure. Io imrreve
the measuring accuracy the film may be oscillated a few degrees.
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r FiS.22 S~ehmatic set-uip for the film method showinp the x-ray path% and the dtiffraction rinp. on the film

TABLE III

ReomenJAngis of Incidenc oks and Corfepondiim1i Vakws of koi for the FI'm M-eltlo

ItMackmqd and MQin"Ite~

8 r a n g e w m t k 1 wi~ w r i , b e apiZ J eui d i tg 6 R k $

go 3514 S(.19 1 0.:9 5(.0) 5 Ot,0
81 19 5.0241 27 tO 20ih 36~ (O.W)5 54 (0t 1Z
828 10.01q) 24 tO. I et) 3'? dtC1 53 Oltz

The filin methoid m~quires only -ornple instrumentation. The high okltage -supplk for the v-rav wtub may K, oit
a s-imple t~ pe. Ifigla staNflation ik not necessary. 'The x-ray tute should b~e kof high output to minmti/e the elki-Wsure
tame. 11suall\ a u1tanr anode window is used in film work. 'The thim camecri should K- Of the tlat pla3te hack
refktction type with prasasions for oscillation of the Wilm. Camneras used for stievi work ire open oin ot i~tle C re.*t
care %hould !herefore he taken to en-mirr that no person enters into the prinarv bevam with any g'Art oft hi% bod\.
The filmn cl'aricteristics should include high se-nsitivity, line grain. low fogging, low a-id uiniformv oiipanston duie to
changes in tempewraturv and humidity. anid wide esjiiiarv range. The diffraction rineN kon the turin nu\ K, vi~measrkd
either with ;a pits& neisuring scale or with a phoktomieter.
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DC diffractometer circle

R/ D divergence slit
DT detector slit
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C center of diffroctometer

SIdeal Bragg-Brentano focussing at 4' = 0

Focussing at a d 0

Fig.23 The focussing conditions for the diffractometer methodI

null-seeking mechanism which moves the detector arm until the outputs are equal. Potentiometers are driven by a
gear m• hanism at the end of the dctector arms and the voltage difference developed between the potentior,•eters is
calibrate., to be proportional to the stress in the specimen and is plotted to give an immediate indication of the stress
value.

Commercial dif'fractomcters have now become available which permit the automatic measurement of all intensity
lines for one stress measuremcnt using the sin 2 iP-method . The necessary input data for the intensity lines are
punched on a card which is rcad by the diffractometer control box.

4. 1.4.4. 2 Intensityv Line Aleasurcinents

1)iffractometer measurements may be taken and data obtained in two different ways: continuous scan and
step-scan.

" -- j .. .. . .. .
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Fig.24 An open back-reflection diffractorncter (courtesy of Siemens)

233

Fig.25 The principle of' the back-reflection dit'tractorneter
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Fig.26 The principal lay-out of a special diffractometer for fast stress measurement.
After Weinmann et al.20

In the continuous scan mode the intensity line is plotted and some graphical procedure is used to determine line
position. Continuous scanning give- recordings as shown in Figure 27. To determine the line position, the line sides
may be extrapolated and the crossing point used as a measure of the position. This method requires that the sides are
reasonably linear, which is not the case when the lines are broad or when the Ka-lines partly overlap. A second
method is to construct a middle line to the two sides and let the crossing between the middle line and the top of the
diffraction line represent the line position. On broad lines this method is too inaccurate for stress measurement. A
third method is to use the mid-point between the line sides at a given proportion (usually 1/2 or 113) of the maximum
intensity. While they fail on broad lines, on narrow lines the graphical methods are accurate enough.

It is important to note that although different measuring techniques and different computing procedures yield
different absolute angle positions, the necessary requirement for a good technique is that the line shift with change
in , is proportional to stress. This requirement is not fulfilled for all combinations of computing methods and line
shapes because the line profile may change with i.

In the step-scanning mode the reflected intensity is measured at fixed angle intervals through the diffraction line,
and some computing procedure is used to establish the line position. For stress measurements the step-scan method
is generally favored because correction factors are easily applied and because it may yield higher accuracy. The-

proper choice of number of steps and number of counts in each step depends on the computing procedure to be
used. Line location estimates may be obtained as the 20-angle of either the centroid of the line profile oi the maxi-
mum of the line profile.

Determination of the centroid is a slow procedure because the tails of the diffraction lines must be included in
the measurements. On broad lines some part of the high angle tail may fall outside the measuring range of the
diffractometer. Available diffractometers have an upper limit for 20 between 1600 and 165°. the limitation being
caused by mechanical interference between the detector and the top of the x-ray tube. It is found that on broad
lines, determination of the centroid does not lead to greater accuracy in stress than the simpler determination of the
angle of the line maximum. rhe centroid is therefore seldom used in practical stress work.

The angle of lin,- maximum may be determined either by approximating the top of the line with a parabola or
by approximating lcger parts of the line with some curve approximation. The parabola method is well established
and has found general acceptance in the case of broad lines also.

Before attempting to compute the line positions, the measured intensities should be corrected for certain 0-
and if-dependent intensity factors which influence the shape of the line profile. These are:

The polarization factor 0(I + cos 2 20).

The Lorentz factor
4 sin 2 0 cos 0
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Fig.28 Two ways of estimating tMe line position: (I) The crossing point of the tangents.
(2) The crossing point between the diffraction line and the middle line

The absorption factor I - tan ý cot 0

The polarization and the Lorentz factors are well 'treated in ordinary textbooks on x-ray diffraction. Th, absorption
"factor, which was derived by Koistinen and Marourger 2t . is the only 4i-dependen, factor. All these factors are usually
combined in one

i (I + cos 220)(I - tan Vi cot 6)PLA = - ____ _ _ _ - 21)
8 sin 2 0 cos (0)

Intensities measured in counts per unit time are corrected by division with PLA. The correction is only necessary on
broad lines, where it has the effect of improving line symmetry. This is most desirable, because miost curve approxi-
mations assume the line shape to be symmetrical.

In principle, the measured intensities should be corrected for the background because the gradient of the back-
ground intensity (the change in background per degree 20 ) depends on the angle ', and because line symmetry is
improved. However, uting a wrong background gradient only leads to small errors in stress. This is fortunate because
"determination of the background on broad lines may be impossib!.: on the high 20 side of the line and the variaton
of background intensity beneath the diffraction line is unknown. Christenson22 suggests that the background for the
martensite line of hardened steel is that of a pure austenitic steel. The importance of the background correction
increases with decreasing ratio of line intensity to background intensity and increasing line width.

4.1.4.4.3 The Three-Point Parabola Method

The line is step-s,:anned with low accuracy, i.e. with a small number of counts in each step (below I0,000
counts). Three points are chosen which are equally spaced on tihe 20-axis, which straddle the peak, and where the
intensities in the outer points after correction by the PLA factor are approximately 851', of the peak intensity. The
intensity is then measured with great accuracy at the thret points (approximately 100,000 counts) and the intensities
are corrected for PLA and background (Fig.29). A parabola is fitted to the measured points, and the 20-angle of
the peak of the parabola is computed from

3a + b A29
20 peak = 200 1 - (22)

a4 b 2

Here 20c, a, b , and 20 are all defined in Figure 29.

The parabola method is the most accurate for very narrow lines or very broad iines. 1.1 both these cases the
lines will be nearly symmetric after correction. In the intermediate width range, where the K,-lines partly overlap,
the resulting line prefile is skewed and the parabola is not a good approximation. This would not matter if the line
profile were independent of k-angle. because only relative changes of 20 with change in 0' are necessary in stress
measurement, ilowever, some experimental factors lead to 0-dependent line-broadening, thus changing the skewness
of the line profile in the case of partly overlapping K.-lines. One remedy would be to remove the Ka,-radiation
with a crystal monochromator, but this generally decreases the intensity to an extent tthat makes this solution
impractical. Another remedy is to Use better line profile approximations than the simple parabola, as descritbd in
the next section.
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Fig.29 Illustration of the three-p'oint parabola method

4.1.4.4.4 The ()*rre-Fitting Method

The most accurate way of determining intensity line positions is to approximate the line profile with a curve
which has the same general shape. A good curve approximation has the following properties:

(I) It has the form

I = A F +BF C (23

This is because the intensity line -- ofile is composed of two superimposed intensity lines due to Ka. and
K,2 radiation. The shapes of these intensity lines (defined by tic function F ) are assumed to be identical
except that the K12 radiation is approximately half as intense as the Kal . The. accurate value B of the
intensity ratio depends on anode material and may be taken from tables", but generally E may be set
equal to J. E is the 20-angle of the maximum of the K.1 -line. C is a measure of the line width. C gives
information on microstrains and on th: size of the crystallites. D is the 20-angle difference between the
K,-lines. D may be computed from the tabulated wavelengths X. and X2 by the formula

D = 2 )'02 ----- l tan (2Oa0) (24)

In Equation (24) the angle 20,1 is determined with sufficient accuracy as the angle of the greatest
measured intensity after correction for PLA and background.

(2) The function F = F(z) in Equation (23) is symmetrical about z = 0,

(3) F(z) approaches zero as z approaches ± infinity.

The following types of curves all have the required properties and have been found useful for stress work.

F1 (z) = exp(--z') (25)

F2 (z) = + za)- (26)

Fo(z) = (I + z)- . (27)

That these curves are useful does not imply that the line profiles have precisely the same shape as any of the
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Equations (25) to (27). Many experimental conditions influence the line profile. The more important conditions497
and their effect on the line profile are listed below:

(I) The detector slit yields a rectangular intensity profile of the same width as the slit.

(2) The intensity distribution over the anode of the x-ray tube (an example of which is shown in Figure 30
taken from Wilson"') yields intensity lines win the same profile.

rI
a, i
C 1

position

Fig.30 Intensity distribution over the anode of an x-ray tube. After Wilson 24

(3) The K.-radiations are not strictly monochromatic. The distribution of wavelength is approximately gaussian
Icurve F, , Equation (25)] around the mean value.

(4) The size distribution of the crystallites in a polycrystalline material becomes important when the crystallites
are small, because small crystallites broaden the diffraction hines. The size distribution is approximately of
Cauchy type Icurve F2 , Equation (26)1 (Ref.25).

(5) The distribution of microstrains is approximately gaussian [curve F, . Equation (25)1 (Ref.25).

In Equation (23) the parameters A, C and E are prefeiably determined such that the sum S of squares

of the normalized errors is minimized. This sum may be written

s cuv) , (28)

where m is the number of steps, Ii are the measured intensities, Icurve are computed from the curve approxima-
tion formula at the same 20-value, and s(Ii) are the standard deviations of the measured intensities.

s(OO) - (29)

where Ni is the number of counts in the intensity measurement. The computing procedure is too cumbersome to
be made manually, so a computer program has to be used. For the computing procedure to be effective, the lines
should be step-scanned at least for intensities down to one half the maximum intensity, and the number of steps
should be much greater than the number of parameters (i.e. greater than 3) to be determined.

Although so many experimental factors contribute in different ways to the shape of the line profile, quite close
agreement between measured and computed intensities may be obtained as shown in Figure 31. The vertical lines
at the measured intensities indicate the uncertainty ranges defined as two times the standard deviation on each side
of the points. Equally good agreement was obtained for @ • 0 and for the narrow gold line.

4.1.4.5 Comparisons Between the Film and the Diffractometer Method

The equipnlent for the film method is cheaper because the high voltage source does not have to he highly
stabilized and because sophisticated electronics are not needed.

Wit,. ýhe film method it is easy to get access to large structures of complicated shape.
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Fig.31 Example of agreement between line profile approximation and measured and corrected intensities.
Measuring conditions were: Cr-K, , normalized carbon steel, V divergence slit. I mm receiving slit.
4 = 0, discrimination with filter und electronically, line profile approximation using Equation (27)
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The diffrr.,toeniter method is faster for the sane accuracy.

Uenerally the diffractometer method is the more accurate, because incre•a•ed ratios of line intensity to back-

ground intensity can be obtained.

On broad lines that result after hardening or large plastic deformation of inhoniogeneous materials, only the
diffractometer method may be used because the measurement of the line position on the film becomes too inaccurate.

4.1.4.6 Experimental Factors Affecting Measuring Accuracy

4. 1 4.16. X-Ray Elastic Constants

The elastic constant is, used in Equation (9) to compute stress :annot generally N• computed from Equation
(6) using the bulk values of the elastic moduli E and v , The value of Js% depends on many factors: x-ray radia-
tion, the set of reflecting planes, grain size, degree of cold work, composition ofl material etc. For the cawe of steel,
values of Js 2 reported in the literature vary between 3.M x 10- a3nd 8,b x 10-1 m2/MN depending on the combina-
tion of the above-mentioned factors. Using the bulk values of E and P , is, would be computed to be
6.4 x 10-' m2 /MN, The effect of some influencing factors on the value of is, are treated, for example, by
Prji.mmer", Faningerl' and Taira et al.18. For accurate stress work the value of Is2 must therefore be determined
experimentally using known load stresses. When measuring 1s2 , the applied stresses may not be increased past the
x-ray yield stress, i.e. the yield stress of the surface material. This is generally lower than the yield stress of the bulk
material.

4.1.4.6.2 Misafigned Diffractometer

Correct stress measurement is, in principle, only possible with a correctly adjusted diffractometer, Some mis-
k alignments lead to 0-dependent changes of 20 which cannot be distinguished from the changes caused by stresses.

The alignment is correct when the anode, the center line of the divergence slit, the difl'ractometer axis; of votation,
and the centerline of the detector slit all lie in the same plane when the detector is in position 00, When measuring
stress, the surface of the specimen must be tangential to the center axis of the diffractometer. Hlowever, the require-
ments for the adjustments when measuring stress are not severe, because only differences in 20-angles at different
0-angles are used to compute the stresses. On one occasion, deliberate misadjustment of the specimen surface I mm
behind the center produced an error in the stress of only 40 MN/m2 (the conditions were: Cr K •, 20 = 1560 ,
normalized carbon steel, mcasurement at ' = 0 and 600). This error vanished within the measuring accuracy when
the measured line shifts were corrected using the line shifts of the gold line at 20 : 1530 measured at the same '
0-angles. Other tests have shown that the errors in stress produced by misadjustments of anode and divergence slit
up to 0.1 mm can also be completely corrected using a suitable stress free powder.

4.1.4.6,3 Surface Roughness

Surface roughness may cause errors in stress measurement because of the small penetration of the x-rays. When
using Cr-K 0 radiation on a steel specimen at = 0 , 50% of the measured intensity is reflected from layers less
than 3,8 murn from the surface and 95% of the measured intensity is reflected from layers less than 16 gm from the
surface. At 0 = 60° the corresponding depths decrease to 1.6 pm and 7 pm. Taira and Arimal' investigated the
effect of surface roughness on x-ray stress measurement on a 0.17"t carbon steel. The x-ray stress was determined
from diffraction line measurements at • 0' and 450, They found that surface scratches parallel to the applied
stress had no effect on the value of stress. The effect of scratches perpendicular to the applied stress is shown in
Figure 32. The effect of the roughness is explained by noting that with increasing roughness an increasing part of
the reflected intensity comes from the mountains on the surface where the stresses are smaller than in the valleys,

4.1.4.6.4 Microstresses

Microstresses may affect the measured stress values. Fxperience has shown that not only do microstresses
broaden the diffraction lines, but they may also shift the diffraction lines in the same way as macrostresses. This
is in contrast to what might be expected, because the microstresses are in equilibrium over distances much smaller
thati the irradiated area. The effect of microstresses is illustrated by tests made by KolbO (Fig.33). Steel specimens
were deformed plastically in tension and the resulting residual stress distributions in depth were found by removing
material layers by electropolishing. The measured shess values do not converge to zero when almost all material is
removed, a" would have been the case if the measured stresses were macrostresses. The measured stress distribution
is not in equilibrium over the cross section. so part of the measured stresses must be ascribed to the mean value of
microstresses. The apparent lack of equilibrium of the microstresses is caused by the selective character of the
x-ray measuring method. Only crystals with their reflecting plares oriented in a small angle range in the specimen
reflect x-rays, In uniaxial tension the dislocations move preferentially in an angle range where the shear stress is
largest. The microstresses created, therefore, show a direction dependency which is detected by the x-ray method.

The value of the microstresses depends on the plastic delorniation and on the degree of heterogeneity in the
material. In carbon steels the value increases with increasing carbon content. Kolb and Macheraoch" found that



microstresses were not crated in steels with carbon content less than 0,4%, This is however in contrast with the
test results of Taira and Yoshloka", who found microstresses in .tkels with 0. 14 carbon.
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Fig.33 Residual stress distribution over the cross section after plastic tensile deformation.
After Kolb'

If it is known thet the material of the component to be measured has been deformed plastically, it is thus
necessary to consider the possibility of erroneous stress values caused h-' -uperimposed microstresses,

4.1.4.6.5 Change in Temperature During Measuremen t

Stresses are computed from two or more diffraction line measurements carried ouc at different times. A change
of material temperature between the measurements shifts the diffraction lines because of the thermal expansion, and
an error results. The temperature sensitivity of diffraction lines may be computed from

A20
S. . .2tan 0 ot. (30)

A1T



Ik-fv AT iv the change in tempserature and or is fth thermal expmntion cefficient rut the material. Strictly

speaking, *T should be the expnson coetficient fro the trn'ecting set or crystallographic planes, but the bulk valueI
is a usef'ul approximstson. For the commonly used combination or ('r K. radiation on steel 120 - tI '1 , a
AT - I (' causes & line shift or -- 0oo7*.4e If the stress measurement is carried out at * iand 4s' and the
shift occurs between the two ineasurements, an errr of approi~smately 4 MN/rn1 is introduced, This value is or the
same order or magnitude as fth strens measuring accuracy using the best methods available today. The temperature
should thereror he kept as consta-ýt as possible during measurement.

4.140,6f Iemon Ctudexl hi, the Goviot Srwtnicur of! the Ikaterwus

In a polycrystallint material loaded with homogeneous ma.;rustresses. the strains ar, not homopeneous on a
iniruecale. 1'he %train% in a grain depend on its orientatitoi in relation to the neirfhbouring grains and on the orienta-
tion of the crystal planes in relation to the principal stress directions. Therefore, the strains vary front grain to grain
and only statistical descriptions of the strain% aft possible. If the iriadiatei number of grains is suffliciently lare.
the mean strain will be proportionall '. the applied stress. The factor or proportionality depends oin the set ot' rystal
planes usied in the measurement.

Whein irradiating a polycrystalline material with x-rays, only a small number of the grains contribute to the
reflected intensity (only those which lie in a %mall angle range aros'nd the correct Mirlecting position) F. ront a statis-
tical point of' view the reflecting grains may be considered as a random sample front a large population, If lthe mean
strain in the sample dift'tm from the mean strain in the population, erroneous Stress s:Ilues will be .omlpu~ted. TheI
errors become important when the grains are large or whent a small area li~e. the bottom of' a notch) is irradiated.

4.1,4,7 The Meansuremdent of Stress Versus Depth

* .In somte caws the surface stress alone does not give all the necessary' infortnation, but the itress ver-sus depth

cuirve must also be known. To nteasurv the stress distribution below lthe surf'ace, lthe non-dcstnmctivity of lthe measure'-
inent mnust be sacrificed. The measurement is carried mut by electropolishing oiff layers of' the material and measuring
the stress on the new surfaces. Mechanical removal of material is not recommended becausc residual stresse% are
introduced no matter how careftilly the surface is machined.

When mecasuring stresses versus depth, tike problem is that the mevasuired stresses must be corrected for the forces
exerted by the stresses in the removed matetial. The correction depends both on lthe original shapew of the specimtne
and on the place on the siecienit where lthe material is removed. Correction mnelthods have onybeen developed fcir
the case, of cy'li ndrical spetcimens etche" axisy mmtetrically and for lthe case of blat plates etchecd onl one side,

For cylindrical specimens it may be showns (eg. Ret. 133 that if' x-ray trse.u. 1 .are measured at decreaýsingIcross-section areas, '½ the stress, on .in the undisturbed specimien at cross section area f n is given tw\

it I
The formula is approximate because lthe x-ray stress is measured in discrete steps and not continuou-4\. Figure 34
shows an example of the application of Ftquation 31 1.

Doi and SatoM4 derived a relationship between measured stresses and the stresses in the undisturbed Npecimnen
for the case of a blat plate etched on one side. When the stresses were measured on the etched surfaces they found
ain instegrAl equation which. using summations instead of integrals. may be written

In Equation (32). 1 is the thickness of the removed material layer and h is the original thickness of the plate.
The first suimmation sign is due to the normal force exerted by the rem'ived mat-rial. and the stocond suimmition is
due to bending moments. Equation 432) may be uased for buth principal stress directions of tho' plate.ý A similar
equation was derived for the cask, where the x-ray stress measurement anid lthe polishing occurred on the two opposite
face-; of a plate.

4.1.5 SOME FUTURE NON-D)ESTRUCTIVE STRESS MEASURING MEFTHODS

4.1.3.1 The Ultraisonic Stress Measuring Method (See (lumpie 3.6)

Ultrasonic wave velocities depend on the state of stress. This well-known fact is now in the early stagesý of
devilopment as a mecans ob measuring both loading stresses and residual stresses0'". tUltrasonic waves are either



IorigltudmAIl or *aw *at,- i.e. the partik m"tons aet patalle or pe pendkv t at reeq tlv•ly to the dir"tion of the
owapvprtion. Ultehasnk rhemr was ha" the sam polartzation pr perty as light wav, sueh that all parlide

motions lhe in the some plane. IM!. wiolty of both longitudlnal and shev waves depend on the stress, but in strt"
wok only pom ned sheatr waves *t u9m, bilm-iw the change in velocity of a polarited isheu wave dends on the
atile between the prtqWq. strew diet-tions and the dl'eton of polwatatlon. Using shear waves thus O inform--

tion both on the dirw'ton anJ the diffTeftve of the I•wncpal stients, while the us of longitudinal waves rie. Ino.-
motion only on the sain of the principal strn and not thei direction.
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Fig.34 Illustration of the use of Equation (31)

The velo-ity of shar waves is determined by

V1 - 433/P ,

where M is the shear modulus and p is the density. The ultrasonic method exploits the fact that the stress-strain
curve is not exactly linear (as is conventionally postulated in |tooke's law of the theory of elasticity , i.e. the -.-hear
modulus and hence, according to Equation (33,, also the velocity. ;• dependent on stress. The change in velocity is
found to be proportional to the stress in the material (Figure 35 'om Reference 351.

before the ultrasonic stress measuring method may be used as a standard measuring method, several difficulties
hive to be solved. 'The first problem is that of actually getting shear waves into the materal. The normally used
coupling oil-film cannot transmit shear waves, so either a very viscous coupling medium must be used or the trans-
duc•r may be cemented to the surface.

A se•cond problem is caused by preferred orientation in the material, which also changes the velocity of shear
waves. Prlefrred orientations of one or more per cent, which are often en'ountered in practice, may completely
hinder residual s.ress measurements. However, it is still possible to measure loading stresses, because the velocity
change may be referred to the velocity at iero loading stress.

.'he measurem,'nt gives an average stress value in the material volume traversed by the ultrasonic beam. The
minimum length of the path is f the order of' 10 mm, and the minimum width of the ultrasonic beam is possibly
of the orde? of 5 mm.

4.1.S.2 The Knoop Hardness St-ss Measunnll Mcthod

It is an old observation that the hardness is dependent on the state of stress in the material. The normal
hardness testing methods are however not sensatic to the di.rction of the stresss. In 1%4 Oppel" showed that
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indentations of th• Kntxrp diamond i",.g3. are sensitive both to the direction and the site of the r-sidual stresse..
Thi• noop hardness ih komputed from

HKrn• = 14,23 -P'IP tkpnimm) (341

where P is the force in kp and I is the length of the long diag-onal of the indentatior in mim. Oppel showed
the following equations to be valid a" a linear range

+ = Fa.Allh +- .All,) (Y35

ax - o. = Eb(All1 * A110i. (361

In these formulas All, and All, are defined by

"l = 11 - Ho and AI1V. 4l - its 171

lH5 and 1, amr the Knoop hardness with the long diWanal in the dirm,.ion of the subscript. The coeffickint% a
and b may be determined from a kNading test with known uniasial stress. Both a and b amr neativc. II0 is
the hardness in the stress-froe state, Thus. by measur.nl, the K.oop, hardness in two prlr'niiculo.l directions x xnd
y', the stre.es in these directions may be found. If the principal stress directions are unknown, the hardness must
also be measurvd in the directions x + 45* and y + 45' and the stresses in thes. directions computed. T'he
pinncipal stresses and thcir direcio-. in relation to the .x and y directions may then he computed from formulas
analogous to Equations ( 13.)ý (14) and ( 15).

The Knoop stress measuring method has the following characteristics,

(I The measur•d stress values are average stroesss over depth of approximately 10 tm (assuming a loaQd
P - I kp on steel sivcimen.)



(2) Thite inead in hardness nwawtemeflrts Is rather large, Thtrerore, to obtain acceptabie stres accuracies Ilarge number of hardfnes inaemmiefth have to be cafried out in the surface region of interest (abouit 10
in ead direction).

(3) The Indetntatioonvmik in the surface makes this merthod wmi-nundestructivv. becau-se the fatigue strength
of the memtbet hs reduced. The defied may however be repaired by pressing a Brinell boll over the Knoop
indentatitm. In this way the stres concentration is reducedi and high local compressive residual stresmws are
introduced at the tip of the Indentation.

14) The Knoop meethod is also applicable on material%, other than metals. fkack and Few demonstrated its
uW on diffierent polymers 0s well.

Sitengel and Gaymann," di*.ussed the dilfflcultics or the Knoop method and pave the following w~ain causei ofI

0I) Determtination of the reference Norshness lie, He must be measured at a stress frre !;Nt which has the
smie baskc hardness If it is nut 1hssibie to measure If% . then only the difierence betwern the principal
stiresses can be measured tby using H, of It, instead of lie in liquation (37)). A uniaxial stress state
may be measuird using the same approximation.

(2) Scatter of hardtnness The inevitable satter of the hardness measurements %:auses a correponding scatter
in the measured strews It is cialmed that the 9511 errtor limits are 35 MN/rn2 when measuring uniaxial
stress on~ polished 22024 aluminiurn alloy, For stevi the corresponding values are t 100 MN/ni2.

13) Indination of the test asurface. The meawuresl stresses are very sensitive to the angle of inclination, AnI
angle of 03* produces a stres itrrur of 40 MN/rn' in alumninium and 130 MN/rn' in steel. Reference 39
gives a iorect-ion curve for inclination errors

14) Curvature of the test surface. The Knoop hardness is vvry senisittve to curvatures. Even at smiall curvature
of SO nim radius causes an error in stress of 400 MN/n'. Curved surfaces should therefore be machined
flat. but it is doubtful whether this can be done without introducing additional disturbing residual stresses,

is) Gther Wfects which influence the- residual stresses but which are difflicult to evaluate quantitatively arc
texture, plated surfaces, plastic detorsnation (work hardening). and unevx-n quenching effects,
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NDI OF WELDING

G.Fenoglio and G.Magistrali

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION
Welding is a method of joining parts which maintains the continuity of the material between the two sections

joined. When applied to metal parts it provides continuity of the metal surface and from this viewpoint it is entirely
different from other types of permanent joint, such as riveting or gluing.

This achievement of metal continuity through the welded joint involves the f, i,.. of certain amounts of the
parent metal and the filler metal.

Fusion implies the action of special thermal and chemico-metallurgical factors in the welded material. The
thermal conditions occurring are the attainment of a temperature higher than the melting point of the parent metal
in the fusion zone and the achievement of a thermal gradient transverse to the axis of the weld, such as to cause,
in the fusion zone, thermal changes in the parent metal.

Concerning the chemico-metallurgical factors, it is well known that the solidification of any alloy occurs within
a certain range of temperature and, in the cooling phase which follows, structural modifications may take place in
the alloy.

Correct welding procedure calls for strict compliance with the thermal and chemico-metallurgical conditions
required. When perfect conditions, depending on the parent metal to be welded and on the welding process adopted,
are not achieved, the metal continuity through the weld shows areas of discontinuity (spots) known as welding
flaws.

4.2.2 WELDING IN THE AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRY

The aeronautical industry has universally accepted welding as a working process of joining metals in aircraft
manufacture. The advent of supersonic aircraft has brought with it ever-increasing operational temperatures and more
severe service conditions; these new factors have further emphasized the importance of this technology and demand
continuous refinement of the various welding processes, as well as the development of new techniques.

The processes of autogenous welding by fusior or pressure (resistance welding) are the most interesting. The
choice of process may sometimes be difficult since it requires oi thorough analysis by means of destructive and non-
destructive corrosion, impact and fatigue tests and is always conditioned by the following factors:

(a) in-service conditions of the product,
(b) geometry of the joint,
(c) structure of the parent metal,
(d) characteristics inherent in the various welding processes,
(e) characteristics of the welds made by the various welding processes,
(f) economic considerations.

4.2.3 INERT-GAS TUNGSTEN-ARC WELDING (T.I.G.)

The process of welding with a gas shield and a non-consumable electrode of tungsteni is the most widespread,
and it can be either manual or automatic. Manual welding is preferble when the part to be welded is of irregular
shape with variable section (e.g.. pipes, accessories, cowlings and cowling components). The automatic process is
preferable for longitudinal welds when a minimum of distortion and the smallest possible extent of the heat-affected
zone are required. Automatic welding also has the advantages of a high-speed process.

For thicknesses up to 0.020 inch it is not practicable to add metal in filler rod form. In such cases, on each
part to be welded, a flange twice as high as the thickness of the metal sheet must be obtained by folding. The flange
is melted and so provides the filler metal for the weld. For thicknesses above 0.020 inch it may be necessary to
add metal in the form of filer rod.
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4.2.4 SHIELDED METAL-ARC WELDING

Welding with a covered electrode is a manual proctss of welding suitable for thicknesses of 0. 125 inch or more.
If compared to gas tungsten-arc welding, which has replaced it in recent years in many fields, the process of welding
with a covered electrode gives rise to smaller distortions and limits the formation of hot cracks on those alloys which
exhibit this phenomenon during welding. The aeronautical industry usually prefers welding with a covered electrode
in the manufacture of structural components of a low-carbon steel or low-alloy steel.

4.2.5 GAS METAL-ARC WELDING

The process of welding with a gas shield and with a consumable electrode is generally used on steel and aluminium
alloys of considerable thickness. It limits to the minimum the distortions due to welding and the enormous advantages
of this amply justify its widespread use. A typical application of this process is in the manufacture of in-flight re-
fuelling tanks for jet aircraft.

The automatic proiess is the most common; the manual process is generally restricted to the manufacture of
non-critical components, tooling and ground-support equipment.

4.2.6 GAS WELDING

Oxy-acetylene welding !,as been entirely replaced by the gas-shielded process with consumable and non-consumable
electrodes. The disadvantages inherent in this process arc mainly the atmospheric reaction of the welded zone and
excessive heating.

4.2.7 ARC-SPOT WELDING

The aeronautical industry employs two types of electric arc spot-welding: with gas shield and non-consumable
tungsten electrode and with gas shield and consumable electrode. One application of this process is in the spot
welding of undulating sections extruded from honeycomb panels.

4.2.8 STUD WELDING

Even if only to a limited degree, the aeronautical industry uses the processes of Percussion stud welding and
arv stud welding. These processes are essentially utilized for anchorage points of components and structures that
form equipment mountings, The choice of welding process depends on the thickness of the material to be welded
and on the require( diameter of the stud.

4.2.9 PLASMA ARC WELDING

The process of plasma arc welding is spreading fast. Thank to its effectiveness and simplicity, it is rapidly
replacing the T.I.G. process in many applications. By comparison with the T.I.C. process, plasma arc welding does
not require precise control of the distance between the parent metal and the electrode and enabls welds to he
obtained that are much narrower (about half) and of as good, if not better, quality.

4.2.10 ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING

The process of welding with electron beams is chiefly used to ohtain a weld of high purity on reactive and
refractory metals. The advantages of electron-beam welding partly arise from the high vacuum and are partly the
direct result of the process itself. They are: high purity of the welding atmosphere, a limited heat-affected zone,
strict control of the welding heat, high operational speed, good efficiency of the joint and the minimum of distortion
due to shrinkage.

4.2.11 SPOT, SEAM AND STITCH WELDING

These welding processes involve melting and their use is common in the aeronautical industry. They are used
especially on alloys and stainless steels employed in the manufacture of both structures and critical components.
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4.2.12 FLASH WELDING

Machines for flash welding ranging from 20 kVA to more than 1000 kVA are conmmonly used. The applications
of this process are numerous, ranging from landing #car components like the struts, bracing and retraction mechanisms,
to the various connecting rods of the engine. The materials most often used in flash welding are the low-alloy steels
susceptible to heat treatment. In some instances it is possible to utilize stainless austenitic steels and titanium alloys
and the use of flash welding on aluminium alloys is becoming very popular,

4.2.13 WELDING OF MATERIALS USED IN THE AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRY

Materials with high strength/weight ratios are the most important for the aeronautical industry. Aluminium
and magnesium alloys possess this characteristic and are the most used structural materials. Where special ambient
conditions require their use, low-alloy steels. stainless, corrosion-proof steels, titanium, nickel and cobalt alloys are
employed.

4.2.14 ALUMINIUM AND ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

The properties of pure aluminium are such that only in particular applications is it used on its own, More often
it is advisable to use alloys that, maintaining aluminium as a prominent element, have an extremely low specific
weight (< 3 g/m'). The alloy elements most frequently used are Cu, Si, Mn, Mg, Zn, and Ni. They can form, with
aluminium, binary, ternary, quaternary, and sometimes even more complicated alloys, A list of the weldable
aluminium alloys used in the aeronautical industry is slhown in Table I. The commonest welding processes are: gas
welding, gas tungsten-arc welding, gas metal-arc welding and resistance welding,

4.2.15 WELDABILITY OF ALUMINIUM AND ITS ALLOYS: WELDING DEFECTS

4.2.15,1 Inclusions, Accretion of Foreign Particles and Fracture

One of the first chemico-physical factors which hamper the welding of aluminium and its alloys is the tendency
of aluminium to oxidation. As the parent metal heats up during welding, it is reoxidized progressively, even if
previously pickled, and when the fusion zone shows refractory qualities and specific weight of oxide higher than the
metal, can easily cause inclusions and accretion of foreign particles. The defects increase particularly with alloys
embodying magnesium, because of its strong tendency to oxidation. Further difficulties in welding are caused by
high thermal conductivity of the aluminium alloys which leads to significant heat absorption on the part of the
parent metal, with consequent changes in metallurgical properties extending over a wide zone. The high thermal
factor necessary to avoid incomplete fusion and accretion of foreign matter can bring about the opposite defect, i.e.,
fracture of the joint, because the strong thermal conductivity tends to enlarge rapidly the area affected by the fusion
zone once this has appeared.

Welding of aluminium and its alloys therefore demands the use of welding processes that are characterized by
powverful sources of heat that are so concentrated that extension of the heat-affected zone may be eliminated alto-
gether and, with it, the defects just mentioned. From this point of view gas tungsten-arc welding is the most suitable
process for obtaining welds which are exempt from, or have limited, oxide inclusion and accretion of foreign particles.

4.2.15.2 Blowholes and Porosity

A phenomenon which often occurs in welding aluminium alloys and which affects their weldability in many
ways is the appearance: of blowholes and porosity. The problem is not important with pure aluminium but it is
serious for its alloys, especially those based on magnesium. Blowholes are mainly attributable to hydrogen, whose
solubility in alumiaium is very much restricted in the solid state but increases to very high values in the liquid state
and decreases markedly with temperature. Hydrogen can arise in welded joints from various sources:

From the atmosphere surrounding the fusion zone during welding.
From atmospheric humidity and from air or steam jets used in scorifying.

- From crystallization of water that can mix with the oxygen on the surface and which can always be found
in the parent metai or in the filler rods.

The heat-affected zone, especially in the transitional area from the fusion zone, is generally the most given to
blowholes. They can appear as general porosity or as large cavities. Blowholes are disadvantageous especially near
the surface of material overheated by the proximity of the heat source, and can burst externally, giving the two
strips on either side of the weld a pitted look, ugly and unsuitable for conusion resistance.

Blowholes may also be found in the fusion zone. especially itf the welding process is characterized by a very
rapid cooling of the fusion zone, as occurs in gas metal-arc welding, Gas tungsten-arc welding is the most suitable
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manual proces for achieving welds without, or with very limited, porosity: the operator can, in fact, maintain the
fusion tone under control long enough to dispel the ruses that try to escape in the fusion zone during the solidifica-
tion phase. The advantages offered by gas tungsten-arc welding may also include the fact that it is always easier to
peel off mechanically the thin film of hydroxide fram the surface of the filler metal used in gas tungsten-arc welding
than from a filler wire, as used in gas metal-arc welding,

If, for reasons depending on the possibility of cracking, for reduction of the heat-affected zone or the welding
speed, it is necessary to employ gas metal-arc welding, it is preferable to use larger electrode-wire diameters, i.e. wires
with a smaller surface/volume ratio.

Suitable remedies for limiting blowholes and porosity arc as follows:

- Choose a well-degasified metal, rapidly solidified and hot-rolled immediately after solidification.
- Use a dry and clean filler metal.

Avoid, as far as possible, the use of flux mixed with water.
Choose root-preparation and welding techniques which give a high ratio of the free surface to the volume
of the fusion zone, in order to facilitate the release of gases during the solidification phase.

4,2,S.3 Tendency to Cracking

During welding many aluminium alloys show a tendency, to a greater or lesser degree, to cracking, under high
temperature conditions near to those of "solidus" and in the last stages of cooling, hlot cracks are the most common
and are characteristic of alloys having large solidification times. When one of these alloys solidifies, the dendrites
that form in the liquid begin, at a certain stage, to encroach on each other, giving rise to a regular lattice of grains
between whose interstices some liquid still remains. The limited section between grains can yield under shrinkage due
to decrease in temperature and can then give rise to cracks that the remaining liquid, through its reduced volume
or viscosity, is not able to fill up. There is thus a "hot fragility interval" during which cracks may appear; it is
between the temperature of solidus and the temperature at which the alloy begins to take on cohesion. Considering
purely binary alloys and very slow cooling, their crack sensitivity is greatest at their highest degree of solubility in
the solid phase and at eutectic temperature. It is obvious that the presence of other alloys or a very high rate of

cooling can affect this to a greater or lesser degree.

The rate of cooling tends to shift maximum crack sensitivity towards lower alloy values. For pure aluminium
and for alloys of composition identical or similar to the eutectic (also for the Al-Mn alloys whose solidification time
is always very short) the interval of fragility is practically null and the risk of formation of hot cracks is also at its
lowest. In order to restrict cracking, the choice of filler metal is of primary importance: its composition must be

such that, after dilution with the parent metal, alloys of minimum tendency to cracking result, In normal industrial
practice, aluminium alloys are usually used as filler metal in welding processes:

Pure aluminium.
Alloys Al-Si at 4 to 12% Si.

- Alloys of composition similar to that of the parent metal.

It may be noted, however, that:

- Pure aluminium, althout.h reducing liability to cracking, is deficient from the point of view of mechanical
properties.

- Al-Si alloys are successfully used to weld alloys of the same composition and offer also the advantage of
limitirng hot-cracking; if used on alloys of different composition, they have the disadvantage of inadequate
mechanical properties and of corrosion sensitivity.

- The use of filler metal identical to the parent metal represents the best solution for the welding of' alloys

not liable to cracking; for alloys liable to cracking it is advisable to choose as filler metal an alloy of the
same type but richer in alloy elements. For instance an Al-Cu 4", alloy which tends to crack if welded
with filler metal of the same composition. reacts much better itf welded with 6 101'r Cu alloy.

Similar considerations affect the Al-Mg alloys.

It is possible to reduce hot-cracking by resorting to additive elements such as titanium, zirconium anJ
niobium which are in a condition to refine the grains. Rate of cooling also plays an important part in graia
refining and therefore welding processes of the shortest duration, like gas metal-arc welding, are preferable.
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TABLE I

Aluminium and Aluminium Alloys Commonly Used in the Aircraft Industry t

Government Spet',fiathns SVPot and Seam Gas Metal and Gas
Descripfion Pertaining to Materials Welding Tungsten-Arc Gas Welding

('lad plate, sheet, strip:

2014 QQ-A-255 S L U
2024 QQ-A-362 S U U
7075 QQ-A-287 S U U
7178 MIL-A-9183 S L U

Rolled bars, rods and
shapes:

2014 QQ-A-266 L L U
2017 QQ-A-351 L L U
2024 QQ-A-268 L U U
6061 QQ-A-325 S S S
7075 QQ-A-282 L U U
1100 QQ-A-411 L S S

Extruded bars, rods and
shapes:

2014 QQ-A-261 S L U
2024 QQ-A-267 S U U
6061 QQ-A-270 S S S
7075 QQ-A " S U U
1100 MI .••,5 S S S
3003 QQ-A-357 S S S

Forgings:

2014 QQ-A-367 L L U
2219 QQ-A-367 L S U
7075 QO-A-367 L U U

Sheet and plate:

11O0 QQ-A-561 S S S
3003 QQ-A-359 S S S
2014 AMS-4(, i- L L U
2024 Qs A 35j L U U
2219 MIL-A-8920 S S S
5052 QQ-A-318 S S S
5083 MIL-A-17358 S S S
5086 MIL-A-19070 S S S
5456 MIL-A-79842 S S S
6061 QQ-A-327 S S S
7075 QQ-A-283 L U U

Tubing:

1100 WW-T-783 S S S
3003 WW-T-788 S S S
2024 WW-T-785 L L U

5052 WW-T-787 S S S
6061 WW-T-789 S S S

Code:
S Satisfactory.
U Unsatisfactory.
L limited weldability (crack sensitivity, loss in corrosion resistance or poor weld properties).

* Applications: general airframe structure. cowlings, fairings ducts, tanks. etc.

* Owing to the possibility of corrosion, restrictions have been placed on the spot welding of bars of 7075.
2024 and 2014 alloys to themselves or to each other (see MIL-W-6858).

f From Welding handbook, Section Five, fifth edition (Chapter 91). published bv the American Welding Society.

-(Contimaed)
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TABLE I (Continued)

Government Specrfiation Spot and Seam Gas Merai and G;as
Description Pertaining to Materials Welding** lngsten-A4 (W Weiding

Castings:

356 Perm. mold. QQ-A-596 S S S
356 Sand QQ-A-601 S S S
355 Perm. mold QQ-A-596 S S S
355 Sand QQ-A-601 S S S
195 Sand QQ-A-601 L L L
220 Sand QQ-A-601 U U U

43 Perm. mold. QQ-A-596 S S S
43 Die QQ-A-591 S S S
13 Die QQ-A-596

Codes:

S- Satisfactory.
U - Unsatisfactory.
L Limited weldability (crack sensitivity, loss in corrosion resistance or poor weld properties).

* Owing to the possibility of corrosion, restrictions have been placed on the spot welding of bars of 7075.
2024 and 2014 alloys to themselves or to each other (see 1IL-W-6858).

4.2.16 TITANIUM AND TITANIUM ALLOYS

The aeronautical industry uses either commercially pure titanium or its alloys for the construction of structural
components with particular mechanical and technical requirements. A list of the titanium alloys used, indicating
!heir relevant degree of weldability, is given in Table II. The strong reactivity that titanium possesses, if compared
to air and to most elements and their compounds (except the inert gases), and the high embrittlement it experiences
when contaminated by N, 0, C and H, even in relatively low quantities, advise decidedly against welding processes
using flux, such as oxy-ocetylene welding with covered electrodes. The most common welding processes used ontitanium and its, alloys are gas tungsten-arc welding,. gas metal-arc welding and resistance welding. i

4.2.17 WELDABILITY OF TITANIUM AND ITS ALLOYS. WELDING DEFECTS

4.2,17.1 Porosity

In welding titanium and its alloys porosity is at present a persistent defect. The techniques and process of
welding can affect the extent of this defect but no procedure yet exists which can guarantee freedom from porosity.
The main cause of porosity in welding titanium and its alloys are gases, and particularly hydrogen, which are trapped
in the fusion zone during solidification. The hydrogen that remains trapped in the fusion zone may originate in tile
following ways:

From the parent metal itself, in which it can preexist in solution as an impurity, Welding of parent metal
with hydrogen content of 100 p.p.s. tends to show porosity.

From the tiller metal. Filler metal with hydrogen content in 100 pip.m. proportion can be critical for
porosity in welding.

From humidiiy in the parts to he welded, In this connection'mild preheating of the parent metal is helpful.

The possibility of obtainaing a weld without porosity must be related to the degree of cleanness of the parernt
metal in the area of the weld.

Particles resulting from grinding, spattering, grease and finger-marks are all possible causes of porosity. Light,
superficial oxidation is not a serious problem in relation to porosity. Superficial oxidation of the parent metal,
like the presence of sulphur or air in the fusion zone, may cause embrittlement in the welded joint but does not
increase the porosity appreciably. Similarly, the dew-point of the shielding gas, although it can affect the hydrogen
content in the weld and consequently its embrittlement, does not seen, to affect the porosity significantly.

An appreciable effect on the porosity of the weld is also due to the welding parameters. Even if the available
data are contlicting, it is possible that the temperature of the fusion zone and its cooling time are able to limit the
extent of this defect. In many instances a marked reduction of the welding speed, causing a lower rate of cooling
of the fusion zone, has proved useful in containing the formation of porosity. From this point of view gas metal-arc

tA



welding is less suitable than lis tunpten.-rc weldini, It must be noted that, because there are many parameters
affecting the temperature of the fusion tone, it is not always possible to obtain the desired result by alteting only
one of them. Generally speaking it is true that the so-called "cold welding" causes porosity.

4.2.17.2 Tendency to Cracking

Titanium possesses a high yield stress and a small interval between yield stress and ultimate stress. As a result
the relatively high residual welding stresses a"e not compensated by sufficient deformation of the crocks, Of particular
importance are cracks due to stress corrosion. In certain ambient conditions, the residual welding strems may be
strung enough to supply the energ, necessary to initiate cracks due to stress corrosion phenome.,a. Finier-marks.
salts, gpease and sulphur components in the welding tone, before welding takes place, can all create the envircanental
conditions which may facilitate the appearance of stressI.-onvion cracks. It is then of great imnortance that the
parent metal is carefully cleaned before welding. However, it is necessary to take special precautions in this operation
also. The solvents used must not leave residue behind, particularly chlorinates. Solvents such as trichlormthylene
and methylenecLhIonde must never be used. Acetone, alcohol and methyl ketone should be used inst- m.

TABLE II

Titanium aind Titanium Alloys Commonly Used in the Aleeraft Industry*

Nominal 0)mpos$tiom Other Deslpnatihms Spot. Seam Gas Metal and Gas and Shielded

(per M0 AMS Milry and Fash Gas itngsten-Art" Metal-Arr.. N.(a) Wetddnt Wrldft Wridins•

99.5 S S U
4902

99.2 4941 T-9047B-1 S S U
4951

99.0 4900A T-79936 S S U
99.0 4901B S S U
98.9 4921 S S U

Alpha alloy Eades

4910

5AI-2.SSn 4926 S S U4953
4966

8AI-IMo-IV In prepar. In prepar. S S U
8AI-2Cb-ITa(b) In prepar. S S U

Alpha - beta alloy Rudes

8Mn 4908A U U U

4A1-3Mo-IV 4912 U U U4913UUU
2.SAi-16V T-88840I) U U U
SAW-1.25Fe-2.75Cr U U U
2Fe-2Cr-2Mo 4923 U U U

4911
6AI-4V 4928A OS-10737 S S S

4935 OS-10740

Beta ailoy prades

13V-1 lCr-3Al 4917 S S U

Code:

S Satisfactory.
U Unsatisfactory.
(a) Other numbers, T-12117 and WA-PD-76C (I). apply to all grades and all products; "f-14557, T-14558.

T-9046C and T-9047C apply to all grades; and T-8884 (AS(;) applies to various gr4des.
(b) Formerly AI-Cb-ITA. All data given are for the 8-2-1 composition,

From Welding Handbook, Section Five, fifth edition (Chapter Q1) and Welding Handtmok. Section Four.
fifth edition (Chapter 73), published by the Amerkicn Welding Society.
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4.2.16 STAINLESS STEELS

mainly kiwi atautenitle chrome-nickel stainless steel%, Nartensitic and fertitic stainless steel% are rarely used.

The~ most common welding prtxvses are: pas-shielded arc welding, shielded metal-arc welding and resistance
welding. A list of the stainkIcs steel with chrome-nickel composition most commonly uwed, with indications or their
degree or weldability, is given in Table Ill.

4.2.19 WELDABIUITY OF AUSNTINC STAINLESS STEELS. WELD) DEFECTS

4.2.19.1 Tendency to Cracklnfj

lDefects often f'ound in joints made by the action of heat on chrome-nickel staintkss steel% am, cracks of ")lot'*
type, that is, defects of metallurgical origin which may occur during tile first stages of sulidilication or the weld
metal. Macroscopic cracks may appecar also and usuially have a tendency. to formt between dendrites in the fusion
P~ont, These macraisc.'pic cracks may rvach the surface and their direction may be longitudinal or transverse to thatI
or the weld and m~ay evx't be branched when they start from the crater which forms at the tov of tile weld.

Tendency to cracking has been fouand imore frequently in sieel or "%tabilited- type, for instance AISI-347, thatJ
is used under heavy duty conditions and at high tempelrature. Weld!; onl this type of steel have shownt a tendency
to hot cracks in the heat-affected tone of the weld, Although it is not clear wl'ether such cracks apricar during the
welding process or whether they originate or dev'lIop after heat treatments, which are somietimes applied in ore o Io
keep the ferrite content low iii the filler metal or for expansion purposes in view of stress-corrosion phenlomlena.

In order to keep hot Cracks to a minimum, a wike general precaution is to make the weld rapidly and with as
little overheating as possible; this limnits the site of thle fusion tone and sp~eeds up solidilication. For this purpose,
processes are preferable that utilite very c.oncentratedl heat sourc'es and so permnit tfast and tocalited fusiionl with :1
small increase of heat (for instance, tile gcis-shielded arc weldin! and the shielded metal-arc: welding process'es).
Smiall ;-nd undisturbed fusion tones help it) protect the fusion tone itself against oxidation from the Atmosphere. In
relatiun to thle formation of hot ci .i ks in the Qhietdedl metal-arc welding pirocevss. basic covered electrodes give higher
reliability than~ electrodes co~ered with tile %o-callcd "neutral" frutile-basicl ctl~ering. This fact is attributable both
to the higher Si Content of the rutile ek'ctrodo and it) the shape of the resistant section of the wckld with thle
"-neutral" elcotrode the section iN it th~' imine lah'er and sharpier thanIlith one obtained with basic electrodecs.
and is thus less resistant and a sourLC 'i morc' ,ovisistcul Jhrinkage ettect. In accordanlce With thle ne0ed toI limlit thO
,site of the fusion itone and thle o' erheiting oft thle parent metal, it iS also p~referable to Use covered electrodes, oft
s-maller diameter And it is ad~isable, when weldingi b% multiple runs, to check, the wveld temperature (as a general ru~le.
templeralures not greater than 1 10 I150'C' are indicated i.

It is furthermore preferable to utilite a1 root-p~repaJration technliquke which involves the mlinlimumki volumlle oft
fusion metal and a shorter total hteating timle Lit thle ioinit, because fewer runs are required. l'rom this point of view
X type prepaoration is prefera'hle to V tylie.

Ini relation to) hot cracks, it mukst be borne in mnind that a compiletel\ austonitic deposit is more easily- given to
crack formation than one with mixed 4ustenitic-ferrnuic structure. Compositions Of thle type 25,; Cr 20' Ni or
I 8' Cr - 8"; Ni (when it is Completely ausienitici are more liable toI crack thanl Compositions of the type I 8'; Cr
8" Ni with low carbon, the type I8" Cr 8-, Ni 2', Mu. or thle type 24': Cr I12', N i 21: Mo that deposit
a certain amount of ferrite. Because Of this, when technical requiremlents for special types- of Construction do not
prohibit thle use of it, it is preferable to employ filler materials able ito deposit 2 X'; of ferrite in a struclture p .re-
valently auste-aiiic, Also, with a Correct welding proceduire. hot1 cracks, onl austenlitic stainless steel Call someitimes~
occur in the craters at the end of the weld. This possible defect iý: practically elimii'iq,ttd by feeding mlore filler
material onto the shrinking end Crater before switching off tile arc. utiliting Current genecators which allow a Pro-
_avssve, stcady reduction of the welding Current at switch-off poiint, or else forming tile end crater onl a separate
metal plate that is not part of the join~t itself It is also) good practice to remlove thle seaml poinit or. .1t least, to
melt it accurately in order to inrorpiorate it into thle joint itself.

4.2.19.2 Purueitv and Inclusions

The defects of porosity and inclusions Are mainly attributable to defective cleanness of the root of tile joint.
Cleaning is a very important factor in the achievemient of strong welds onl austenitc stainless stMe welding: lack of
cleaning favour not only porosity and inclusions but also the formation of hot cracks. Crease smecars. oil, powder
arid foreign particles (like Fe, Zn. Cu, slap- or oxides &rising from previous welding runs) mist be comlpletel\ elimi-

L ~nated from the roots. In this respect pollutions of S and C are particularly dangerous and are alwaysl possible if
the joint contains paint stains, chalk. thennocolokir. lubric~ant ort liquid lised. for instwnce, in non-destructive testing.
It is good practice to clean inechanicall) . with * metaltic brush, or chemically. with a pickling solution, using, in the
first instance, brand new tools or at least tools reserved lor stainles's steel And not contaminated by use onl other t\yles
of steel. It must bek remembered tlhat clean conditions are es-iecially important with inmodern welding processes using
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L Limited weidability ckrack sensitivity or loss in corrosxion resistince or poor weld properties).

*From Weldint. Handbook. Section Five. fifth edition t('hapter Qi ). publisheJ b\ Amneric:an
Welding Society., etrssat lctos it tcs iewlsa~ as

(a)'orrosion-resistant and etrssn pliain xlwi Ic.freals.dsas

hurfaces exposed to exIhakst g~ass. high-pressure lin"s. lavatory equipment and iclaeuI

(b) Solution annealing post-heat treatment required to dissolve precipitated carbides unless
reduced corrosion resistance is avcci'ptahlk.

(c) Requtires specialieed techniques.

(d) Except free inachining bar. _
(C) May be satisfactorily welded in thin. smiooth sections.
(f) Koor acessibility ai~d fit-uip restrict the use of' tubular tormis.

4.2.20 NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOYS

For the construction of welded structures characteruted by high resistance to corrosion and high niechýnic:al
"rsstance under heat. nickel alloys, of the solid-solution-strengthened type and of the precipitation'hardenable type
are largely used. In particular. the solid-solut ion-strengt henved types are generally used when there is a demand toyT
moderate mechanical strength at high~ temperature combined with ece"llent characteristics of resistance to c-orrosionl
and oxidation, white the prvcipitation-hardenable alloys are mainly used for comiponents where high strength weight
ratios and excellent resistance to "creep" are required. A list of nickel alloys used in the aeronautical industrv, with
indications of the welding processes applicable to them. is given in rabte IV.

In jv,'neral, on the nickel alloys, the same welding prtocesies. by fusion and resistance. as for chrome-nickel
stainless steel, are applicable. The prevalent use of thin mnaterials favours, in particular. welding processes by fuision.
such as shielded mnetal-arc welding and gas tungsten-arc welding: diffe'rent tyres of' resistance welding are also
frequtently used, especially spo! welding and roll welding. Amiong mioreý advanced welding proces~ses, by fusion applic:-
able to nickel alloys, gas mnetal-arc welding is of particular interest, especially in relation to the c'urrenit need to Weld
thin metal sheets in every position; the so-called "thin thread" version of this proc~ess which involves transfer of the
filler metal is of the type known as "gas shorting-arc". An ever-increasing interest is also evident in electron--aini
welding and submerged arc welding.
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4.2.21 WELOAMUTY OF NICKL AND MT ALLOYS& WELDING DEFEMI

Me welding of nickel and its alloys does not generallY Present greater diflicutitwe than the welding or chrnw'le-'*
nickel stainklsa steels of similar austtritfic structure. fltoweirer, the wwvfity of the wurkinp conditions that a n;,ckcl
alloy must normally bear result in a tveilreenent for perfretiswm of ihe weld Inot merely an alloenvc of the traditional
gemirettival discontinuities called welslngf def'cvts; to obtain this liff"tlon it is nhe~esary to comiply strictly with the
precautions sM mended" by good woiishol' practice for stainlesa steel% Such pr~auftins neecrn evientially the
n-eil to avoid pollution by foreign particles that can prodike not only weld defects but can also) he potential causesS
of seflou& dvte1-orat ion of the mechanical and anti-corrtuion propeli~e% of the Joint under service conditions.

4.2-211.1 lncomplkfe Rout Peratration, WMowhohi

Some nickel alloys exhibit a redJuced fluidiiy of the fusion #.one, which can caome diffliculty in achie.';ng the tb-sf
welding run and bring about defective root penetralion. the defect can occur eseilyin welding pro ecmws using
shielded gas,. To compensate for the reduce-d fluidity of' the fusion t~one one generally resorts to al hotm re-Itouching
in preparing the roiots oi'flit* joint, for initance on the -%houlder" and at the ends in V welds, and to a1 tight pre-
heating lot' 5f o' I l500C).

leheatinit lavourx, amongsqt other things. the cxpuAlsion from the fusi in *one otf the gases illI, N) that tend
otherwise, especially. with pure nickel ;and nicklckopper alloy%. to give rise blowholes

llo'Acver, in order to facilitate penetration and dispel the tendenc\ fgsicuin a mixture of arvon and
hydrovwn is sometimes used as th-, gtas hield, instead of' pure aryon., this allow\ more heat ito hk conveyed into thle
fusioni ?one, raising its terniperat-are because of' dissociation arid iveamssseiation of flth nolecule% tii' hydrogen according
to the i.squilibritun H,~ 0 211 1' Q. TIhe mnost appr'opriate pierccntage of' hydrogen employed does not exceed In':.
The danger of hlowholes is oso re~duc-ed b\ the presenice in the fitter mletal ot, deosdidting anti gas-fixing elemlents
such AS a1,lum kini um ad tit~nium.l Withi tile aimi of' avoiding increase in the loss of deoxidiisivil, prt)rerties it inay help
to prevent turbulence of the fusion rtone. whliQe call be caused by excessive speced of release of the gas shield and
by movement of' the welding flash or the rod of filler mectal. Absolute cleannless oft the Suirface unlder teAtnIent is
always extrenliely important.

4,12.L12 Slag Inclusions

In using thc. c.overed-electrtide process. it is possible that slag inclusions appear in the weld metal. 1'his detl'ct
is miore a charicteristik of' the particu!ir welding process chosen than a property of' nickel allo\ .sýand it is mentioned
here in order to eniphasite how impiortanti it is, oin parent metals, ito tike g'vaf care to. removne thle slag comnpletely
after a welding run with a covered electrxide. R~esidual xlag is particularly dangerous; in welds destined to operate at
high temperature: surf'ace residual slag mnay encourAge thle abisorption of' sulphur fromn corrosive atmnospheres and
slag windch, meltsatt loetemen rmsiperurwie thn aheletal cnainng rm ove the su prface n li i ofr eoxide~n andleadhro tol
soa windc melbts talowerntefmperathure while ine mllols cnainin reome hea spurfateinmgo irnxoxidisn atmosperes the
ý,orrosive attack underneath.

Nickel alloys oit' the precipitation-hardenahle type contain elements which can pr'xtuce. during welkting. ref'ric-

tor), oxides and theref'ore oxidte inclusions and lack tif ftrsion. The danger of these defects makesinipsal
,iroper action beween onte welding run1 andi the next inl order to remove the existing osides conipteteIl-. The most
efficient cleaning inethoid consist.s oit a;nkhlasting~ and grinding alter eacth run the use, oit a normial metallic hrshil is
not considered suffticien~t A gajs shield reVerSed is dleemlt di indispensable when the weld Alloy has a high aluiminium
and titaniumli Content.

4.2.21.4 tendency to C'racking

The solubility kif silicon inl nickel may seemn high enouigh t-o limit thle formation oft dangerous utctics:G- with
low mlelting point andi consequently tile possibility of' hot cracks forming in thosýe nickel alto%' which contain it ito
a ,,ertain degree. It decreases, hiowev-er. with thle addition oft copper ind chrome, and thle atit' o nickel-chromew.
nickel-chronie-iron and nickel-copiper are sensitive to thil- defect. Particuilarts senxitivc ire the allo\ s c.intarining
chromec and this characteristic mnust be borne in mnind .'specijll\y when using filler mletal o1f these alloys. on parent
mnetal with a high silicon content. Bie critical silicon content which mukst not he \excded if' this luarimiful effeOct is
to be avoided varies from alloy to alloy and is also affected h% the welding process useýd. It has- tween noticed. for
instance, that the harmiful effect brought about by silicon in tile fusion tone of' thle weld is less es ident ill the
processes using inert gas. Cracking canl also occur in the heat-affected _ýonk, of' the wveld, bilt to a far less degree.
Thle metallurgical eff'ect of' silicon can be, counteracted by flit id'.tion oft' niobiuim in thme filler mnetal.

Also suisceptible to cracking in the f'usion /one are Alloy .s containing bioron in piercentages beclow 0.03,1 crack
senlsitivity in thle Ileat-a flected zonle appears ito he miore controllable, with these: alltos, if one is c'arefuld to use a



wefldl, peoceu with low specific o-trheating and to plian the strucure so as to obtain welded joints with the least
risdity po~sable. The harmifui effect caused by boron is attributable to the formation of interstanular eutectics with
low nmetm#pinc

A similar tffect, hot-vtock formation in either the fusion toue or the heat-af 'ected zone, is also noticeahle in alloys
containing zirconium in small amouits, say O.l'1- fusion wtldingp is not advisabit on such alloys because it would be
diflikult to avoid cracking in the htat-fftected tone. The metallurgical reasons fo,- this defect on such alloys is also

U attributed to the formation of low-meltIng-point euttctivs.

To a%oid the incidence of crackintg, special tare must be taken against pollutlun by sulphur. phosphorus andI
lead. which can provoke eutectic reactions it low fusion temperature. thus -='!%ributinp to hotirnick formation, which
is based on the irittryninular brittleness or the structure. Sulphur is the most llkdly of these harmful elements because
it is more difficult to guarantee its exclusion as it te:ids, with its compounds. tu forni the numerous materials con-
tinuously uses in industry (thermo olosar pencil, chalks, cutting lubricants, greast, paii () and it is also normally
contained in the industrial atmosphere to which alloys may be exposed during storagte.

In order to prevent, as far as possible. the cracking of nickel alloys in general, the most 3.Oitable stage for
exploiting, during wolding, the best - iawwtrlstcs of ductility of the alloy, is that ir annealing or solution treatment.
This struc~tural state guarantees also the absence of possible stress fton,, work-hardening caused possbly by previous
cold plastic procesting. For alk,)-s which can be hacdened. welding on material already "aged' is not advisable fur
various ressons; the agd mtaterial otfers little ductility, especially at the temperature reached in the heat-affected
tone, and could crack uinder the internal stresses induced by welding,, the heat cycle of welding can destroy lovallyI
the effect of the treatment already applied to the parent metal, it would be impossible to obtain th~e desired
mechanical properties in the fusion tone without further aging of the tone itself.

TAIRLF IV

ih-Nik~el Alloys Cummonly Used In the Aircraft IndustryO

J Suded G6" G~as 614P Electron

Inconel alloy 6M IX
700 X X

702 X X

718 X X XI
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4.2.22 TYPICAL WELDING DEFECTS AND THEIR DETECTION BY NON-flESTRUCT'VE TESTING

or the various defects which can occur during welding some, as previously explained, are characteristic of the
type of welding process used and some o:" the parent metal employed; others are common to both and occur often.

In the general scope of the non-destructive test programme for checking welds, it is sdvisable to consider to-
gether the various types of defects, independently of their origin, and to preskribe appropriate non-destructive test
methods to reveal ifem.

In autogenous w'elding of butt joints the following defects may occur:

Undercuts are tiue to limited fusion on tile surface of the parent metal near the seam and to incomplete filling
of the grooves with filler metal. They are revealed through X-rays and on the screen they appear as dark grooves
shading off at the s des of the seam (Fig. I). These defects do not represent real discontinuities and therefore they
are not revealed by any other non-destructive method. It must be noted that, at least in larger welds, these defects
are not visible to the naked eye and, unless very sharp, they aie acceptable.

Porosity and blowholes are caused by gases in the fusion zone which are trapped in it during solidification.
These defects, which are fairly round cavities, are usually called blowholes if their diameter is 10 to 15 mm or more
and porosity if it is less than this. These defects are usually revealed by X-rays and they appear as dark spots easily
distinguishable from other defects. The X-ray screen reproduces their shape and exact location and, in relation to
porosity, permits an assessment, albeit a visual one, of their density (number of pores per unit volume). Incidentally,
they can also be detected by ultrasonic techniques (especially large blowholes) but in general the sensitivity is lowerinasmuch as these defects tend to diffuse, instead of reflect, the beam. Furthermore, not being surface defects, they

are not detectable by liquid penetrants.

Wormholes are defects similar to blowholes but oblong. They are clearly visible by X-rays, but only by chance
by ultrasonic and other methods.

Herringbones are defects consisting of a group of oriented wormholes (Fig. 2). They are typical of welding done
in a shielded atmosphere, without proper control of the process. The defects are clearly detectable by X-rays but
only incidentally by ultrasonic techniques and then with difficulty. They are never detected by other methods.

Porositiy describes groups of pores and areas covered by a large quintity of pores (Fig.3). As already mentioned,
these defects are clearly detectable by X-rays but not at all, or only occasionally, by ultrasonic methods. They are
not detectable by other methods.

Incomplete root penetration consists of incomplete filling of the weld (Fig.4). Compared with the length of
the seam it call be continuous (more often in automatic welding) or discontir.uous, with more or less sharply defined
sections (in manual welding). It is a defect easily revealed by X-ray and ultrasonic techniques. No other methods
are used unless the weld is without reverse pick-up and on components which are not closed, for example tanks or
boxes. In such cases the lack of root penetration is detectable by the naked eye.

La,'k offiusion is a defect due to insufficient heating or 'o the local presence of oxide and it can occur at the
root of the weld and on both sides of it (Fig.5). It can be detected by X-rays and appears as a thin line if the
direction of the X-ray beam is parallel to its plane; if it is not parallel (the most common case), it appears as a very
shadowy area, sometimes hardly detectable for lack of contrast. Because of this factor, the usual method is to use
ultrasonic techniques with a transducer than can generate inclined beains (450 80', according to the plate thickness).
iaasmuch as the echo reflected is not affected by the thickness of the defect but is sufficient for tile defect to
create two-dimensional discontinuity. Ultrasonic testing is recommended for use with stainless steels. The tendency
shown by many stainless steels to grain enlargement in the welded zone can make difficult or impossible the use of
ultrasonic methods, because of the excessive absorption of the ultrasonic beam. Ilowever, if the welded section is not
too large, it is possible to restrict the attenuation and diffusion of the ultrasonic beam within acceptable test limits by
choosing a sufficiently low frequency.

Inclusions are foreign particles which remain trapped in the fusion zone during solidification. These defects
are detected either by X-rays or by ultrasonic methods, although with the latter it is not always easy to distinguish
them from other defects. Non-metallic inclusions are generally formed by fragmentation of the electrode covering.
i e. by fusible slag. Almost always they are thinner and thus less absorbent than the surrounding metal and, on the
X-rays, appear as clear spots of irregular, fairly round, shape. When non-metallic inclusions are refractory, they appear
on the X-rays as clear spots of rather jagged shape (Fig.6(a)). If the inclusions are metallic, they may appear as
clear spots or dark spots according to their relative density compared to the surrounding metal. An example of such
inclusions is given in Figure 6(b), which show-, (apart from the two cracks) a tungsten inclusion (shed from the
electrode) in a weld made by the T.I.G. process. This type of defect is not considered serious it' the dimensions
are relatively sma!!; the danger increases when there are more inclusions close together or in line. Similar defects
can be caused by inadequate cleaning between one welding run and the next or when particles of the parent metal
flake off and form surface inclusions (Fig.7(a), (b)) which, owing to the high tempcrature during welding, tend to
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concentrate on the edges of the filler metal, giving rise incidentally to aligned inclusions. In X-ray testing of very521
thin welds with "soft" rays (low kV) it is necessary to use very fine grain film and to take appropriate measures
(e.g. geometrically) to obtain the best image possible. A distinct image is indispensable in X-ray testing of oxides of'
aluminium and magnesium, because their densities are quite near to tha* of the matrix in which they are trapped. I

(Yaters, which are wore frequent in normal than in automatic welding, arn characteristic defects that may show
up when the arc is interrupted along the weld. Rapid local cooling may prevent the release of gas bubbles (with
consequent formation of porosity) and/or produce sn'all cracks in the radial direction (Fig.8). These defects are
detectable by X-ray testing if the plane ;i which they lie is parallel to the X-ray beam, and by liquid penetrants
(generally the red ones) if they are on the surface. When they are not on the surface they are satisfactorily detected
by ultrasonic methods, through inclined-beam techniqu.s (45' to 80') with approp.riate frequency. i

1tot cracks are produced during the first stage of solidification of the fusion metal, when the dendrites of solidifica-

tion form a coherent reticule of grains: in the interstices some liquid remains and the intergranular sections of limited
strength can yield under the shrinkage stresses due to the progressive decrease of temperature. These defects are
detectable easily with X-rays, fairly easily with ultrasonic techniques, but not at all with liquid penetrant and magnetic
methods unless they are on the surface. Hot cracks (which form during heating and successive cooling of #he metal)
may in fact be considered as three-dimensional defects, with the possibility of producing, when examined by X-rays.
a trace of different density (blackening) on the film, even if the orientation is not the most favourable.

Cold cracks may form when the fusion zone has already solidified, owing to high stresses during the cooling
process. These defects generally form in the fusion zone, but they can also occur in the heat-affected zone, especially
with steel alloys or high-strength steel. Cold cracks ,,erally have a linear or jagged appearance (Fig.9). For thin
welds, or in cases when the crack is expected to reach the surface, the methods ot detection which appear the easiest
and safest are the liquid penetrant and magnetic methods, even though care must be taken to avoid misleading traces,
owing to the possibility of penetrants remaining in the interstices of the surface folds after washing, or to variation
of magnetic permeability in the interface with the filler metal.

Ultrasonic methods are particularly suitable for detecting cracks which do not reach the surface, because this
type of defect forms a discontinuity which is highly reflecting. Generally it is advisable to use techniques with beams
inclined at 450 to 80', according to the thickness of the plate; the basis of the technique is illustrated in Figure 9,
where case (a) deals with a crack in the filler waetal and case (b) with a crack in the heat-affected zone.

X-ray testing is not altogether suitable for detecting cold cracks inasmuch as it requires that the plane in which
they lie should be approximately parallel to the direction of the X-rays. When this condition is obtained they are
represented on film as sharp traces; otherwise they appear as shadowy areas, riedium dark in colour and with little
contrast; cracks which lie in planes very much inclined to the direction of the X-rays are not detected at all. How-
ever, if we consider only very thin welds, for which the plane of the cracks is almost perpendicular to the plate,
namely parallel to the X-ray beam, the limitations just mentioned are no longer valid. In spot welding the defects
which can occur are classifiable into iewer types compared to those in arc welding. The heat cycle of each "nugget"
is extremely short and interaction of the liquid metal with the external atmosphere is practically negligible.

The classical X-ray of a spot weld obtained with correct values of the welding machine parameters is that
illustrated in Figure 10(a), where the characteristic clear halo surrounding a circle of slightly darker background is
noticeable and is due to the forging action exerted by the electrodes (note the variation in thickness as shown in
Figure 10(b)). The liquid metal, piled up during the heating phase, cools rapidly through the action of the surrounding
material and of the electrodes, and the nuggets produced are characterized by a crystal column structure, as sketched
in Figure 10(b). The main types of defects are the following.

Pores are small round cavities filled with gas, generally caused by inadequate cleaning of the surfaces (Fig. I I).
"they are not as a rule regarded as dangerous defects.

Shrinkage cracks are cracks positioned roughly radially and are star-shaped (Fig. i 2). They appear when there
is excessive heating, and they are almost always prcsent in nuggets of excessive size. They are regarded as dangerous
defects.

Spattering of fuse material may be due to excessive heating and thermal expansion, interfering with the sur-
rounding solid material. Contact with the plate and imperfect cleanness are other possible causes of this defect
(Fig.l 3).

Lack of Jiision appears as spots with minimum mechanical resistance, owing to insufficient heating, and thus
without enough nugget volume. They are considered dangerous and generally lead to rejection.

The first types of defects (pores, cracks, spattering) are detectable very easily by X-rays. Lack of fusion, on
the other hand, is not directly visible by X-rays because it does not appear as cavities or thickness variations, which
can produce variation in the absorption of X-ray beams. However, with certain materials (of low ductility), the
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small volume of the melted nugget reduces and eliminates the forging action of the electrodes, so that the white halo
does not ap, *,.Ar in the X-rays: this can be taken as a sign (.,ven if not absolutely definite) of lack of fusion. Another
sign, even though indirect, of the reduced size of the nugget is indicated in X-ray testing of light alloys with high
copper content, owing to the tendency of copper to migrate from the exterior to the centre of the nugget. This
occurs during the fusion cycle and during solidification of the nugget when the copper tends to segregate and, being
subject to heating followed by cooling, forms an outside ring of low copper concentration and a core of higher copper
concentration. It is a relatively small variation but, because of the enormous difference betwee.. its absorption
coefficient and that of aluminium, it is sufficient to show up in X-ray testing as a dark halo (of diameter nearly the
same as the light halo of the forging action) and a lighter central zone indicating copper enrichment (Fig. 14).

There has recently been developed an ultrasonic technique of high frequency (10 to 15 Mhlz) suitable for the '
evaluation, through multiple echoes, of the size of the nugget according to the damping of the ultrasonics. Although
it has proved promising, it appears to be too expensive. Some attempts to use ultrasonics applied directly to the
electrode of the welding machine have been made, so far without success.

A modem method of test. directly applicable on the welding machine or on the part during welding, seems now
to be offered by acoustics: during the fusion phase, solidification and forging, both in the nugget and around it.*j
Very strong impulses are produced which free energy in the form of elastic vibration of high frequency. A suitable
transducer, set nearby, can capture these signals, which radiate as impulses of various energies and frequencies; such
impulses, for each welded spot, are related to the size of the nugget and it is thus possible to distinguish thle welded

spot with lack of fusion (small acoustic signal) from the large and average one.

4.2.23 DANGER OF DEFECTS AND ACCEPTABILITY CRITERIA

With regard to the strength, both static and dynamic, of the weld, an assessment of tile danger of defects and
the relevant acceptability criteria is based essentially on the possible effect of fissure and the resultant stress concen-

tration that this can produce. From this point of view a classification of defects implies a division into two mainI

(a) Defects which are round, or at least three-dimensional, and without sharp corners.

(b) Defects with sharp corners, generally three-dimensional-shaped, with marked effect of fissure.

Category (a) comprises blowholes, porosity, inclusions etc. These defects are not liable to spread uinder fatigue
conditions inasmuch as they do not have sharp corners: they can be accepted if, under the prescribed conditions,
they are of dimensions tolerable for static strength.

Defects of category (b), on the other hand, cause stress concentration and are, furthermore, lIkely to spread.
Cold cracks, especially, represent a very serious danger for their tendency to spread under fatigue conditions: they
are never tolerated in welds on important components. In addition, defects such as lack of fusion and lack ef root
penetration, hot cracks and, finally, aligned inclusions belong to this category.

Suitable X-ray standards of defects in welds have been collected anmd issued by specialised organisations: the
numerous defects illustrated are in order of increasing danger and importance. In acceptability definitions these
standards are often referred to.

It must always be borne in mind that the criterion of acceptability for defects of the two categories mentioned
depends not only on their importance and nature, but also on the position of tile weld and thus the influence the
defect has on the part or assembly. It is self-explanatory that in areas of low stress some types of defect can be
tolerated up to a certain limit, inasmuch as they do not give rise to appreciable stress concentrations or, if they du,
there is a considerable margin of safety. Conversely, iin highly stressed areas the presence of a defect. however small.
can be responsible for initiating a fatigue crack.

In considering the effect on safety, it must be remembered that in an aircraft there are structural coimponents
and mechanical parts of primary importance, while there are others of secondary importance by comiparisot-;: the
acceptability criteria of defects are also related to the function of the particular welded component.

It is obvious that the various types of possible defect in welding can be classified according to their nature and
origin, but they differ widely in shape, position, importance and so on. In this respect thle personal experience of all
inspector entrusted with acceptance is of great help in the interpretation and assessment of defects: but, because of
the situation just described, he would find himself compelled to pass judgeiment based on personal concepts, to decide
on very complex requirements not easily assessed solely according to his own specific competence. To give him a
chance of being more objective, using generally applicable criteria, the idea has been established of creating classes
with a different degree of severity for the aczeptahility of defects. Referring to X-ray standards, the most severe
class will permit the acceptance, for instance, only of defects of~ minimum order in category (a), excluding absolutely
any defect of category (b). The less severe class will permit acceptance (referring always to standards) of defects
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progressively greater of both categories. The classification is generally established by the design offices, in cooperation
with those responsible for quality control, and can refer to the component or only to its critical zones. The category
in which the particular component is placed is shown on the relevant drawing or quality control specification: the

inspector responsible for acceptance is now able to judge the defect by comparison with similar defects reproduced in
the standard, and referred to by the class in which the part under inspection appears. A simple scheme of classifica-
tion of components according to their use is now given.

(lass ! This class comprises components whose failure during take-off, flight or landing may cause

(a) structural failure,
(b) loss of control,
(c) engine failure,
(d) inability to actuate the landing gear.

If the failure results only in damage through a second. unlikely event (for instance, the damage to the rudder ]

control cable caused by failure and collapse of a radio antenna) the component does not come within Class r .ude

C/asv 2 This class includes components under specification which do not belong to Class I.

(lass 3 This class includes components not under specification or under slight specification.

The classification just described relates specifically to X-ray testing, but it is applicable (and it is applied) also
to other non-destructive methods. In ultrasonic testing, for instance, for each ciass, reference can be made to pres-
cribed specimens, containing artificially produced defects of different types: the echo of the particular defect is
compared with that of various standard specimens.

In addition to what has already been said, it must be emphasized that an acceptability criterion must always
E consider the deterioration with time of a defective weld.

It is essential that the departments responsible for quality control and acceptance assess the degree of danger
of the defect with this in mind, evaluating how much a defective weld can be further weakened in time by in-service
conditions (atmosphere, temperature, stress), by the structure of the welded material itself and by the type of defect.

I
?I

I
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Fig. I Undercut

Fig.2 Herringbone

Fig.3 Porosity
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Fig.4 Incomplete penetration

Fig.5 Lack of fusion
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(a) Slag inclusions (b) Capillary inclusions

Fig.7 Aligned inclusions

Fig.8 (_'rater
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(a) X-ray photograph of a spot weld (b) Diagrammatic sketch of a spot weld

Figure 10

Fig. II Spot weld showing porosity Fig.I 2 Spot weld showing evacks

Fig. 13 Spattering of fusion inetal Fig. 14 Spot weld on light alloy with high copper content (C4.5 TN 10/40).
,Abovc: normal spot weld with ,zharacteristic halo due to copper migration.

Below: imperfect spot weld with halo reduced and indistinct.
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NDW OF DONDEI) STRUCTUJRES

4.3.1 INTRODUMrON

4.3.1.1 Hktswy

Fromt the beginning ot Aviation. adhesives have been used in the construction of wooden Aircraft. Aircraftt
rigid structures werv achieved by stacking their bonded wooden sheets (%par flanges. plywood cores, propeller blades
etc.) but the actual development dated- from the second world war thanks to plastics chemistry imiprovements and

in particular thermo-seting materials (phenolic and later epoxy resins).

At the beginning, sandwich structure cores were made up of low density mnaterials such as balsa wood, cork.I
rubber foam, plastic foam. etc. Altnough some of these materials arv still being used, the great majority of current
sandwich structures incorporate honeycomb cores (FijigI.

4.3.1.2 Advantages of Banded Strvictures'

Two types of bonded structures Are now being used:
Metal-to-Metal bonded structures.
Sandwich structure--,

This covers the assembly of two parts by means of a bonding adhesive. Two major groups can he retained:

Stiffener bonding (refer to Figure 2) which makes possible a thin skin stabilization. Such process then
replaces; riveting or spot welding and helps in improving mechanical and above al!. fatigue strength properties
AS:
(a) the stabiliting rein for.cement mating surfaces are- evenly and constantly loa4ded.
(b) the bonded joint stops fatigue crack propagation.

Reinforcement bonding (skv Figare 3) by which the use of the lamination method miakes possible local
reinforcement replacing conventional or chemical machining, thence entailing:
(a) Material saving (sometimes in a most substantial way).
(b) Greater safety capability against crack propagation.

4.3. 1.2.2 Roimded Sandwich Strcucmrrs (we Figuire 4)

From the design view point. bonded structure proves to be the best achieveentcn of skin stabiliz.ation tech niquews.

In general, honeycomb cores are, used for load carrying structures and withstand shear stresses while skin% with-
stand both compression and tensile stresses.

This results in a sinilicant weight gain as compared to conventionail structures with stiffeners. andi thanks to
component consistency. fatigue strength is improved (mostly acoustic).

Attachment Points constitute nevertheless the most critical areas in honeycomb panels anti mutst be particularly-

well designed.

The ad~i~ntage% bonded structures. andi es-pecially honeycombh sandwich structures offer, are obvious. in se~eral
fields. Nowadays, there is no aircraft. missiile or satellite which dot not incorporate bonded structures anti notabl\
honeycomb sandwich structures.

Adhesive btonding is increasingly- used for thme mnanufacture tif components such is: fuselage and wing panlels.
bulkheads, slats, flaps. airbrakest. landing gear door panels. lairings. tail units compoinents. helicoptor blades. floor
panels, etc.



4.3.1.3 D4.p Fac-tmI

4. 3.) I /mnpt Regamtae

It is generally admitted that a thin skin panel can suL'cesafully take applied tensile and comptevion strses.
However, in practice much thicker skin panels are being used to withstand impact toads. In effect a thicker panel
has a high energy dissipation capability over a larger surface, which decreases the load% applied to the honeycomb.

4.3,1.3.2 'fomeFntal Cbndft*s

Temperature, exposure at such temperature, humidity and resistance to several fluids and gases must be ass.essed
early in the design stage. The effect of loads under all thew different environmental conditions must not be under-
rated.

Table I provides data on material selection according to their working temperature.

TABLE I

Matuiab Sekctimo Accadkq to Woklq Temperature 2

Temperature Fca jr de~5
(*C ('m•Fdmin't "Ut"Wa Adheshtv

Up to 175 Aluminium Aluminium Resins

LaminatesUp to 250 Fibreglass Steel or Titanium .esins

From 175 to 500 Steteel eel or Titanium Brazing or welding

4.3.1.4 Materials

4.3.1.4.1 Metal Sheet Fl'ir3s•

Till now. the majority of sandwich structures incorporated alumini-im alloy or plstic reinforced fibreglasss
facing:. Steel, wood or paper have been used likewise and probably theit use will bi. developed in future. Other
materials such as carbon fibre composites are liable to be developed because of the great advantages they o'fer.

Aluminium facings are mostly from 0.3 to 2 mw thick. Steel and titanium facing thickness ranges from
0.125 to I mm.

But there are specific cases, where reinforced plastic facings or plastic t.ores must be used for the construction
of components such as radomes or any other structures requiring electrical transparency properties.

Plastic facings associated with aluminium paper or foam cores can be likewise used for the following reasons:
easy forming of complex parts, weight control, insulation and thermal radiation, high temperature re,;istance and
higher impact resistance.

4 s3.1.4..? Hpeevcomb pore

Honeycomb cores are produced in a great variety of materials including aluminium alloys, stainless steel. "'Super
Alloys". paper, resin impregnated fibregtlas.s (NOMEX).

Core density may varz with ribbon 1"iickness and cell size. Usually core height ranges from 5 to 25 mm. but
may reach 150 mm and e%en 300 mm (iar instance for surface controls). Ribbon thickness ranges from 13 to 130
microns - and regular cell size ranges from 3 to 10 mm.

4.3.2 BONDING

4.3.2.1 Bondbnl Adhesives

4.3.2.1.1 Dif'errnt Be:iding A dhesiis'

Bonding adhesives available on the market And intended for aeronautical use are supplied under the following
different forms:
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Fig.3 Bonded reinforcements

FACE SHEET

EXPANDED CORE

IMPREGNATEDSCRIM CLOTH ..

FACSHEET

FABRICATED
SANDWICH
PANEL

Fig.4 Honeycomb as a sandwich core material



Solid

As sticks, early solution which is now practically abandoned because of the difficult conditions oft applica-
tion it offers.

Po wder

Again an old solution still in use but requiring special equipment and tools.

Paste

This solution rather applies to repairs, to tool jig construction and insert bonding in sandwich structures.

It is the most widely used solution for structural bonding because of the simplicity of preparation and
handling it offers. Adhesive films are commercialized in the form of rolls about I meter wide and 50 m
long.

A pre-jellified resin generally impregnates a carrier which can be as follows:

0 fibreglass or synthetic fibre fabrics
0 synthetic fibre knitted fabric
• dispersed fibres
• glass microbeads

which results in a relative adhesive film flexibility for contoured structure bonding and entails an acceptable
minimum bond thickness.
There are also other bonding adhesives without carriers which are advantageous for their low density per
square metre and can be used for any bonding applications.

.Foam

It is intended for hoiheycomb/lhoneycomb adhesion and honeycomb/edge. It is available in the form of
"sheets.

4.3.2.1.2 Adhesive Curing Conditions

In order to achieve optimum mechanical properties at initial and aged condition, three major parameters must
be controlled:

-- pressure applied to the glue line,
curing temperature,
curing cycle length.

As a rule, adhesive paste hardens at ambient temperature id only requires the application of a simphc pressure.
On the contrary, structural adhesive films are thermo-setting and require specific cure temperatures (of the order of
120' to 170 0C) under a given pressure (I to 7 bars) for a period of time which generally ranges from I to 3 hours.

4.3.2.1,3 Bonding Process

Boriding is an adhesion process by molecular attraction between two parts to be bonded and a third factor: the
adhesive which is placed in between in order to transmnit mechanical loads.

Bond quality is conditioned by two completely differc.it important factors.

adhesion of the adhesive to metal,
cohesion within the bond (see Figure 5).

4.3.2.2 Honeycomb Core Manufacturing Proces,,es

4.3. 2. -. 1 Ilonercomb ('Cort, ,lantcturing

Hloneycoinb structures are made from thin metal foil the gauge of which gencralh ,ai•cs from 13 tto 130
microns. Th.% re t, two basic honeycomb core manufacturing processes as ftllm,,:

Pirst pr;jcess or corrugation process (see Figure 6)

Thin web strips are fed to two corrugated rolls which transform them into co rrugat ion slht'cs. Ihlev arc then
stacked into a honeycomb block and bonded for brazed in the case of stainless steel sheets).

Second process or ve'papsiopi process (see Figure 7) being only applicable to bonded honlycomnb.

In this process staggered parallel adhesive ribbons are applied on either side of the web material at regular
intervals. Sheets are cut to the required length and stacked i,..• r upon layer, to he ,-ured in hot presses into
hobes. Slices are sawed from the hobes and then expanded into hoi,.,'conib panels.

A
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For laminated and polyamide paper honeycomb, it is necessary once expanded to dip them into a resin solution
followed by a curing operation.

4.3.2.2.2 Lay'-Up ftoccss

Lay-up process can be broken down into three major steps:

(a) surface preparation of the components to be bonded,
(b) adhesive application. Lay-up,
(c) pressure application. Curing.

4.3.2.2.3 Surface Preparation

This surface preparation is intended to remove from the component surfaces to be bonded any foreign matters
such as grease, oil, dust or carbon composites, etc. and to create on the material surface optimum conditions to
ensure a total adhesion of the adhesive to the metal.

As a rule for aluminium alloys, surface preparation is a sulphochromic degreasing or unsealed chromic anodizing.

4.3.2.2.4 Adhesive Application -- Layv-Up (see Figures 8 and 9)

Components are interfayed with adhesive either in the form of film or by brush coating when paste. For
adhesive films it is very important to remove protective tapes for they would impede tW- idhesion of the film.

For bonded sandwich structures, the lay-up operation consists generally in positioning first the lower sheet
facing, then the panel edge members and then the assembly is clamped in position. The honeycomb core is then
positioned into the edge member thus formed. Finally the panel is closed by positioning the upper sheet facing.

Once clamped the lay-up is placed in the autoclave for curing.

For complex panels, the lay-up operation can be broken down into two phases by bonding firstly the metal-
to-metal components and later the honeycomb sandwich sub-assemblies.

4.3.2.2.5 Curing Process

4.3.2.2.5.1 Different mt thods

Curing of thermosett ng adhesive bonded structures can be achieved by several methods

(a) hot press for flat panels,
(b) ventilated oven for flat or contoured panels,
(c) self-heated mould (oil, vapour) by conduction,
(d) autoclave, which is a pressurized oven where both temperature and pressure are controlled; it is nowadays

the industrial process which can be considered as most adapted to component bonding carried out in several
steps: fuselage panels, wing panels, control surface panels etc

4.3.2.2.5.2 Autoclave bonding (see Figures 10 and 1I)

The panel to he bonded is placed in a tool as shown in Figure II.

It essentially includes:

an aluminium alloy support plate,
- a synthetic rubber sheet or aluminium ioil or polyethylene sheet applied over the panel and acting as a

cover for the sealed vacuum bonding chamber,
a sealing device made up of platens bearing on the sealing joints,

- suction inlets to create a vacuum in the -. ura chamber thus formed,
thermocouples for temperature checking.

Once the vacuum chamber is operative, a partial vaccum is created to make sure there is no leakage, and then the
lay-up is placed in the autoclave for cure.

4.3.2.2.5.3 Curing parameters

To obtain a successful curing, it is necessary to conform to a certain number of parameters:

temperature rise time, it must not he too rapid in order to avoid high thermal gradients,
curing temperature,
pressure.

As a rule, all these parameters are recorded to make sure the required curing conditions are properly met.

S....U
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SFailure resulting from a lack of
S.. . J . ... . .. .. . •-Jadhesion

Failure resulting from a lack of
adhesion

Fig.5 Different bonded joint failure types

WEh1ORUATE BLOCK I
ROLL CORRUGATING TI

TWI

CORRUGATED PANEL

Fig.7 Expansion process of honeycomb manufacture. In this process all bonds are made simultaneously
while the corrugation method is essentially a one-layer-at-a-time operation.

("Hobe" denotes "honeycomb before expansion".)

EXPANDED

PANEL

WESHEET L T HOBE ~Tf

HOBE BLOCK L

ROLL(

Fig.6 Corrugation process of honeycomb manufacture. Materials which can be converted using this
process include metals, plastics, plastic-reinforced glass and paper

Ai
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Fig.8 Honey(.om b core machining4

Fig.9 Checking of core protruding out of' edgings (froma 0. 1 to 0. 2 inmin



Fig.l10 Autoclave of 2.4 m diameter and 14 mn long

Flexible sheet Drain

"NIDA" block Fabric

SciniitMold Flexible jointI

Thermocouple Clamping de~vice

Fig.lI I Autoclave bonding tool layout

Ai
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4.3.2.3 Honeycomb Structure RepaIn4

Honeycomb structures can be successfully repaired sometimes very easily and simply without in m-)st cases any

alteration in strength and rigidity (see Figures 12- 15).

The following repairs can be quoted:

- single bonded and riveted reinforcements (Fig.14),
- bonded and riveted reinforcement by r."sin filling (l'ig. 12),

elimination of defective areas replaced by honeycomb blocks with resin pouring (Figures 13 and IS).

4.3.3 FLAWS IN BONDED STRUCTURES

Before discussing the different non-destructive inspection methods which could be applied to bonded structures,
it would be advisable to analyse the different types of flaws liable to be encountered and which are typical of this
type of construction.

These flaws can be divided into two main groups:

- flaws developing during manufacture,
- flaw3 developing in service.

4.3.3.1 Inspection Process During Manufacture

Many flaws may appear during manufacture. They are:

4.3.3. 1. 1 Splicing Flaws

This type of defect occurs when sheet fac'ng and honeycomb core joining is not perfect. During manufacture.

the honeycomb core is machined to be inset into the structure formed by the cdgings and facings. The honeycomb
core depth is generally greater by about 1/10 mm than the edgings in order to ensure a perfect joining with absorp-
tion of the adhesive bond. Such condition is easy to achieve. The major problem is in areas where there are sudden
variations in honeycomb thickness (edging areas, bonded reinforcements with variable facing thickness (see Figure 16)).
Such areas require specific honeycomb core machining to mate with these thickness variations and such processes
must be carried out with great care and accuracy.

It may occur sometimes, in order to obtain an excellent joining of the components, to locate these reinforce-
ments or variations in core thickness on the external side of facing (see Figure 17). This technique may slightly
decrease the aerodynamic features of the finished component. But on the contrary, they greatly improve joint
quality and ease panel construction.

Figure 18 ,;hows examples of the different types of joint which are entailed hy these core thickness variations.
When machining is satisfactory the honeycomb core and facings mate perfectly. On the contrary, when machining
is too deep in the core, as seen in Figuie 18(a), an unbonded area exists between the facing and core.

figure 18(c) shows that when the machined area is unsufficient the facing thicker area bears on the protruding
cells resulting in pi.nel distortion,

All these joining flaws are among those most commonly found during manufacturing processes. And they are
all the more difficult to avoid as the structure is more complex. These flaws generally are elongated. They may vary
more or less in length but their width ranges most of the time from some millimetres to some centimetres. They are
generally located along the edgings, along the stiffeners or at the skin thickness variations, When inspecting a finished
product, the greatest care will be given to the examination of these areas. As calibration is affected in the greatest
part of the currently used techniques by facing thickness variations, it is advisablh to check carefully calibration on
either side of such thickness variation to determine if the reading provided by the instrument results from thickness
variations or from a flaw.

Figure I9 shows the different flaw types to be found in edging areas. If the honeycomb core is too thick, this
will result in a defeLtive ioint with the edge members. If on the contrary honeycomb core depth is insufficient,
defective joining will take place at the sheet facing level, as the structure rigidity in such area impedes any satisfactory
adhesion of the sheet facings to honeycomb.

Likewise joining flaws may be found in honeycomb expanded panel assemblies. They may originate from a
defective dimensioning of the honeycomb expanded panel or from 'he effect of adhesive which when curing tends to
excessively forc.e apart the two panels.
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Figure 12
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Fig. I6 Difficult joining areas Fig.1I7 Arexis withouit jotitining problemls
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Fa,181a) Unbonhed ara (too large a machined arv'a) FiS.18(d) Unsuf'icient honeycomb cell depth

I7t

Fig. 18(h) (;(od joining Fig. 18(e) Too important honeycomb cell depths

Fig• 18(c) Crushed cells (too snmall a machined area) Fig. 18(f) Critical areas

Fig. 18 Dfi\ctivc facing to honeycomb joining



Too thin honeycomb Too) thick honey,yomb

IDcfcctive joinintg

Fig. 19 Defective edgting to hon, yconib joining

4.3.3. 1.2 hiopiditt flaws

Many other parameters than def'ective joining may entail bonding do'.ects during manufacture. It can likewise
result from the use of a poor quality adhesive, from in insuifficient surface protection, front a curing process impro-
perly carried out or from the use of an ill-adapted tool. It is thei' recommended when bonding a complex structure
for the first timec to performi a preliminary test on the tool by applyink, between the tooil and the structure facing. a
coat of VERIFIIM with the appropriate temperature and pressure. At the end of the test, a check of the VFRIFILM
coating thickness will help in making sure that the strulcture was properly positioned on the !ool.

Thew. parameter% being easier to control than the joining itself, this type of flaw is less freqluent. On the con-
;rarv. they can be found all over the stnicture surface and there are no preferred areas.

43. 3. 1.3 Other 1.7aws

Flaws may result from the absence of bonding adheiive (such an omission may occur during mami'uacture l.

Sometimes, the bonding film is correctly positioned but the protective tapes have not been removed. T'his type
of flaw generally is very difficult to detect once (he panel is completed&

We must mention likewise honevcumb fl;Aws (crushed cells).

Finally the defective se.aling of a completed panel may likewise Ix- considered a% a defect for it can entail fukrther

flaws found during maintenance suich as water entrapment and corrosion.

4.3.3.2 Inspection During Maintenance

Flaw% liat.,e :'o be detected duiring maintenance are practically the same as these found during manufacture.
However, as a rule, they can be easily detected after the structures have been stressed in service. Failed bonds are
then obvious and the data provided by the inspection e~quipmient much easier ito interpret.



To the abowe mentioned flaws, can be added:

water entrapment resulting fronm a defective panel N.w.lin* The presence or water (or of any other fluid.
such as jet fuel for instance) in the honeycomb cells increase structure weight. On the other hand, in sonme
moving componients such as helicopter blade%, water entrapment may cause, important blade unbalance.

coirosion that can take place in the honeycomb due to the presence of water. As cell wall% air very thin,
honeycombn corrosion can result fairly quickly in complete dc.struction of sandwich structure cores thence
considerably decreasing structure, stength.
defects resulting from impacs orNw ý.tivdby the panrl entailig both *.i dstortion lot even a teat

Finally it could be necessary to inspect a repairied area to make %ture the repair work has been properly
incorpo'ralted or that the flaws have not further developed.

j ~43.A INSPECTION PROCESS WiRING PRODUCT MANUFACTURE

4.34.1 General

Although the non-destructive techniques applicable to conmpleted sandwich structures constantly improve, they
do not replace in any way inspection processes during manufacture which are- the only way to check liaramieters

impossible to evaluate on a finishied product. They mainly apply to the evaluation of:
technological value of adhesives,
inter-operation inspection.
quality control test pieces.

74.3.42 bondling Adhesive Technokloical Value Evaluationi

Obviously the inspection imist make sure at first that the adhesive quality is satisfactory. To do so, it is
necessary to test the adhesive properties by means of anl appropriate specific test. Onl the other hand. before the
adhesive is applied it is reconmeiidcd it) make sure that the storage requirements were satisfactorily met and that
the limit date is not over.

Thesa tests can he performed with shea, inetal-to-nictal test pieces or honeycomibto metal peel test piect-s.

4.3.4.3 ln-Proce~ss Inspection

This type of inspection is essentially preventive and is performed at alt manufacturing process stages. Among
the numerous evaluation operations it implieF. let us mention the following they affect:

dimensional inspections and aspect of !he constituants.I
surface preparation inspeittiomn,
bonding inspection.
lay-up (the inspectors making sure that the protective tapes are removed from the adhesive films-, they
likewise check the adjustments and pinningl.
boi.ding tool inspection.
curing process. This. evaluation is mostly performed by recording the various parameters (temperature.
vacuum. pressure),
sealing inspection.

4.3.4.4 Qualty Contimi Test Pieces

The test piecei which are usually used are:

shear metal-to-metal test pieces.
tensile metal-to-honeycomb test pieces.
peel metal-to-honeycomb test pieces.
peel metal-to-metal test pieces.

4.3.5 INSPECTION MEMODS

4.3.5.1 Sonic Inspection Technique

The oldest and probtably the %uml'le.ýt inspection method to detect whether or not a bonding defect exists
betweeta the honeycorrb and racing is by tapping the part with a .oiii or a %mnail mallet.



1k* ditference in sia Ad (tone tw f'requencyv) N-tween an unhqjndvd mra and a blonded area cat. easily be heard.

Initially. inmvectors usd a coin but nowadays thes% generally prefer a nylion %tck one end of which ha% beevn
rounded off in order ito avoid any detrimental indentations in the truciture..

Ilk, thinner th-v facing taugpe. the lighter the tap,

With such techniques, uinlonded areas are directly detected. provided the tested lacingf is thin eniough

This nidinientary Nit practical method however requires %killed p;ýmmonel. This is genciallv- ued As an alterna- .
tive process wheni an appropriate and sophisticated equipment is not available.

4.3.5.2 Vacuum Cup Insipftflon

A vacuutm cup fitted with dial indiaator. the protle of which is applied to the centre: of thc arva iunder test. is
use'd in this technique,

While the vacuuni is created (up to MOO It/cmi) the dial indicator pointer deviates over soinic 100 min Hutt
uver an uknbonded area the deviation is mutch more important.

Th'u. time consuming and nowadays seldomn used techniqute. only applies to thin gauige fkacings I less thin 0 8min

and requires a certain glue line width.I

Ultrasonic techniques are largely used t'orthe evaluation ofti adesive blonded lioneyconit sandwich structures
tFig.2O). Se~veral methods can bc retained amiong which the most generally used are the puilse echo techniquei ta
transducer acting as transmIitter-receiver receives the echo signals reflected by the blonded interface) and the through
transmission procesos (the transinitter and receiver transducwers are separated and located on either side 01f the strocture).

We shall describe in the present text the ultrasonic pulse echo ringing process for several reassons'.

(a) This process is widely used blecause of' its simplicity and t'1exsihility of use. It dotes not require any advanced
equipment and can be directly operated without an\y problenis on-board the aircraft.

INb Theý phenomena under investigation are t\ypical of tionded sitructures, while other pro,'cssos wvith focused
transducers are much clsrto conventional ultrasollic inspection techiniqlues.

Fi g. 20 Ultrasonic inspection
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4.3J.5-3. 1. 1 has*i 1wpte4,k

This proess compares the echo signal envelope displayed on a strven with calibration standards traces repre-

sentativt of the stculture,% to be inspeced.

4 3.53-1.: i4h-e.1 #d

Two cses ina arix, a% follows:

j When the sheet facing thickness is important enough with respect it) pulse amplitude, it is then possible to
discer Ohw signals reflected by each interface (see Figure 21 ). The parameters to take into account are
the echo amplitudes fiom the ii tal-to-adhesive interface and in particular from the lower facings. When
no lower facing signals are received this almost certainly implies anl unbonided area. It is possible to use,
in order to obtain short pul.-; transducers of 10 Ml~z frequency.

If the facing sheets are thin, which generally is th;e case, the echo signal cannot be separated any more onl
the screen. signal reflection in the sheet only is obtained. The impedance variation at each inteiface
dvtenuiries the quantity ,f energy reflected and the cured bond cohesive properties canl he deduced from
the studV of the oscillogram so obtained. The reflected signals will be the more weak anti scarce the
higher the bond quality , Figure 22 shows typical oscillograms relative to an unprotected metal sheet, a
mnetal sheet with adhesive tilin and a perfectly bonded metal-metal assembly.

43.3-31.3 Aktehotts.1 iffspectiolo adhe~sive 1onuled hom-l-mmh structfirts

43-.53.1.3. 1 scprnik

In the case of adhesive bonded honeycomb structures, lthe phenomena uinder test are much more complex thanl
for mnetal-to-mnetal bonds, because of the assembly geometry nut in practice thle results can be easily processed and
even generally mome meaningful than in metal-to-metal bonded assemblies.

Figures 23. 24 and 25 show oscillograms of an adhesive bonded honeycomb structure 25 min thick and
incorporating three typical cases:

correct bopd,
tacing-to-adhesive uinbond.
hioneyconab-to-dhesive unbond

Thle following comiments apply to these oscillograms:

(a) Figure Z30a1 oscillogram results from a lack of adhesion between the facing sheet and the adhesive film.
This phenomenon can he easily explained by the fact that thle present case is similar to thle case of anl
unprotected inctal sheet having a high reflective surface capability (high acoustical impedance variation at
the metal-air interface). Cauising the emitted pulse signal ito reverberate in thle sheet during a relatively long
1eriod of lttme. Figure 236o) shows the enlarged display of thle first third part tif Figure 23(a) oscillograml
traces.

(b) Figureý 24 (j) oscillogram results, from a lack of adhesion betwcen the adhesive film and the honeycomb.
The presence of anl adhesive film has eliminated the metal-to-air interface, it being replaced by a Somewhat
weaker acoustical impedance \artation. A great part of the poise signal energy is, dien, transmlitted to thle
adhesive where it vanishes. The pulse signal energy then decreases rapidly with each subseqluent reflection
out of which only a small number are display .ed on the mcren.

Figure 244h) provides anl enlarged display of lthe first third part of Figure 24(a) oscillogram.

Ic) Figure 25(a) oscillograni results; from a good adhesion of the facin~g sheet to the honeycoimb core. Again
the adhesive film damnping effcL i is apparent but additional echo signals appear onl the oscillograil caused
by theý energN transmitted in the honey comb cell walls and which is later reflected Nack to thle Probe.

Figure 26tal oscillogrars is similar t,, F-gure 25 but the dclay displayed results from a time scale displace-
mnici. This causesv the tralces to be dis~tlaced onl the left. Suich displacement has Neen so adjusted to
eliminate on the --creen multiple signal,, resulting fromt multiple reflections in the facing sheet and to retain
only the signals generated b\ the honeycomb structure. Figure 264h)~ and 26(tc) oscillograims result fromt
transduced tested areas where again thereý is a lack of adhesion between thle adhcsive film and the honey-
comb and between the facing sheets and the adhesive.
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Figure 2 1

Fig.22 Metal-to-metal bond: three typical oscillograms
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(a) (b) c

Fi r 2

L~t __

Fig.25 Correct bonded area

(a) (b) (ec)

Figtire 2(•
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To sum tip the situation, the three following cases are liable to be found:

Conditions 0s Ilogram I
Good adhesion of honeycomb to Signals covering approximats'ly half of'
facing. tile screen,

SLack of adhesion of the adhesive Uniforn basic line, important damping.
to the honeycomb.

Lack of adhesion of the facing Complete facing sheet signal saturation.
to the adhesive. No basic line.

The oscillograms recorded may vary from one structure to another. The instrument is adjusted with the help
of reference test pieces representative of the structure to be inspected and incorporating typical defects to he found.
SSuch adjustments should generate on the screen tihe previously described oscillogr'ills.

The exact explanation of the recorded phenomena proves to be quite complex. Nevertheless the general trend
seems to be as follows:

part of the longitudinal wave transmitted to the structure is reflected by the facing sheet generating multiple
signals.

part of the longitudinal wave is transmitted to honeycomb and is propagated in the cell walls and when
reaching the cell bottom is sent back to the probe. This wave propagation though the honeycomb is
accompanied by wave transformations and it seems that it simultaneously develops into several different
wave types. The propagation velocities of these waves may vary from the original longitudinal wave
velocity to about 15'7( of the latter, according to the working frequency and the structture geometry.

4.3.5. 3. 1.3.2 Effect of honeycomb structure thickness

We previously noted that the received signals arc, on thc one hand, generated by multiple reflections from the
facing sheet and on the other hand by signals which have traversed the honeycomb structure. Now. when the honey-
comb panel is thin, these two types of signal cannot be associated. For instance if the inspector wants to evaluate a
honeycomb sandwich 20 mnim thick, incorporating a facing sheet I mm thick, it proves impossible at a frequency of
2 MHz. On the contrary, with thc same structure, at a lower working frequen,:v (0.5 Milz) the inspection process
is then possible not only because many successive cell bottom signals can be received but also because the waves
which are propagated in the honeycomb have tower velocities then at 2 MHz. In effect one can note that at 0.5 MHz
the waves are propagated at velocities which might be 12 to 15Y( of the original longitudinal wave velocity and which
probably are Lamb's waves.

As a rule, for panels incorporating facing from 0.5 to 3 mm thick, the working frequency is 2 or'3 MHz for
horeyý.umb core thicknesses higher than 25 nmm. For panels from 10 to 15 mi thick, it is often necessary to select
a 0.5 MHz frequency. the selection being always made as shown further on, in line with the results obtained on

reference test pieces.

The selection of 0.5 MHz frequency may entail sometimes with certain panel configurations, difficulties in the
interpretation of signals. In effect at such a low frequency, the discrimination of the saturation case resulting from
a defective l-..nd between the facing sheet and the adhesive becomes less easy. Under such circumstances, the
evaluation may be conducted in two steps. A first action at 0.5 MHz reveals adhesive to honeycomb unbonds. A
second action carried otit at 2 Mllz reveals facing sheet to adhesive unbonds.

4.3.5.3.1.3.3 'Jfi'-ct o f.'aing sheet thickness

We demonstrated previouisly that correct bonding evaluation zat 2 MHz with tile honeycomb cell bottom signals
depended upon the presence of the adhesive film which limits the number of mu'tiple reflections in the ftacini. sheet,
to the part located on the screen in front of tit traces of the first cell bottom signal. As in the case of honcyconmb
panel thickness decrease, such difficulty c:an be 'oped with, by selecting a lower frequLency (0.5 MHz for instance).

On very thin facings (lower than 0.6 1mm) a lower frequency to the order of 0.5 Mtlz could bK likewise intcres-
tingly valuable to Frequency selection.

But the tests conducted on a reference test pie;ce are the final factor enabling the inspector to select ilie
appropriate frequency.

4. 3-5.3. 1.3 4 Ef-i'ct ol' icorporuatint %',erl hbinded vi'ci'js

Tihe difficulties encounter:d when evaltati.,g ir~l'% made tip of er',t'l bonded sheet f.icing, are dutel to a comnbi-
nation of two factors: a global facing thicknv,, .n.' .- , -... .... -... .. . .
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The global facing thickness increase is comparable to a single sheet facing thickness increare.

The presence of bonds in facings greatly attenuates the transmission of ultrasonic energy to honeycomb. In

fact, if we compare the results obtained with a 3 bonded sheet lay-up and with a single sheet whose thickness is

identical, we realize that w!th the same setting, both the amplitude and the number of multiple reflections are much
lower in the presence of bonded joints.

However, in spite of the problems met, the pulse echo technique is perfectly valid for an evaluation of areas
incorporating several bonded sheets. It is, of course, not so ,-asy as in the case of single sheet facings and it is
necessary then to adapt the inspection technique to each particular case.

4.3.5.3.1.4 Operational mode

As previously stated, the pulse echo technique selected for the evaluation of bonded structures is essentially
based on comparative data. Result interpretation is in fact a comparison with the oscillogram traces displayed on the
instrument, once the latter has been properly calibrated.

Calibration is made with calibration standards representative of the structure to be inspected and including the
different defect types liable to be found which are as follows:

unbond on facing upper side,

unbond on facing opposite side,
-- collapsed honeycomb, etc.

To find defects existing in the facing sheet side tested, the transducer is applied on a correctly bonded area and
the "distance" setting knob is adjusted in older to obtain traces corresponding roughly to Figure 25(a) oscillogram.
The transducer is then positioned over the reference test piece areas incorporating both honeycomb-to-adhesive and
facing sheet-to-adhesive unbonds. It is, then, necessary to make sure that the traces so obtained correspond respec-
tively to Figure 23(a) and Figure 24(a) oscillograms.

By expanding the "distance" scale and delaying the time scale, we are back to Figure 26 traces. The traces
corresponding to the different areas of the reference standard are then checl',-d for conformity with the 3 typical
traces of Figure 26. It is sometimes necessary to reset the other setting ih :der to obtain very different traces
according to these three typical cases.

Frequency selection is made in conformity with calibration standards in order to obtain the best possible results.
It is difficult to assess values as a great number of parameters affect frequency selection. ltowe'er, as a rule, a
frequency to the order of 2 or 3 MHz is retained for panels more than 25 mm thick and sheet facings more than
0.5 mnm thick. For thinner facings as well as for honeycomb panels ranging from 10 to 15 mam. it is necessary to
adopt as a rule a lower frequency value (of the order of 0.5 MHz).

To evaluate defects existing in the facing opposite the lacing on which the transducer is applied, as well as in
collapsed honeycomb. a similar process is followed but the transducer is positioned on defective areas corresponding
to the reference standard.

There is no general rule for calibrating the units. In any case it is advisable to refer to calibration standards
represertative of the structure to be inspected and incorporating typical defective areas. Both frequency selection
and unit settings are made so as to obtain the most contrasted traces possible corresponding to the sound areais of
the component tinder test and to the defective areas of the reference standard.

It must be noted that the unit frequency setting may not be the same as the transducer frequency. Results
prove to be sometimes much more satisfactory at 5 MHz for a transducer frequency of 3 or 2 Mflz or vice versa.

4.3.5.3. 1.5 Corrosion detection

In sandwich structure, corrosion affecting all walls can also be detected.-With the pulse echo technique. The
traces displayed on a cathode ray tube screen are very similar to the traces generated by a honeycomb to adhesive

film unbond.

Calibration is achieved with the help of calibration standard representative of the component to be inspected and
incorporating corroded areas. When calibrating, the maximum contrast between traces corresponding to sound areas
and defective areas are sought.

Such process generally proves satisfactory with honeycomb structures incorporating a single sLeet facing. But
with mtvltiple sheet facings, the result interpretation is much more critical.

On the other hand, a certain numben of parameters may alter the technique efficienty, One such cas.', f,.r
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It is then necessary to be very careful in the interpretation of results and to always refer to a .efereno, standard
perfectly representatie of the component to be evaluated.

4.3 53. 1.6 Detection of' water entrapment in bonded honeYcomb stni'tures

The presence of water within a honeycomb structure with single sheet facing is easily detected with the ultra-
sonic technique provided that the entrapped fluid is in direct contact with the facing on which the inspection is
mnade,

It is then nece-ssary, whenever possible, to place the component under evaluation in the most favourable position.
Water .'ntrapment in wing tipper panels is impossible to detect with ultrasonics as water collects near the facing

opposite to the surface on which the transducer is applied.

Water entrapment is then detected with the cathode ray tube technique by an important amplification of echo
signals,

Confirmation of the presence of water is made by the X-ray technique. For structures with multiple sheet
facings the pulse echo technique does not appear to be able to detect water.

S~4.3.5.3.1I. 7 Mtethod limitations

SThe pulse echo technique can be used to confirm the existence of an acoustic coupling over the bondedS~structure facing surface,

It can thus be used to detect metal-to-metal unbonds and honeycomb sandwich structure unbonds (lack of

i adhesion of facing to honeycomb), It can be admitted that the unbonded area extent is more or less equal to the
•. probe diameter.

SFor corrosion in taneycomb cell walls, the defect size is roughly similar.

This technique proves to be specially valid for light alloy structure evaluation.

For certain types of structures, as for example when the facing sheet is thin, the flaws located near this facing
are the only ones which can be detected. But on the contrary in a great number of cases (thicker sheets) flaw
detection can be ensured in the bulk of the honeycomb panel.

4.3.5.J..2 Ultrasonics Techniques

4.3.5.3.2.1 Signal damping by finger contact"

This technique is a variant of the previous one (see Figure 27). Echo signal damping by finger contact on the
lower facing is studied on the cathode ray tube screen. When the bond is satisfactory finger contact with a liqu:id
couplant. substaidially damps the echo traces on the screen. If on the contrary the bond is defective, the ultrasonic
signal reaches with difficulty the bonded lower surface and finger contact would result ir. a very minor decrease.

4.3.5.3.2.2 Ultra•onic C-SCAN techniques (see Chapter 3.6)

4.3.5.3.2.2. 1 Basic principles

The purpose of thesc techniques is to develop an increased sensitivity and improved resolution. Either the pulse
echo or the through transmission techniques can be used. In either technique. focused transd,.icers are used. Compo-
nent inspection can be carried out by immersion, but it is very difficult to do this with honeycorb paneei this is
why the i tmi-immersion technique is retained

4.3.5.3.2.2.2 Pldse echo technique (see Figure 28)

In this techniqu,, the transducer is so positioned as to be focused in the bond to be evaluated.

Each time the ultrasonic beam meets a cell wall, the transmitted signal is slightly damped. An electronic device
judiciously positioned allows the signal to be used for recording.

43.5.3,2 2.3 Through transmission technique (see Figure 29)

This through-transmission technique requires a transducer support system allowing the transducers to be located
on either side of the structure to be inspected

When the bonds are satisfactory, the transduc-r receives a signal
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/ Cell bottom echo

-Signal damped by finger Contact

Figure 27

Figure 28
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On the contrary when there is a lack of adhesion in one bond, no signal (or rather a very weak one) is received

by the transducer.

The advantages of the technique are as follows:

(a) its capability to detect unbonds at both interfaces and in the honeycomb core.

(b) its high sensitivity not requiring too high a frequency.

8€

! ;( (

K (
Figure 29

4.3.5.4 Sonic Resonance

43.5.4.1 GeneraP

A large number of instruments operate on the sonic resonance principle, the best known being the following:
Coindascope, Stub-Meter, Fokker Bond Tester. North American Rockwell, Sonic Resonator, Sondicator and Arvin
Acoustic Impact Test.

A transducer is used to induce vibrations in the components under test, the local resonance variations being
compared to reference standards to evaluate the different flaws. Sound waves are of great interest as they are largely
influenced by the structur,, of the composite structure without creating, however, any excessive attenuation.

All the above instruments allow to a certain extent the determination of the bond quality. By these means joint
coohesion may tb controlled, but not adhesion.

To obtain suitable accuracy and good reproducibility, it is essential to correctly set the instruments by means of
test-pieces representing the structures to be inspected and having typical known flaws.

Disbonded areas are readily detected both in metal-to-metal joints and in honeycomb, which means that any
damage appearing in service will always be detected.

43.534.2 Foikker Bond Tester (Fig.30)

4 3.5 4 2 1 Pinciple

Dhe description and operation of the Fokker Bond Tester has ibeen widely described in the current literature



A vibrating transduc.er placed on the structure. transmits to the latt.:r a %ibration lpner;'.ly in the ultrasonic
frequency range, The principle of the Fokker Bold Teste-. is totally difTerent from that of conventional ultrasonic
inspection instruments, such as the pulse echo %ystti. The only point whvre the Fokker IP snd Tester can be com-
pared to the latter instruments, is in the use of a high vibratior. requency, but this has nihing to do with the basic

F principle.

The vibrating transducer is fitted to the probe so as to avoid being affected by any external influence other than
variations in the bonded joint.

Frequency of the transducer excitation current is scanned in a narrow adjustable range in the frequency band
frequency scan being synchronized with 'he CR.T display trace.

Vertical deviation on the tube is a function of voltage at the crystal terminals, thus the impedance.

For a crystal having a frequency spectrum identical to that shown on Figure 310a), the pass hand chosen and
the centre frequency may be adjusted on the Bond Tester in such a manner that each portion of the spectnrm and
.onsequently each resonance, can be displayed on the screen as shown on Figure, 31(b)I

Following analysis of the signals received from the transducer, the instrument gives the results on two scales

(A and B).

Scale A comprises a C.R.T. on which appears a peak, corresponding to the resonance frequencv. The, vrtic& I
graduations enable this resonance frequency shift (see Figure 32) to be measured.

Scale B indication comprises a micro-anmmeter for measuring the signal amplitude shown on scale A.

The quality of ihe glue line can be determined from the readings pruvided by the two scales. However, in
practice, the readings are generally limited to scale A for metal-to-metal joints and scale 9 for honcyconti.

Metal-to-metal bonded assemblies are generally subjected to shear loads. A vibrating transducer is used in the
case in a horizontal plane.

Sandwich structures are usually compression loaded: In this case longitudinal vibrating probes are used. Thus
the joints are subjected to vibrations occurring in the same direction as the loads to which they would be submitted
in the aircraft.

4.3.5.4.2.2 Opt'rating proc('ecdulr('

For metal-to-metal joints, the probe is placed on a sheet whose thickness is equal to the thickness of the upper
sheet of the bonded assembly. The oscillator centre frequency is adjusted , that the lowest point on the impedance
curve lies in the centre of scale A. At the samne time, scale B is set to 100. S, ale A frequer.cy is then calibrated
With older models (model 67 and earlier) this was made by means ofi a calibration signal giving a series of vertical
peaks on scale A at a 10 Kllz spacing: scale A caa then be calibrated by adjusting the scan length (see Figure 32).
If, for example, two peaks are separated by two divisions on the scale, one division corresponds to a frequency shitt of
5 Kiz. On the Model 70 Fokker Bond Tester, calibration of scale A is far simpler and can be made by using the
calibration selector comprising pre-set frequency shift values for each division on the scale.

4.3.5.4.2.3 Result in ppretation

The Fokker Bond Tester is sensitive to adhesive cohesion, that is. essentially to the porosity or the thickness
of the adhesive. On the other hand, it does not allow the detection of adhesion flaws due essentially to poor surface
preparation.

If the inspected structure only shows cohesion flaws and that perf'ect adhesion exists between the glue line
and the sheet, it is then possible to trace a quality diagram giving the strength value of the glue line.

Tracing a quahty diagram, for a given adhesive, implies the use of a large nutnmber of test pieces of the samle
metal and type of adhesive and for different t/! ratios.

where t = thickness of skin,
I = width of glue ine,

Quality diagrams for metal-to-metal joints and for honeycomb sandwich are shown differently.

4.3 5 4.2.4 Mc'tal-tu-pettal joints
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Fig.32 Typical A-scale indications for Fokker Bond Tester



If a qluality level is set. the d~alrarn allows the definition~ of the areas onl scale, A, answering these criteria.I

Tlie quality kdiarramn depenlds espvcially an the density of' the honeycomb core and ito a lesser extent kin the
thickness of the facingis. This type of diagtraml fsueý Figure 341 shows the horitonial piortion of the curve represeningi
a break in the honeycomb before failuire of the joint. The quality diagranms only relate to the cohesive forve otf thle
glue line.

The Fokker Bond Tester is. in fact, insensitive to adhesion flaws betweenl the adhesive and thle metal, e 5cept
when it concenis void% of suifficient si/e. Flaws due it) insuifficient surface adhesion due to contamtination or to
incorrect curing are undetected by the instrument. The quality diagrams thuis rarely give the results anticipated.

lixperienct shows that qualitative detection of cohesion flaws, as well as voids and disbonds, are satisl'actorilv
carried out onl tetal-to-nietal joints by the Fokker Bond rester. In honeycomb sandwich structures detecting these
flawIS becomles more critical.

The Fokker Bond Tester being a comparative method, it calls for the usec of standards representative oit the
structure to. be inspiected.

A coupliiig liquid is, required,

4.3.5 4.3 The ('oifdasoepc I
F~rom certain points of view, the Coinldascope i.; similar to thle Fokker Hond i'str. A barium titanatc c~r\ stal

is energiued by a constant amplitude sinuisoidal current.C By iinstriumnet settings ,\scitatlon and display of All cr\ .stal
resonanceOS are ensured k-i the oscilloscope, in a similar manner to scale "'A" on the Fokker Bond Tester.

The main operating differenceý is that thle Coindascope uses a wave formn as identification means rather than a1
measurte Of freqluOene Shift. .nd is based onl ch~anges in amplitude for idenitical wkve forms.

4.3.54.4 7the Stub-MA':t'r'

The Stub--meter was developed by the Stantford Research Institute, its aim being to make readings as" eaiy as

pios~sible ta simple measuring instruntent) by showing the adhesive boKnd quality.

While the basic principle is very similar to that of the Fokker Bond Tester. i.e. one studies the effect of adhesive
quality variation on the, frequency and amplitude of a given resonance, its operation is entirely different. Early
models used a frequency scan oscillator in order to display onl a ('.RT. the relation between the bond quality and
the transducer resonance motde. In view of simplification, later models use a simple frvquetw:y system by which the
transducer itselIf determines the frequency and the oscillation amplitude

4.3.5.4..5 &jptic' Resonator (North American Aviation)"

4.3.5.4.5. 1 Princi pl'

The North American Sonic Resonator make% uise of a vibrating crystal to acoustically excite thle structure.
Distitnds and other tlaws miodifyv the elastic propierties of this structure thus creating variations in the crystal load

Tile Sonic Resonator normially operates in the uppe - region. or necarly, of the audible range and uses a low
amplitude signal emitted continuously.

4 3 .4.5 2 Operating~ Imurt-idre'

Frequency is tunied to give stationary waves in the structuire, the bridge is then balanced by adjustment of the
circuit resistors aind capacitors, to bring the nieedle ito /ero. Any flaw in the structure gives rise t.) a deviation of
the needle ;according to the nature and position of the tlaw in the stricture.

Choice of a transducer dep'ends onl thle structure to be inspected.

Adjutsting the Sonic Resonator is tfairly ritical when one inspects a new structure. For a given structure. adjust-
inent is made easier hv knowing in advance the parameters required

4.3.5.4 *5.3 A-rjommncuae wed Iuntatiao,,

Figure 35 shows that flaws havingp a diameiter 7 5; greater than the diameter oit the- probe- .an be detected
(i.e 11) mml for ordinar% probes) bilt this is anl ap'prO\Ilati' 1n. Anld also tile Wsenitisl (it' o the I1,iws miderlying thLe
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The' Surti Resonator can be tm-d to insliect honeycomb structures, aisscrubitd by adhesive, brazing~ or diffusion
welding, laminated structurvs or metal-to-ntetal joints. etc.

BY kk%Ž of this instrumni-it tiawN c~An he detected throuighout the thickness fiont one singk: racte. Niaxintun skini
thickness being about 4 mnkiii It is f'airly sensitive to tue edge effect and cuirvature of the part to be inspected.

A eoupling liquid is requtired.

4 354 h~ ,%41P(Iticxti S~ 21 l(swe igtrc 301

Ti's verv low trelutitc% uiltrasoinic instrument 120 to 40 KIti was more particularly desigited fcr inspecting
friklke-ckilfainics. In1spectionl is madetk liv direct contact bietwceni tile probe and the matci al to be in1spected

It ras m ic energs mtnt pu Ks are tran sinittled inI Itie ina terial by mteanis o!' a point 'ransduicor and cross in a lateral
direct ion the area mnder the probev thte\ are rcceis cd b% a Necoitd pointt transducer loc'ated at about 20 min fi ront
tile transmitter.

Amplitude antd tlte signal phase received are displa\Cd onl tile itilts meiasurinig instruntents.

Ali\ delaminitaticin under tile probev creates \ibrations" nodit\ ing the trantsititted signal, thiti is shown by desia-

tion oif tile nleedles tin tile inlStruntent dials4

The single probe twici with this instrument is fitted with 3 itrhnaleTetlon points. orte being an alpplica-
tionl poinit.

The Soitldicaktor caters for thle detectionl otf voids or delamittiationis in) nmetallic or titon metallic hltoeycontib ill
metal-to-metal joints antd tin reiitforced plastics.

lnspeý:tion does not require thle use 01' ansv voupling liquid. Iektectioitl is liiitited to flawVs located atear thle surface
anid whose mininintint dinteoitiois are oft thle order oft 12 mil.

4,35.5, Eddy Stanic Mtethods

43.55) GeneralI

Ini the preceding methods (tultr-Asonic, sonic resoniaiteci tile requirement for using a coupling liqutid betweell thle
transducer and the structure to be inspected involves vairiouls disadVantages

coi'tplicated equipment (imm uersion or semti-initteriolt).
slower inspection timie.
unpleas~ant for the operator,
risk of structure contamination (call hinder ait ulterior bionding or proiectioit operationt),
cleaning required after inspection

Ini thle IFdd Sonic methtod these disadvantages do not exist suitie tlte structure ts excited by means, of eddy
uirrelitt' It is itot ,tecessa'-V to contact tilte surface witht thle probe and not couplinig liquid is required.

fliils me1thod applies it) hotitecombl and bondetid !ntetal-to-nietzl Joints or at least comprising a metal part allow klng
the imos tif edd\ curreitts When ~the probe contacts thle structure, eddy curreits are induced. icreating an alternating
11,121ient . fcied actminig with tile pr'obe's magnietic field to produce \ibratioits inl tlte structure.

Il a I ight1\ Kii b ded c on li c tive strue t ure or in dishoitdeLI areas. thItese O brat ioits gis e rise to an iil trason ic itoise,
'A .h- 11% Ml ph In itode cliafac terist i s depenitd onl t ite dIimnte ion anitd t\ lie of t'las . At, tilt rase atsi tiv e in ic rophonle

* at.r i~di in,% Ihi re spi nse' Whticht is the it d isplayedI oill a dial

I Ii tt. kit inrmisim~titt mt~ing cchaliva cal i brat ionta. to filte stru ct nrc is. for conventit ontal acouts ic methtod s. a mit ajor
I * hi K Ill tilt tic k .i f I he I-LId\ SolitCI Ithis (lIiffiCuItyist a:. voided. Coupling variationts htave heebut little influecite.

I i..:'. p'hlaim tit povolilc ioutid attlknitatitmt duei to air cotiplitag is largel\ solved by Illt low tretytiency vibration

4 p'. 'ni, irtili\tcitewicsý ire iceneralls kia, tin the uapper audible ranige. oir itisi hcnita0, '1% Ill. aitivrtiatioit
-1 -1. m 1\ 010h1 '111ticienil\ him. tt 1'roLoiat a lta4 iiuportant influence.

I I,,k t o: , .1c'ratl at>iid:shklt riu ti;;n 111inc\. C0up11ne with: tir lro% idtc ani?'Ici uhmiteva , iat'
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Furthermor-, the follow-up of a flaw during maintenance can he ver easily made b% locating the Mylar she'et
showing the previous flaw evaluation and by directly trcmng the new evaluation.

Eddy Sonic methods are comparative methods, as one se'arches for received signal variation-, from the flaws
Instnrment calibration requires the use of standards having sound and defective areas representative of the structure
to be inspected.

4 3 5 5 2 /ddv St,,c (North American Aviation) (Reference 0)

The North A ,wrican Eddy Sonic instrument was designed a;t a complement to thle Sonic Resonator described
previously The',. two assemblies. having certain common parts, are designated "'Sonic Test System" (see Figure 37).

In th," Eddy Sonic -yste, acustiyc vbrati.,.s inm.dued it the r:.at.ri'al sl•pri; throiughoiit the tructuire thic'knes
and the response is modified by any flaws encountered.

Re-adings are made on a dial graduated 0 to 00. A special piobe is available fitted with a siniil dial, thuis
enabling the scan speed to be increased dining manual inspection and making the method more efficient. This small
'ial oin the probe gives simultaneously tile same reading as tile main dial located mi tihe instrumnent. TUNs is an ad%ý,n-

(age for the operator who needs only to lo-ok at the probe without having to constantly refer to tite instrument.
This system is particularly useful for large size structures.

The Eddy Sonic can also be used for automatic scanning with recording possibilities.

Figure 38 shows a typical example of honeycomb sandwich panel. Flaw detection sensitivity close to tile surface
to be inspected is greater than that for flaws located oin the opposite face The figure shows a constant section panel.
but slight thickness variations have little effect on tile readings,

The Eddy Sonic caters for the inspection of brazed or adhesive bonded honeyconmb as well as metatto-nietal
joints The type of adhesive used has little effect on tile 'sults.

Flaws such as disbonds, voids, crushed or broken cells, disbonds between cells can be detected in a great number
of structure types. The minimum dimension of detectable flaws is generally between 12 and 25 mm accordinl to tle
type of structure ind diameter of the probe used. Detection sensitivity depends upon tlt type of material, the type
of flaw and also the type of probe used.

Regarding honeycomb, inspection is feasible if the skin thickness is approximately between 0.05 and 4 'nn, and
for core thicknesses ranging from 3 to 120 mim.

E!cctrical conductivity and/or magnetic permeability of the m.aterial to be inspected have also an appreciable
influence on the response of the Eddy Sonic. The ideal material is that whose conductivity is approximately above
12 M S/m (20% IACS) s'.-'" as the usual types of aluminium alloys. It is sometimes possible to inspect low conduic-
tive materials such as diffusion welded titanium honeycomb. whose conductivity is under 3 MS/m (5% IACS). On
the other hand, inspection of low conductive austenitic non-magnetic stainless steel honeycomb gives very poor rcs
High permeability magnetic materials'such as ferletic stainless steels give perfectly good results. Here. alignment ol
the magnetic fields appears to b' on important mechanism of the transducer in addition to eddy current flow. For
instance, inspection sensitivity is very satisfavtory in PHI 5-7Mo stainless steel assemblies.

It can be noted that at certain frequencies, resonant grid& (vibration loops) can be produced on the st.rface of
small dimension parts or near edge members. This phenomenon can lead to some confusion in signal interpretation
particularly if it gives signal values identical to those given by the structural flaws. Resonant grids produced by
certain relatio,,s between wave length and pir,. size caii be detected by choosing a different control fre,,iency
(usually higher) or a different magnetic field intensity. Such resonant grids are not encountered on simple large area
assemblies.

4.3.5.5.3 flarmonic Bond Tester (SHURTRONICS) (See Figure 39)

Different to the North American Eddy Sonic which operates on a continuous signal, the Harmonic Bond Tester
uses a pul,.eL signal, thus avoiding the formation of standing wvves and thereby making the instrument less sensitive
to edge effects.

Frequency of the excitation signal is approximately 15,000 cycles per second, a frequency locate' at the upper
litmit of the audible range of the human ear. Since, maximum positive and negative excitation signals produce vibra
tions in the probe and in the structure tnder inspectwon. the resulting mechanical vibrations are around 30.000 cycles
per second. A filter in the instrument suppresses all frequen'ies under 25,000 cycles per second, thus eliminating
the effects of signal excitation on the receiver. The majority of ambient noises are suppressed by this fil'er (see
Figure 39).
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In the Mark Ill P~ m~odel, both the phase and amplittude characteristics are detected in the structure under
inspchton. Amiplituide vzriation% arc gencrall itsed to inspect metallic mauterials and phase %ari.itions tor nion-ietaIlius

The dial is graduated both in phase and amplitude A sw itch i% used It, displaN eithr; phase or amplitude %hies

Response receivo-l by the itisrtriment is c-impared to an adjustable setting. Any% %alue exceeding this basic
setting activities ain audible warning ort a small red light locatedl directl%- onl the probe

Setting the instrument is yer% simp -a trequenc% is chosen givinjg the best wensitsi~t(% the trctluei,cN then being

.Adjusted so that the needle shifts to a~isut the 10th graduation in the -souind- area.

i-he iarnilonic Bond 'rester gives serN good results with all metallic materials. bondod .1111114011111 hrou~,ed %tain-
less steel and Stress Skin structures.

Skin thickness has an iniluence on the instrmilent's sensitivit% ,result% are %alid tip to a thickness of 3 or 4 inim

The liant-nouic Bond Tester is callable of detecting 10 min diameter disboKndsN.

Anioag the advantages of the Harmonic Bond Tester, can be- stated

fast inspectionu due to the fact thaut no coupler is required mnd that the probe Nlide\ cas~il\

clear readings.

eý;silv puit into operation.

'rhe main disad~antages aure:

intl ue u ce: oit high freqluenic' am bien t 110Ses.

intfluence of surface cursatture. inspvction is impossible onl coc se srtacesý For consel siurtaces theI
cuirl attire radius shouild be su i.icientl\ large qabose 450 mmn)

Figure 31)



4. h.ll not~pi InterfermlittVr
Wshlno ichere the opeut lini principle (it' holopgraphit. in tertefOlvietr% Which h.sara~iendsn'di

Let us %imiply recali thit it is, ani optical mtethokI by whi. h %cr snitiil surirtce displicements aire rcejleiLd Iin the form
ot intecriere uce Iti nge% Where a Ii,* Iin a honded 51 riic t iirc can lead it, a shitiht %kirtaca' Lieforma t io n ithis mecth LXI will
allow its detection

I-Ai~er has carried .)iti ker% eiensi% tcstsý leading lto tile tollowng :oinclthsions 12

itoloiltrapiti iitictttoivt'tý t' ol 1-nded 'ttruct, ,e ofters IntIeire...t propet.1; is .1 ikiii Ito tile~ usuli
noi-detrcti einspect ion mlethods%

(Or -. illdl cii structires, thle thermal iciormnition technimtue appears to fie suMlfa. II ientl CI etcntitle 111Itniagnun
Ni/C kit Ili%, tit.it call tie Lietected sI\) 10 i\ i1n mmfr skins tinder I 5, min MhIck and 5 im for skimis Liltder
0 1, inm tihcký

(Or mealt omt l ned ti~in s thle t hermat dctormit ion met hod Joe% niot jase %audj resuilts

tlte holostraphic interterometr% methodm is ink re~isingi% seilsitt is a the skin thickness deiciwNse

I hie us~e ot a cio~ctd L V circu't Idoes no, scemi I .. tit tfer mN~ pa rt I:itular help iii a hologriph cI~ it elerterO'net r\
Inuspectlion produc,ýtion ul Instiii on01

4.3.5.7 Thermal Mtelhoud

I' hermai i met hods u sed for thle non -dcsI Iti tc t.einlspect01 iOn t ondked t'WIk ic itrs mlatiiil\ a 11inonmt to 3

11t r1Ared .doer

the rutu'h ronie or ther in Ol II tnt nesc ii i cokatII tins

liqiu id cr\ st Ils .

1Ihese tec1hnIiques are des%ýrillcd inI a chpter dealing \%I'lli thermial WethodN ihe\ a rc esC%*call\ u-el Ill InI tile -11C Of
continrNiite stttictuirts [:or hondedk iInetIa strtictires. tile loss ihermil condtctis it\ oit the a.hci~esc Iin relation to lthe
iI~tj:itil arc~a% nuke thle results meanin~gless

4.3.58N Radiogrtaphy

Rad iogra ph% ol bo nded at timittinIIII m al loý hone o In sol e partc~uia rI used ito inspe Ow ho. iinie~coinh Iorc
core Ldeforiatiatoin. br kenl cells, edgiue fillinlgs, splic:es I in on~e\ cotIth blck. omie~comb slippage otr shiiikagte Radiogi-apiti.

iiisPectIIOTi Also illo)%% t0 1 ceild'ln citent tili. tieasiurceiiet k I adhesise fint regularint absetice ot \oiil or film. oserljps

los'r.this is koiiiV p10,issibl it' the idhesist: backiiig is sitatiieiilk opaitlue ito \-ras\. 'Old 01i% for thinl altiit111tiiiii tifs

i ,Z iUre 45m,

Radlmogriph% .anl also deC'1t, tile ingreN' Mt liqtuids iii the hones coin Issuer or melt hiel I as ssell is the presecei~ ,I
orrosion or t oremgn matter

I-or 1, ne~ comnb radmhigraph\ stepis are !Ak-rs to)ensure ilOut cie \-r~i, run pa~rallel To the cell %sall, I his menies toti
tlhe source be pla.-Cl At J stiffm. ent dlistIt, iomt tlit, panel I I to 2 itetresi ito asomil ait\ e~tXsIse cell d00t1rn.11m0n

Figure 40 stikss whtat takes piace whent the \-r.a\ are not InI l11ne 'A tith time cell walls Ill Fitmure 40t h). thle KIIam ngle
Is too greatl nId the cell mitia1ges oil the Willi oserlapJ the results Iii this caise are useless Sue 01 the inlspectc,ýl AreCi depenuds

tipOltilte drtaINjICC betWeen thle source. tlie patiel anid tile ttLiie\ cuib thickntess. Fl'le greater thisI "hickness. ilie snialler ',;,
Inspectedl area.

[:or hraied staitiless steel onsLitbit N also piossible to Inspect thle brazintg between lthe kill anid the hione comib

It) tact. ithe brauting metal formns a fillet at eachi cell during the brazing operatmion Ihlese fillets are: perfectl% seen on
rthiograpitic points, thtus tiabling the poorl% braied aýreas ito be dete~cted

Ini r~d.iL)'rapitv ot tietal-to-nimctl joints, lack of bira-mug In iteri.il is shosskn up on th tile ini a. a dailker areai

Raidograph\ ot nimetl to-nietal joints ,ind edge tteiii ers are carried outi as per iFigiire 4 1.

IWO spe .I~i I edt t' I(Lies, in ipros e tili e tjcfioenc\ of~ ra Liiogra pIti c inspect ion avird speed tip I lie inis pe-ct ion opera ti oi.

kRjdio toip I

Raikhoscoipý Laupiled with ani imiia~ge intenitolier is a modern tccluititiqu JtlossirIlg thle com11plete mmtspectmonI O1 a hlt)IIte

C0oiiih paitel to !7e ittaIV taJr Linicker than I,% making radiographic prints.



The operatt.r ~ii~t the part ito ht 1IN~pected on a I V scteen. tirttherniorv. fie hi'. at Kaind tile control detice'. it)
move the part in relation to the X-ray N,.mm I Figure 421

!b'tit technique: otter'. a niumber oit ad'. antage'. o'.er coni.ent ionil railiopgraphii

maich tj'iter ins.pection

im' nedute interpretation

P;ososibiliqti t focussa.ng ins.pection on1 a doubtful area b% warchintg tOr the location and orientation giv.ing the

Figure 43 '.ho*'. in in'.tillition de'.igned for he'licopter Made in'pection The pri".eice tit watev in thle cell', is.
rv a'. a tight -'.rot'. In casxe or douht on the naturc ot th.: tlaw the oratoir :.w. tuirn the Nadi: 'ightlý and ta i.olb..'

w~t the water rno'.e inside' the cell%

It is o'.'.ihle to keep trice kot thle re%1ult'. oit radio'.co1:ptin'kc ion[C101 11% tpe recording'. ort. it oui% file atleL ted areas. aie
required. print'. nuN he- made

Ili the in-motion tidiograph% ant \-ra\ beanil i'. loctm.ed b\ twin'. kit leak. plate with a \hlt opening i.ee I igure 44 1
Hýmeans tit a cont inuoui' action, at r'ilit angle., ito thle -.11 eit her thle icti'.'edl beaiii. tilie panlel oit tilie tutul kiln he imo.ed

lIn this. technique. each area otit the radiographic fimi i %it'. e'.'.ic.li ,p' thle \-ra\ heam direction being
henieficial ito ins.pection irt thle area

Sweecp '.peed 1%itcrieneallk bet w een St) ,iild 3W11111 1ii111i

Beami direction arri'. ing at a gi'. en polint on the film itarie'. a'. thi'. point tra'.l, ui.tnder til Nhe.i I hisi led.to a1 I uuN
image that ha'. little effect on the painel tIcc:, contacting the tilni1,ýbut. -all ehlminate thle oppo'.tte lacx For eitaniple, In
the cas.e offitrued honle\ co:0-.11 panel. \% here the brating tnctetM tillet'. are pefcitcl aledt on thle print', in-moion[l
radiolzriph\ oinl allo\'. One tJacet 10 enC IC1 One mu'.tl hak.e .icce'.' lto 11oth sides. to n'spe't tilie opIpo'.itc fice Ovee
Figure 45i1

I-or large '.iie pjnc1,'. 1iini '.trill is Itenera~ll u'.ed of lerngm '.e'.eral ad'.antap'e-. i fast ri~ipectton, ea%\.' 1Cinterprt~itOn oti

the res.ults.. finm cco-ioriv. bi aitoidming mc rlap'.

43.6 STANDlARD) BLOCKS -kNI AC'CEPT ANCL CRITURI AI41-.36.1 Aaimdard'. i see Figure'. 4(. and 4-

M,".i '1f tile mlet hod'. alt ad\ de'.cnibed are coulparatiite miethod'., thle resutlts. being onlk interpreted h\ reterecllc to)
s.tandards.

(,reat :arc- viu'. be taken in t!.e rcallt'atton olt thes.e s.tandards. a'. iii'.petiOit 01tt1011c\ Llepeld' 0i1 tile reteretice: ta'.d

File tirs.t ticc '.'.rl requireicilen to '.'.hilk the '.tandard iiiti'.t an'.wer i'. to be repre.enitatita' kit thie '.truclureN .o be
in'.pe cted. i e rirod uced from thle s.ame material'. and ha'.ng tilie '.anme N1.bat1 A ilmd di tue n'.io 0'. e adhie'.i'.e sholu td be tilie
\iiuie as. that us 'ed in the Nltrut.ture uinder in".pect ion and '.hould follOA tilie ,taite etartlg c\ *le All these paramecter'. arc %er%

inmportant i-t a '.aria tion oft one of, 1"il ." ail lead to tan ltý caIi bratlion anmd resul t, In thle end. In Inaccurate Inspe ct ion

Standard'.% ire gencraill\ u'.ed hlt'ing artificiaih t tintroduced during, or after their mnintil-act tire.

file tour main I\ pes A ~t aw'. are

Typi- I Lack of 'adhe'.ion between the .,kill and tile adhe'.i~c

T~ pe 11 1 ack of adhem.on bet ween the adhe'.i~e amid the iotieyconibý

rype I II Lick of adhes.ion betwAein die adhc'.i'.ec and the metcal mealtomeal 1it

Fy'pe IV Break iii thle corc

I ocal us.e or greas' . 1e010on. ort tore ign miaterial. ito ýe produc~e A bon1d intg flaw m.isc t11ITm CIl I-iie1 technmique tic'. nio't
used for producing thle f'law'. are des.cribed below% I ,perieiice omilN cali dictate the bes.t technicuqte, winch1 ca11 ar\
accord'nig to the type of ai~he'mw. us.ed.

1. A blob of' pre-curcd ad hesimve may h e k'.eld L tn ig hie Irea lm.a t i in Lit thle s.t anda rd lit fiiil% ca'.e . thle ad tusie'. hc bI itsi'
placed at thle loca tion where thle flaw m'. requtiired. Ani openiiing is cuit .inito thle adhle'.i'.e ft iio1 Iki tat tilie Hill obniat he
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in'etied vxtvmcily Motirnt the' k. itrano po~ttlsn ol' thse *!'t pwvss .I JotNvral tit known stI#m*,oqvtsn t, that% obtatciist

tht% nIthrd can K- %twitd lt the Ilahatu.iton tit sitndiril. I % " 1. 11 4"%l III

Il, pe 1. 11 muIttI I %h.rtjrls t.11 A- .It%'N, rrs'dIII,'stt N f%" tj~is ,ItIIV giertIe, i tl visleI -tet ie% e *% 1114c, tit PiNICII itct

1% tl'ttn dhilied I-irsi the tt'pis'~ge I.'ste lit ltet Intct'.~9e ilnstrr s'e Inkiletn

lust methtxf. %ho~le ht.ns ... t ita. tor% totr uilttj'.i'iti.njet tion I, motil ,Od lor rv .cintuc mk ijret tvni

Uo, I-oroc 11 %IIandianil flaw% twitmis'n Ilite .,stw~cie ind honeli n int? An N' ohltmsivesl b%' oviadmimp ouit in .arej

9. intpin int, tivli' t1 hiflu nw~i.& h gnýn .Ist Itw ith pitia x'tititn- t it, remove the thli.;%itit or 'eji iet 1fel'r'ikiup
throoph thi, 1honei ti? It.I J-.C 1% onh 1%C4 tite or ,it..'g Iiitvtjdtl.A'l

41 jA
.
b tit honiding in ,trttjl-t~i'-ntet.,l tosit, ai gIt' II, .an t' rI'7i4'stssa. .' hii ruevdn tiilm in'' III.' t11.1.9 t'It' , I

Nwitdonp Re~.sisitu .lIit'kq iitlu9.I~9. -in It' ro'nn'td fromi Iliv Ittollo ot thie. hvole itio tim

4.46fi2 ptanewv Critteria

Ix collitioit ot tire tkki. lw , nitcru til .n'giv9 .tno kuotled Nil lk life, is %e ciit11%0it

it coitlNe lthe riitpectorto I, itie II hethcr hit, At .k'rl, tt nut -a noJt,9 ,ita lit IAN

".hoee01k~: tile tx-d Itljpt.'t si. io elit.il derel'N it.t .1 'ert,1iin %itent 'II Ilk- Niie ot thc Ilit% fto 1w

Sti'.c tced It .IJele tiosi 1% Onth I~ e I t' .i t1.11 Ot ;P%' 11O 01 .1 Nijlllpttiljit .i. titI Wtld (,.tihiI -.srrid otit niltio~t

shooldt uhek idI t ht,% ciet t 11 1 ?ie, %:"Ir to dete. 1 11.1%, flt-e %1oi~tt I ell .j more' ,'t"l'r., mellthod .htisld tw

re~twrted .itik It is% 11ho'loPrihN ot iitrl,, 'lilt. 4 A-11 to ti III 1,t'tIitttit Ot ONI5 Midi e.j45t ot intpi' tT~ ion

It.'tcrimiltjit'll of tliesW, .e.r~I.'Wet,'i.1 rettulifes soon111d k,' O.' l of the 1 1tsirmtl '11,1.' Ol tOW 11.0A, \
Ottell it will l'. ie~c'r tol ,.it\ "It 11.111 dt.'trk.iI. tie lot 1, -'tmo .i .orftd.itioiif N-A~nlli .. 1A, th ~It% N~ Anid

11'en'i~ilt . tile. .idmitited ntitemi. tor N'.jrhildi Niti. Itire. irk tetiitedt .1, tOt1tt\

tIN\. ta, .1j 'il. o9,herl sw i'Imet t1%f"10i11 1,i. .

.it .iNtetilhtt.%,' F~.% m$ diN)'.iifsedt .99.' isOp.Iliti :nto '11 e'ite iiillend'e %hill tvt felt-, t.'d

A%%Clhlt-% I.Mlp Ii%, Alloc \.1c 111 mililviad -\,ce thei lop11 lwto' olIthe.9 Ilicis.thmiin ll x kwI

4A. (ONC'LUSIONS
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TABLE II

NDTI Methods fi, Evaluating Adhesive Bonded Honeycomb Structures'

Ultrasonic ('-scan Ultrasonic ('-scan Ultrasonic (Contact
(Through-transnission) (Pulse-echo) pulse-echo or ringing)

I Sk-n-to-adhesive unbond (G)* I Skin-to -adhesive unbond (G) I Skin-to-adhesive unbond (G)
S2 Skin-to-core unbond (G) 2 Skin-to-core unbond (P -M) 2 Skin-to-core unbond (P -M)

' 3 Metal-to-metal unbond (G) 3 Metal-to-metal unbond (G) 3 Metal-to-metal urbond (G)
' 4 Crushed core (G) 4 Crushed core (M .. ) 4 Crushed core (P--M)
0 5 Teflon mould release (G) 5 Teflon mould release (G) 5 Teflon mould re,,;ase (P-M)
E 6 Water entrapment if cells are 6 Water entrapment if cells are 6 Water entrapment (M --G)

f tilled (G) filled (M)
S7 Core splict (G) 7 Core splice (G) 7 Core splice (M --G)

8 Contaminated rinse !P--M) S Contaminated rinse (P) 8 Contaminated rinse (P G)

I Permanent record I Permanent record I Good defect resolution
• 2 Good defect resolution 2 Good defect resolution 2 Locate defect depth or position
- 3 Plan view of part and defect 3 Plan view of part and defect 3 Portable

4 Detects back-side unbond 4 Locate defect depth or position 4 Moderate scanning rate
5 Can be used to test parts with 5 Can he used to test parts with 5 Can test complex shapes

thick "acing sheets thick facing sheets 6 Moderate cost fbr equipment

I Part immersion or squrter I Part immersion or squirter I Liquid couplant required
_ required required

.9 2 Access to both sides of part 2 Panel must bte tested from both 2 Panel must be tested from both

., required sides sides
E 3 Reference standards required 3 Reference standards required 3 Reference standards required
. 4 Trained operator 4 Trained operator 4 Trained operator

5 Costly equipment 5 Costly equipment

Itfrared H!olographic Infrared
(Radiometers) lnterferowetrv (Thermal) (Therinochropnic materials)

I 1 Skin-to-adhesive unbond (() I Skin-to-adhesive unbond (G) I Skin-to-adhesive (P M)
2. 2 Skin-to-core unbond (P G) 2 Skin-to-core unbond (G) 2N Metal-to-metal (P M)
3 Metal-to-metal Unbond (G) 3 Metal-to-metal unbond (G)

S4 Crushed core (P) 4 Crushed core (M)
; 5 Teflon mould release (P) 5 Tef.orn mould release (M)
S6 Contaminated rinse (1P) ( Water entrapment (M)
, 7 Water entrapment (M G) 7 Core splice (G)S8 Contaminated rinse (P GO

I Sensitive to 1.50F temperature I Surface of test object can be I Low initial cost
. variation contoured
S2 Permanent record or tvcrmal 2 No special surface coatings or 2 No couplant required
. picture couplants required
S3 Remote sensing, necd not 3 No physical contact with !est 3 Can be performed on complex

contact part sp¢,imen geometry parts
4 Portable or automated 4 Sens;tive to small defects 4 Visual indication of defect

1 ('ostly equipment I Vibration trcc environment I Thin skin parts only
required

2 Liquid nitrogen cooled 2 T'ermal, sonic, vacuum or 2 Critical time-temperature
detector pressure required to deform relationship

o specimen
Z! 3 Critical time, temperature 3 In plate film processing 3 Reference standards required
E relationship required for real-time

holography
4 Poor resolution for thick or 4 Coating needs to he applied to

highly conductive facing sheets part surface
5 Reference standards required

See Key in Table Ill.
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S/iurtronies HIarmonici Arvin Acoustic Imnpact
Bonid Teý,('r T'est NAR Sonic Re'sonator

I Skin-to-adhesive unbond (M GO I Skin-to-adhesive unbond ((I) I Skin-to-adhiesive unbond (1P NI)
S2 Skin-to-core unbond (P (0 Skin-to-core unbond (G) 2 Skin-to-core unbond (NO
S3 Metal-to-metal unbond (G) 3 NMetal-to-metal unbond (G) 3 Nieud-lo-nietal unbond (G)
C4 Crushed core (P) 4 Crushed core (NI) 4 (Crushed core (P')

S 5 Teflon mould release (P) 5 Water cnitrapmient (NI GO 5 Water entrapment (MI G)

I Portable I otbeIPral
2 Simple to operate 2 No couplant required 2 No couplant required
3 No couplant required 3 IDetect-ý hack-side unbonds 3 Dl~eects hack-side unbt~;ids

S4 Locates back-side unbonds in 4 Mtoderate scan rate 4 C'an he used to test parts wit~i
thin sections thick facing sheets

> 5 Fast scan rate S Can be used to test non- 5 Moderate cost equipment
metallic assemblies

6 Access to only one side 6 M~ay be automia.ed 6 ('an be used to test non-mietallic
required for thin sections assemblies

7 May be automated

I Assembly Must contaiin I Part geometry and mass I Requircs liquid couplant
conductive material to establish influence test results
eddy current field, i.e.
aluminium

21 Reference standards required 2 Reference standards 2 T'ime ci)nsumiing calibration
j- 3 D~oes not work on thick facing 3 Test results are Subjective 3 Slow ;can rate

sheets
4 Reference standards required 4 Trime consumning calibration 4 Reference standards required

5Geometry and mass of part
influences test results

'o k k-er Radiography' hip Test

Bon tester_ Y-ray (Coin, (6)et

7 Tefln-mouldreleasen (PGN) 7 Inrergna ojcrrsiontltonea ubn G
3 Contal-ominate rinse (G) 3Cuhd rnld rslcd 3CuhdLr P

2 Q 2No coplat reuire

4 Geometry varaton t a-M 4 Aasytomprfor

I LiUncnidropm nrqied daItig initie 5 rsnc ral scs of Liitddeet etn:to
2Icapable of measuring alld 2Caiattionhzr orcr fts

begndastrengt caused by lc eurd4Rfrnesadrsrqie
enovaheironmn ofrsn to fadhgern5Masfihontn cnghes
layiBng surfaesgt iMprope com- odOvd da

poundin. overaCogndcttamina
7Teflon mor inomletse ure7Itrnlcrrso

3 Qualitration tandquniard trqired 2Ajsal nrylvl oCLpatrqie

4 SpCialue probtestprswh 3Noouln required 3Lwcs
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TABLE III

Merits of Bond Testing Method for Honeycomb Structures3

!.Titani'4IdnImiiu m

a 4

Test Pnerhdk X Rearks

VOIIDS VOIIDS

I Ultiasonic C-scan
through transmission G G G G C P C C, G G ; G G I , 2, 3

2 Holography (thermal)
Real-time G G G M M P G G. G N M G Yes 5, 6

3 Ultrasonic ('-scan
Pulse-echo G M G M G P C P 1 G, G ,2, 3

4 Fokker Bond tester G G G, ND P 11 G G G M M 1P No 1,3.4V~)

5 Ultrasonic-manual SP,Jlse-echo G ND) G P P 1P G. 1 G, '* M G. Yes 1. 2, 3

6 Shurtronic Harmonic M P G P P ND G G G NDI P ND No 2, 5 GP, 7
. 7 Infrared Radiometer

P C-scan G G G ND ND ND C P G P P P Yes 5,6, 8

, 8 NAR Sonic
a Resonator ND M G NI) ND ND M M I P P NI) Yes 1, 23,4z

S9Tap M NI) C NSt) ND ND M ND G P ND ND No 6.7

10 Arvin, Acoustic
impact test C GC G M G G. G M Yes 2, 3,4, 6

II NAR Eddy Sonic ND NI) ND NI) NI) ND M C G, P NI) Ni) No 4.5.6

12 Turco-bond check M M P NI) ND ND NI) NI) Yes 5,6, 7

13 Coinda scope M NI) NI) NI) N P P P No I

14 Sondicator G GC C, G No 1,3

Key: (G) GOOD) (M) Moderate (P) Poor (Ni)) Not detected
Detectability percent (66 to 100) (33 to 66) (0 to 33) (Zero)

Remarks:

1. Requires liquid couplant. 5. Electrical conductivity influences system response.

2. Detects defects in back-side of panel. 6. Does not rcquire liquid couplant.

3. Detects unbonds in panel having thick facing 7. Easy to set-up and use.
sheets. 8. Data based on "pitch catch" techniques. Better

4. Requires time consuming calibration procedures. resutts are anticipated with "through transmission-
techniques.

N.B. With 'skin-to-core" defects in aluminium and titanium honeycomb, it has been our experience that
such flaws are not detected by the Fokker Bond Tester but, on the other hand, are very clearly
shown up by Method 5 (Ultrasonic-manual Pulse-echo).
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NDI OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

W.L.Shelton

ABSTRACT

This chapter preserts a review, which includes many of the techniques applicable to the nondestructive inspection
of composite materials and structures. Included are subjects covering the general problem areas of comirwites, the
defects which may occur in composite production and fabrication, and the nondestructive tests which are applicable
for detection and measurement of such defects. The nondestructive tests are discussed in sufficient detail to give the
user an appreciation of the concept of each test, and the limits of its capability.

4.4.1 INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive inspection technology has not advanced to the point where it alone may be relied upon to assure
necessary product quality in a given engineering application. There are a number of variables in the materials and
processes used in composite structures that must be very carefully controlled. These controls used in combination with
nondestructive inspection can go a long way toward assuring product quality. There is not, for instance, any reliable
nondestructive technique to meisure bond strength. This can only be assured through good process control and a
nondestructive inspection for voids and unbonded (disbonded) areas. Bonded sub-assemblies must be nondestructively
inspected prior to inoorporation into the final assembly. This situation can become a real problem if contamination
from other sources is not controlled.

Nondestructive testing (NI)T) identifies and measures abnormalities within a material without degrading or
impairing the use of the material in any way. Acceptability of the material uepends on engineering judgement, and
where possible correlation of the -observed" defects with performances.

This chapter presents a brief review of available nondestructive test methods that have been used for evalualing
reinforced/composites struo t ures.

TABLE [

Defects Common to Composites'

;%fetal (Comlposite
('onaponents Components

I. Adhesive bonded honeycomb assemblies

1.1 Skin to cote
1.1.1 Unbonds X X
1.1.2 Chemical milled land voids X
1.1.3 Doubler step voids X
1.1.4 Porosity X X
1.1.5 Extra adhesive X X
1.1.6 Missing adhesive X X
1.1.7 Inclusions (foreign material) X X
1.1.8 Adhesive gaps X X
1.1.9 Cut adhesive X X
1.1.10 Voids X X
1.1.11 Weak bonds X X
1.1.12 Unremoved protective film X X

1.2 Skin to structural member
1.2.1 Missing adhesive X X
1.2.2 Unremoved protective film X X
1.2.3 Doubler ur.bonds X
1.2.4 "Brownies" (resin starved adhesive) X X
1.2.5 Porosity X X
1.2.6 Weak bonds X X
1.2.7 Extra adhesive X X
1.2.8 Inclusions (foreign material) X X
1.2.9 Adhesive gaps X X
1.2.10 Cut adhesive X X
1.2.11 Voids X X

Ahi
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TABLE I

Defects Common to (.ompuitet' qContiniud)

Metal (" npIsilte

13 Spice plate to composite
1.3. 1 Voids x

1.3.2 Gaps X

1.3.3 Unbonds X

1.3.4 Poro..nty X
1.3,5 Resin fills X

1.3.0 Inclusions 4 foreign material) X
1.3.7 innremoved protective film x
1.3.8 Porosity X
1.3.9 Weak bonds X
1.3.10 irxirŽ adhesive X

1.3.11 ('ut adh s'ive X

1.4 Foaming adhesive (Iack ofl
1.4.1 C ore splice X x
1.4.2 ('ore. structural members x x

1.4.3 Shear ties X

I .4.4 Voids x X

1.5 Core defect%
1 5. I Node separations X X

1.5.2 Crushed core X X

1.5.3 Condensed core Icell nesting) X

1.5.4 Distorted core x x
1.5.5 Wrinkled core X x

1.5.0 Low core X X
1.5.7 Distorted core X X

1.5.8 Wrinkled core x X

i.5.'i Blown core X X

1.5.10 Water in core X X

1.5.11 ('ut core x X

1.5.12 .Missing core tshort core) X

1,6 Surface flaws
I.b. (I'racks X x

I.6.2 Scratches X x
1 .6.3 Blisters x x
1.6.4 Voids X

1.6.5 Porosity ,

.0,.6 Protrusions,,.
I.-. - Indentation (dents dings) X

1.6.8 Wrinkles X
1.6.0 Pits X

.•. 10 Pinholes,
I .1. I I Cuts and abrasions

1.7 Lack of sealant at fbsteners I

1.8 Poor fit-up i

1.9 Douhle drilled or irregular holes X

1.10 Thick adhesive bond joint

I.II Foreign materials X

1.12 Adhesives
1 12.1 Voids X
I .12.2 iligh and low density areas x x

I.1 2.3 Non-uniformity X X
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TANLE I

Defect Cowmmon to Compomiern ('ontinued i

1.13 compaosie twI/lawinene flaws
1.1.3.1 Tape

S113. 1.1 Missing filaments X
1.13.12 Brftken filamentsX

I 13.1.3 Misaligned filaments X
I.1 I .. 4 Spli.-ed filaments X
1.13,1.5 Filament %pacing

I .3.1 1. Filament crns-over,

1.14 tmiansate
I- 14 I Fractures
1.14." Delaminations

I 14.3 Voids
I 14.4 Porosity
1.14.5 Resin fills. I
IL.1 4.b Resin rich 'starved
1.14.7 Inclusions (forteign material) X
I 14.8 Off angle lay-up

I.14.-) Bridging
1.14.10 Blisters
I.14.11 Cuts and abrasions X
1.14.12 I tre-preg butt joints X
1,14.13 Prt-prelt overlap's
1.14.14 Pre-preg giap_ X

TABLE II

Avilable NDT Tefthniques for Composites

Techinique.s kitec'tion (t "adhili l.inatjtion.s hoid•p'italtes

Visu.l Blisters, Porosity, Cracks., Limited to surface defects in opaque material

Discoloration, Surface tetects

Ultrasonics

I. Pulse Echo Delamination. Porosity Requires immersion in water.
Reqires espert interpretation

2. Transmiss••n Delamination Limited to access to both sides.
Geometry of the part sensitive

3. Resonance Composition. thickness Sensitive to geometry of the part

4. Velocity Modulus, density Requires immersion in water

5. Fokker Bond Tester Voiu detection in metal-to-metal and Requires liquid coupling, must test both

metal to honeycomb structures sides of honeycomb panel separately

6. Shear Wave Defects in complex shapes Requires immersion in tank of water

Sonies

L Coin tap Lack of bond Requires. expert interpretation

2. Sonic resonator Unbonds and other gross defects Requires liquid coupling, difficult to use
when inspecting tapered structures

3. Eddy-Sonic Cracks Limited to surface or near d-, ; efects



TABL.E 11

~vAirtlie NDT Tedmnrqtmm for (om"I~tes fCttP&0uwdl

4. SWAT (raiek crting 1 Requtrr% trained flemin~nel to1 ApoIy and

I X-ray lnlum.aons, .rajcksý I inuted to crc %ire muint have atxc.% it,
both 'ide'. of th'.' structurt

2. (.~mma radiation lDen'.itN 'anatgons Mt hj'.e a,1xc% to Nith side'.tit the Atructure

1. Uk'ctncal Resigtati.jt Degree tit curv. conipom.aton. ainotsture LimineiJ to flat stur~aceN'

2. (Corona IBt-.eharfir ai'd-. I irnated to1 flat '.urlace,

1. icrwav-;Void'.. delt~arnmn~ialow poro'.at ý resill IDirliult it, interpret, require%. '.pcaNjiied
variables personinel

1. lnft-i Red - oiikt%, deIlatiilltioll\. tinti.nd'. Senstitae to peciinetr% ot the part

2. blqid ('rv.tSAIN Void,Id. Jedjnmnitions. tanKind% %tit u,.tui lar aluminum meltats-o-Aluminum
hotw'i' iru"turvs

3. Photo Chronic ('oanitm %ad. deiFttrjfla tiions. Lal~ihnds, \'er' ii-n' site to %milit d.ele.cts, uxfutl bor

44.2 INSE"1ON -TitJ`SJlqT t%1U It.iXdHetDnhS

4.4.2.1 Visua

Visual inspectamon ks tit. mNto N.ail lnooNat' ii I A ti' us.ed N01 illethod, Dl~eect'. which ~Are olvsermed include toreign
inclusion. crazing cracks I. c-jt0!,,,s nicks, Ibtsteni. pitting. Air bubble,,, porosat% reiin Fact, and resin stjrsed ,arejs.
disciolorjtior %. 'tkis.sid' .and aLie zth .tins,. Visual Aid%. mich a,, intense' itih IF or fli~llaling jdase' Are used ito
incre~ase detection ap-ibilit\ - Reflected ligtht is, uwed for onsersing surt'a,:e irregulrintics md kilhir detects. trinusmitted
light is often used v. he: - both -urlaces tit the MAMAeti Are ace-osic to reseaiI dcetet %ithin the nutenat VasUil
e'.Jmination is It- .d . ;he detectiomi of Father Urge! ke'tects Oese 10though ins-pected b\ A trslineL! IPer1ato

Mie use at reintorced coimpisite'. in sifldwich ontu ti rquire'. turthet inspection. \m vta'.l tnspectuoim
imnmediately alter cure andtl upon reunovial of idhlmesa .ntloied hmone,. coni, %.And% ich part% trom the heat s.ource ofteni :ii
rese~al blisters which mayv disappedir when the paurt aook .aad thle intern~al pressutre as redaced Wheat! %oid-tree Iiviiiti~le
facings are used, vtst.LaI cifiamintion c;'n he .accomnplis.hed h\~ special tighimng ito detect Jet ,e.t% Aaitunatilte %tructure

4.4,2.2 Uoustic Techaliwus

4 4 2' 2 1 4 1 !trJA~ibft-%

Ultrasonics. includes .a nunibei tit daiferent technique-.. Thiese techniqfues utilize sound encrg~ity Atrequencie'.
generally it 10 Ki) ll to 25 \111z, In lthe two nio-t t'.ic methods Am tbearitii 0 ultrisonii encrgpý is direc-ted itob thle
materiail, iand either the cnergý tr~ansnmitted through the material or the tiierg) reflected trorn interlacts % ithin the
material is- indiciatise ot' the chirjacter1tstc% of the initeriah. I'ltraionis - has demonstr~ated it% .abilit\ ito detec:t detects
within composite flhitriaik Fiatur I shows- .a ('-%call rectording tit .A tr~aphitc, epo'.\ test ipeclinen Uiibonded or
deianiinatc] ae~as and viad-s ot I Sini or larger can be ie~adiI\ detected The darl, areas Indicate det'ects

When the ultrusoini% wase reaches in interface ort .u dacontintait\. part of the encrfi as. retlected The .Amount ot
retlected energy depends oin the scoustic imnpedance ait each inedium. The energy transnuilvd through the tiiltenul v,
reduced by energy reflections Anti Attenuations. within the sýainplte. Thu%, lthe %anittiow in reflected intl ttan'tii~ited
enerly canl serve to locate detects, I C diw<ontinutite. it) the pathi (1 the oItrasonic beani-
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tnKaI pulse to meinfhane enttep the me~hanwalu rneM) is thus ted into lb% te-.t met-isl. with the use of a coupIrinp
maed'am I .touplant 1. e P' water otl Ithvr'nne. and water pel TVe mind enefjt reflrsted b,. at tranuijittt'ld through tlk

Intotmattton from one side of the Material A' defec.t I,. dett-rminvcd to the pmsekit it the tran'mitted etpI vl, e
bt rr trathes the hack -urloct this :an tit otiwtved as a peak ti the I'RT hetween thow puhe% I:%",ipondtng it,
teiiiipulhc tie the front surface retledton And the hat.h %urfaoe reflex ioin rhe Appl`1i41,11111'a te tt Io tn iii the deft%~:'

ndetefmined to he retlative to the 1i~atiwn ot the re'ulting peak with mwql fto the peak% ot the inlitial PuIW I* rrIm
-- rivrefkleitwio and the t'ack-%urfacr Wkf-~,nio

Mthirouo-trans.nnmaon technique utihethe% IIWUtrAW-Vm. entwM that paiw% throulli the material the re.tA4ved
"wp s ed~ke III defetl- And reswlt% in teduted Amptituije of (he peak tin the (AT

Tetwo *ama ultrasoonis. technique% puhr'eho and throulth-tran~mi%%iin Are thelfui for locatingt large delamninatiorwk
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4.4.4.2 Gamma Radiation Technique

Gamn;, radioisotopes are available from sources such as Cobalt 60, Cadmium 109, and Cesitum 137. A through
transmission gamma-radiation technique is being currently used to indicate variation in material density. Figure 5 is a
diagram of a radiation density gage system.

4.4.5 ELECTRICAL METHODS

Electrical properties such as the dielectric constant and dissipation factor (or loss tangent) can be used as indicators%
for nond-structively determining variations in reinforced-plastic composite materials'. For a given thickness and
composition, changes in degrees of cure can be evaluated by dieiectric constant and dissipation factor measurements, the
values fo: these parameters decreasing as the resin is cured. Similarly, moisture content can be determined with an
accuracy of approximately ±,.

4.4.5.1 Electrical Resistivity

Electrical resistivity has been used to determine optimum curing cycles, uniformity of composition, and the presence
of moisture. Continuous resistivity mcasurement has been investigated for monitoring the cure of reinforced-plastic
composites. Because electrical resistance of plastics is highly sensitive to changes in temperature, the temperature during

the test must be carefully controlled. Volume resistance ineasurements require that the probe have access to both surfaces
of the part.

4.4.5.2 Corona Discharge

Corona discharge is being used for determining the presence of voids within plastic laminates. When the material is
subjected to a high pottntial (electrical), the gas (air, moisture from the resin) within a void ionizes, causing acceleration
of electron to the wall of the void 10 . The presence of voids can be detected and evaluated by measurem, it of the
resulting voltage charge, the light produced, or the noise emitted. The high voltage that produces the coi ona discharge
must be of a short duration to prevent burning the part.

4.4.6 ELECTROMAGNETIC METHODS

4.4.6 1 Microwaves

Microwaves are electromagnetic radiations of very high frequencies ranging from about 50 KMIIz to 100 KMIIz.
Microwave techniques can be used to aetect defects and for measuring thickness, moisture content, and dielectric
properties for nonmetallic materials' 0 . For composites, defects that can be detected by these techniques include 1 ids.
delaminations, porosity, foreign inclusions, resin-rich and resin-starved areas and variations in degree of c-,re and moisture
content. Because of the high frequencies used, the microwave radiation beam can be focused on small areas, providing
high resolution in locating defects.

A microwave source (horn) directs the radiation at the test material. The energy reflected or transmitted by the
specimen can be used for the evaluation. A crystal detector converts the resultant wave into an electrical response.
Figure 6 is a block diagram of a typical racrowave system.

Voids have been detected at the core-to-skin interface of honeycomb ablative material that were adhesive bonded
to metallic face sheet. Scattering of the microwaves by the voids causes a reductic,l in signal amplitude, which was
observed on a cathode ray tube. Microwave signais at 3 to 4 KMHz have been used to detect bond separations of about
1/ 16 sq.in. in areas in complex, reinforced-plastic honeycomb-sandwich structures.

Microwaves can be 1-ed to monitor the curing process and to indicate the degree of cure, The dielectric properties

of a material change as thc reNin cures, the microwave reflections respond to these changes. The dielectric properties
of a reinforced plastic depend on chemical compositions, composition variables and impurities can be detected by
microwave techniques.

Microwaves strongly intecact with water, and therefore may be used as a means to measure moisture in plastics. In
'Idition jo signal attenuations due to microwave energy loss, phase shifts in the standing waves can also be used for NI)T

measurements. A phase shift will occur if the di ic properties of the material are varied. Part thickness and geometry
can influence the results of NDT measuremen' , ,th signal attenuation and phase shift.

4.4.7 THERMAL METHODS

e "1.7.1 Infrared Scan Heating Techniques

The difference in heat flow caused by defects within a material can be used as a rondestructive test indicator. In
order to study heat flow in a material it is necessary that the part contain either an excess or a deficiency of heat with

k Li
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Fig.6 Microwave void detection system

50 KMIIz to 100 KMIlz microwave energy is transmitted from a single horn and part o)f this incident energy is reflected
and part refracted into the test sample. This refracted wave is totally reflected from the conducting adhesive and is
received by one or the other of the two receiver horns. The angle which the transmitter and receiver horns make

with the surface of the sample is critical for proper operation of the system. For a system without voids a
maximum signal is reflected from the conducting adhesive. When a void i-xists there is a drop in the

received sigral amplitude in comparison to that from a normally bonded area. The wave reflected
from the top surface is neglected since it does not interfere with the receiver horns and passes

out of the system path.

respect to its surroundings'1  Thc, more conventional methods of thermal NDT employ scan heating or 'txed large area
heating methods of introducing heat into a material. The scan heating technique is shown schematically in Figure 7.
Once the material is heated, as it heats further or cools, the surface temperature is observed with a sensitive infrared
radiometer.

4.4.7.2 Thermal Coatings

Another thermal NDT approach utilizes the temperature and color sensitivities of liquid crystals' 2 and Photo
Chromic dyes. Applied from aqueous solutions, these coatings can be removed by solvents or simply stripped off.
The coated part is heated uniformly; a defect is indicated by the color change at the surf, ce (coating) - .arest to the
defect as the materials heat or cool. Because this method is based on thermal flow, defects can be seen during heating
as well as during cooling. The simplicity and low cost of these thermal coating techniques make them very attractive.

In general, thermal methods of NDT can detect only separations (gross-size voids, de.(ninations or unbonded
areas). and are not suitable for weakened areas. Defects near the surface are more readily detected, and sensitivity
decreases as part thickness increases.

4.4.8 OTHER NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST METHODS

Those methods described above are the more common methods being used for the NDT inspection of composites.
In addition to these methods, there art a variety of other :,pproaches for NDT of composites that ha\ • been used or are
still under development. Many of these methods are not unique to composites and a detailed discussion will net be
presented here.

Methods for detecting surface defects include liquid penetrants (fluorescent and dye); strain gages to measure
dimensional changes oi distortions when a load is applied to the material; strain-sensitive "brittle" coatings to indicate
stress distribution over the surface of the part when a load is applied; and photoelastic stress measurements. This latter
technique uses a birefringent plastic coating or film bonded to the surlace of the material being evaluated. Upon
application of a load, one can see the stress distribution by noting fringe patterns (changes in color) in the coating
under polarized light. This technique has been used to detect and measure the effects of strength redlicing factors in
tilament wound pressure vessels.

A recent technique developed for the NDT of bonded assemblies is differential laser holography. This techniqi -
" provides a means for precise measurements of displacement of deformation within a structure. Ilolography is basically
* a t%,o step process that permits the reconstruction of three-dimensional images. In holographic NI)T, displacement of

ii
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the structure or a portion thereof results in all interferomnetric fringe pattern that depends on tile extent of the
displacement. and can be visually observed or recorded on film. This technique is reported capable of being able to
detect sUrface and subsurface cracks, voids, delaminations, and inclusions,

Nuclear resonance techniques hold some promise in the nondestructive inspection of reinforced plastic/composites.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NNIR) and nuclear quadruple resonance (NQR) are- valuabkl in evaluation of the miolecular
structures of material componernts of composites to define and measure abnormal conditions and structural changes.
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DETECTION AND) MEASUREMENT OF CORROSION BY NDI)

A. R. Hond

4.5.1 THE SUBJECT -'ORROSION

Corrosion is tlie breakin,i down of a hionogcnleoul, Alctalt into oxides eithecr inl locaithcd arca., for a specifcit rea~son or

generally sprei-J over thc surf~acc of the metal.

Thc factors which contribute to this degeneration inl di~ssimilar parts are thie introduction of an cictrodytc. c.g.
inmpure water and the tornmat ion of a ci rcu it in t he part ictila r assembly. The cheion i cal actionl at tile fa ces is t hc dtri l
fore and the whole process is seit' generating when i'; starts. The part Which i'.lcs noS 1ble twCCOMC. til hc anodC and d issolvcs
away.

III tile light alloy me talIs. used ill a ircrafIt struictoure tfabrica tion, t Iiis elc It roc hc tica I action occuLirs casi ly ill onie part
because tlie supposed homogeneous material used to miake it is inl itself Made Lip of' discecte part icles and ats in tic casc

t.f composite parts thc discrete particlcs can locally bccoin- the start points of corrosikin and form self gcnoratiug areats.I

D~iff'ering conccuntrations of thc electrol\ ic-can cimse different at tacks ot corrosion in ~Nimilar areas.

4.5.2 THE PROBLEM

When corrosion is onl thc visible side of aircraft struIcture it can bce iden tified, and rcemoved. I's.ti nlatcs of tlc
rcnmaining material thickness canl bc mlade! (Iuitc quickly mid repairs anld/or fit ncss for scrvicc dccmcld quickly.

Whcn corrosion takes place onl thc sides of aircraft skinls which arc not visible t hcn (lie problcnm call assunie aI
grcater financial and/or safety problem than is obvious Whcn tile onset is not iced. i .c. at tice first sign of corrosion t(lie
conccaled area could, after at very expensive strip, bc classed as fit for tfirther service o1 withou~t air\ sign (or a very
Minute Sign) Could be tound to be in a danigemous condition.

Wickgroiaid to Inspection

With all tlire bcst will in tlic world it would bc quitc wrong to imagine that all protective paint scliecmes will remrain
perfect for ever. In a structure which is moving, however minimal. w~ashied by condcnsat ion and somet imes rubbed by
debris a good protective fiiiish is bound to Stifter through thle years.

As soon as a small pathi appears the electrolyte. ready to form the finial fact or in thev mechanismi of corrosion, wilt
creep along it and start the corrosive process otff. rhe primary met hod for Corrosion detet ion is of course Visual
examination and Inspectors examine thre visible surfaces for the symptomrs. Fhicy look for localised discolouration.
faint powder lines or pimples onl tlire paint shiowing that UnderneathI the painiit somnething is goinrg, wrong. Also t hey arc
looking for paint damage which thereby leaves tilie iiital uiiprotected. Sym ptonis are investigated and action taken to
open tip suspected areas in order to ensL:. teIhat the reason for lie indication is, revealed aiid any corrosive origins, are
laid bare for remedial action. All areas are not equally prone to at tack beca use ofil ifferinrg coiiditioois in some areas so
there arc more particular searches in certain areas. It is often (01und neCcessary for a variety of reasors to examinie
structuire by extra meaii, and devices ranginig from thre simple mirror to very cx petsive optical viewinrg aids are used to
look in dark corners.

Ainyt hing about ain aircraft iii service is interlocking whieii\-(ou finld a flaw: hlow signlificant is, it. hfow long have you
got to get tire spares, how Much of' thle original structure can youl save by t horoughly cleaning out and reprotect rag. can
you repair or must You order at iiw panel'! The conibina tioiis are numerous aid greater accuracy in our findings meanis
a longer tiiie to study tire situat ion coldly. order the parts. and bring the aircraft in before thle si tuatioii in tlire specified
area becomes critical financially and certainly niuch, miuchi earlier thian any technically critical state. Around fuselage
Clit-OittS. Such as doors, it is commnon practice to reiniforce thle cut-oult withI doublers bonded to the skinl. Corrosiona
starts, uip in the surface of one oft thle joinled plates and( this, of course, rveleascs t ire bondiiig filim and inl some areas a
large area otf disbotid occurs without coirresponidinig tell-tale sigiis at the edge of' t(lie doubler or bulgiiig of [ lie surface.
It is therefore most important to examlineC double and triple Joints whether t here are any visible si*ýJis (Ar iot.

So. although these practices have been shown to give satisfactory service inl the past. iii v iew of ithe- minute
indications of concealed corrosion it is neces'sary to iiake better iiispections aiid bie suare of the results. Suich inspectoios
are done by the use of applied physics. i.e. NIDl.



4.53 THES IDEIAL SOLUTION

rile Illetihod Ilnost sulitable~ lti title e S anlti ntion hast it) ukc inito a ccountii all I' at or-s and produice answers whiclh will
peruinit Imuspc t ion and l~esigii Person il to eva ti ate t he situnation corrc cl) amii pro iduce a soliiut ioni that will ;i1 I tlc'te
sa Ic operation ofit' hie a i rra It inl anl economical ma nnter.

4.5.3.1 Historv

As the ND1) methods were tried outi inl serice it wast, possible it) identit'y all o' (lie factors which had ito lie overcome
ill thle best Soluitioni.

Thle factors that make tihe evainlationl of, concealed laces difficult are iioc deternitned to ble as fillows:

tat) Paint films of' varying tlhickp~ess over outer (aces.

(b) Corrosion products entrapped between faces.

(c) Bionding and bonding spew.

(d) Intert'aý ing and sealingi compounds.

(e) Water and contaminants tin corroded areas.

4.1.4 RE~VIEW OF NDIl METHOD)S

Thiere is no ideal solution at (Ile moment bilt one mlethiod is, shown to ble of superior potential to all the others and
gbetter and consistent results at t his time. In fact, for most general assessments of conlditions, it canl bie classed as

adequLate ;'or the purpose.

.4.1 Tile Evaluatlion

Penet'rant Testing s\ as consýid eredt as a means I'r dletect iig! tile soidS or p-it is by\ which lie electrolyte could enter.
lie were sure that the path was tit\ wi Acan idu~ wouldl pormiii thle penetrant to enter it is, obviously visible, as a path.

If' the pathl is not visible and is full of' electroly te the penietrant Cannot entier, No thle path would not ble dletected. Thlese
coiitrarv answers show t hat this is not validte.

-- rdiiiary Radii grap/i i has onily\ ever been certain of detect inig gross corrosion con~sequenC~tly it has been a poiniter ito
w ~lthe structure should ble o pe lie tip to Clear upt a corrosil e situnat ioin. [here have bei' ' many ideas and imlany'

prk. _- . onl this system )llhu it still rermains a flairly coarse filter. It canl bie used for certain Inspections where it is not
possible to use a mlore sensitive met hod -

Nen ilron RadLijogra phyv anld C olIour Rad iogra phy u Isillg bothi IFi lm or F-. V-, were dIiscar~ded for e ~ pense. lttile aidt
general impracticability.

ri Pmograpi-v inl part i c ula Iter11IMIOSiil o AN.va t hought to hold so me proin;ise hilt tests showed t hat thle heat
.ibsorplioii inl thin skills wsins'uffic.ienit to gi~e a stabhle pic:ture.

Ih1ra, m'in res0 ha licCetlieIhod s adu~ tranlsmliission miietIhiod s were ttied. [Hie ti rst menlt ion ed req uiredl a flat snurface4

away from tIlL. initerrogatinig lace andl~ corrodecd surl~aces ,ire. oh course, not flat. ['lie latter type of, test required that the
area of' es~anliiation ble Immliersed ill \%aier.

['lie pulse echo nielht tof' 01 t errogai tiol l t it lie skili fro m the good~ ,til e 5%ds theoly m11\iiethoi Ld t hat shlow ed prom i siig

resultsIN but Liort ill ate l\ It meaCsU red tile pa illt and L gave in conocct an% i s er whIeln tilie ci rr'Osion p rod cIsllCI IILI or a liqLIuid

wa preseiit.

Full1 reports, iii these miethoids are stlowli ill 4-5.o.

Ill LddlI ( lurim,1t test ing I here are a variet\ v ii waix s oft appl\ ing tile -lheioliena to tile oibject hunler test. Ilk'C right
mleth~od lort.Lilrriisioli Ltetecttili wvas Lteterllilied ito Ile iii reeterelcilI tile 11iiiSe of1 tile edLIV cuirrenlts iii the test area.l
Ivaltilit oils showedt that all it' tile actors. that inliericrv\%wilth tile detecttion of coirroslion ill thiin skilis. had minor effects

-ll tile Iiicttiii if the isNIruIIeICIits wkere uselv orctd

I IlLks -.011l llled~isres ticle %iiiLIT~l ofiletal l111111r thle Ililitielice Li't Ilk probte soi imust he' -oniklsdredt a (ILiaIt ititivk

Nslclst:ll iievrtliless. h\ a S\ stelll 01 plotting. i:, is foundt that certaini Lliuiitative resuilts caii bl' obtauedl. Ilfil te sailie
way iiultiple skins canl be testekt mit there is a reductiiii inl the best sL'isitiWl\ available.

l-irly dletection oft ci ilccaledt etirroisolb this IIcIN luloll allows iuispec-tlingst~il'toli iiniit,iil control ofi an\v .ltc k i1cchc

aesotiiithu tear that the coirrosionl has reached .i Langermlis condi~ition:i always. priisiding that the detectors used are
table and1 hiave goiod lifi-oif cliaracteristics.



4
Fuall repornt in 4 5.5.

4.5.4, (Cqagdumwots

tFIdy Current lhw%-- Sensitive Iletectors give readings which resuilt in better eoalutiaion of the conditions oflithe t'iwes
of aircraft skins which caninot he view. d direcl IY. ItI is no It enVkisaed t hat th lie mthod will ever bv accurate to the sitlit'
depree tin all situations twc~ause it is ~alrady clear that older structures, where adjoining U.-tes are not paratle!, because of'
iticonsistent rivetting practice, Only give results of' a lower sensitivity . Nevrtheless. providing that thie instruments are
Of sound desiltil. the accuracy of the method is much better thani anything attained hitherto.

Se e 4.5S17

thle methodI takes time in trainiing %taff in thle accurate use of the inistruments and in lthe idiosAncrasies ot'i'idividuil
structures. hutl, in the end, gives good serbice in thie evaluiation or aircraft skin condit ion.

See 4.5.8.

Also, in certain circumstances, the uise of a combination oit onle of the methodls described in 4.5.(1 and lthe I~diy
C urrent Phase Sensit i~e D~etector can g~iVe addCLd in.'ormat ion for assessmlent plUrposes.

4.5,5 THE PREFERRED) %11FTHOI)

As described tin 4.5A4 t he methotd of inlspect iol which ga% e the best results was dleemed to ble thti Phase Senisi i~ e
tddvI C'urrent Mtet hod.

I... Eddy Curretits

A coil is :\cited with ainac current and wh len it is placedl tleair I metal componcut. edd\ ,iirrents oscillate In lthe
mletal at close piroimitv to lthe coil I probel. -\It\ 1mg1IL iktislrbiit tile eddyl\ currenits. such as 'I crack, is ,, cc
electrically and dlisplayedi oil LtscaZle.

thiese currents penetrate into thle mletal ito a depth which is depicndkent onl t'rcqnlen,, and \arious techniques \%ere
tried outi to determine whether a thickness chance couild Ile detccteIt IN\ kNsiiig t111 I)ii010plieno IIIeo It was prosed that

heewas Ai phase shit t and tha11 it could ble dlispta~l ed. III Use. Ai Coilclos ito the skin v.eterciied agaiilstI onc' .iho\ke it

tie, more dlistant1 from ltte skiii I: \s lie the Itmser Coil passes o\Cl er atin II c1Oriodl~I ) 11`r'a the phas~e clhancýe is ideiititied.

this phiase shlt! when etectroulicalli conv~erted into at Nk,ilc readingL \%.Is touiid Ito b.' linearf th1.t is t1h.1t \%1l01n thle
probe is pkli ced mer .i gi iod piec-e tt mlater iJ andi i t hi iiileter .1 d~iusted t0 e ro 'in d \ý Othi t Ii pro be ptakk c ed o I cI)I ofp c e
ilaterial \% 1CItils I 10 thlIn'e ,illk tile needLle adkjuisted to tile Iamnamnii posit ion onl thle scalethe other positions onl thle
scale wecre retak .1I~ o initermeiacti ie losses oil material.

History

mclig'iatiuil s\ as cirrie'd out ais to thle stlt,llibil\t ot edd\ curren1 le.Iiiuqucs for lthe detec~tioli of corrosion beneatti
aircraftI skin ii pa iels

thle first test WA,i to VsViiIne11 M ietlier lthe method \%:is able ito detectI loss o0I lj,iddliuig froml thle nilidersideil' -, kiil
patickl. this claiihtiilig loss represeints 5., thickiness reduIction. ['lii prmim\itrials carried out showeid that a plase seiisiiie

eddy\ cukrrent tecbiniiiue \kas suiit.ible fir kitetecing tltickiless reduictions, of thils amnount, i'\periieittal resuilts having
act ualhk detecteid a 2, t thickness loss.

Alter the first prmdiuition iiistruIieCl caine iiito Usie. the0 nuetltoil was tounil to lie capable oft dletectinlg COrrosion
.Is little as M Ill ,ul~ilihiiiiiin Ailloy pani'ls troiti 22 SW( ito 14 Slk(i plo~ ideil that tile area, was grealter tttait1 that il1 [lii'
pr ken :ro- sec:t iii esser are as coitlll As Ils e I(I IrI d b tt With Ii I ier ' si ti\ it v It was also tonl niCa pabtle of, detect inrg
c~orrosioni Ilets\ ec two paniel . Itll tti sanei seilsilIt\ is,) itprvied thiat thle IN Inds were eamch thuickir thain I S SWG'(. Fuhitner
paincls tease spri-otus Induicamtioins diic' to buickilin. butl this problemII WA' osercomi' I)\ teCLun iiqile itirselits

Accir'CitcAl Corrosionl depth uleasu1reileilt \%,Is touitd to lie a\%kward ito acliie~c bilt the instrumneit still gau e s able
result, It thie iinstruimii'nt iiiilicatcs N,i\ I . corrosionl it couild ble I osem i Ilarge airea or 20 oser a \cry small airea. It Is
rcamlv\ indicating the \oluitue of lthe mnissing imetal, buit 1,\ approaIchingj corrode~d ' iresl uIsing itil 'tfern technliqueIs tile test
elligiieers were able t0 estimate di' Pt~pl JIi.ii AOda ia. I Ie ills tru incl %twaS fi-\ IIC S t itlsmore n iseto 'oriosi on tha Iiatt rotlling
toleranice: lift-off Compensation \\,Is such, thlat ,i %situaton tii paint thIicktiess oit 0t.- mini caused nit loss iiiselsiiiy the
ilstrunient w.orkkIt O(qUAll Well ()itIl laiius Miid iiteriialI bilter\

[hi'e usle oit I dlkl 41 Urront Phase Sensiti'e PIc)tclirs for corrosionl detection was shownit) toie quite accurate in its
-stimliatioiil utithe s ohmictit metal iuiider tilei priibi. iliitti c'aeult11 t'selsmi'nt oft results aind with esperiecte tin the use ol'

thle systemi better iltimatioii of ilic coniiiitioin ol ,miriaft skins was ileenied to ble piossile.c



4S3.521 ~ LhinService Snille Skim '
In wirvice tiw. the methodi pertorivi'd in thve mannier predlictetd arid the results ohot.'ncd throuighout threv years. were

timied to prmduce griaph%, which are of pracdical ulse a% explainedi herein

lMieson

the C%timation flo corro~ion depth kin %trsiple %kinl Is not straight lorwardJ hecause the meter Indication is a function
or bo~th depth and arva. If the corr'osiont is evcenly distributed over ani area greater than that of' the ptulw cross-section
then lthe method can he quite iacutc even when measuring c.omrroon as little as I' ",ee Figure I1 Smaller areas can,
however. introduce considerable errors as.showi tin liurte -' where it earl he seen that at 2 Kite the accuracy starts to fall
htrore the cow-kdarawstdied i ~ to the -.lie of the probe- I l mm)

These errors can he reduced by usting a higther frequiency as shown b% tire -Kilt and IS Kilt curve% ti Figure 2
The tipper ke-, frequency is limited by tile -,kill thi5. kness

Opervition

Thle way to estimate lthe depth or large csenl) corrodied areas i. it) niotc lthe maximum change in meter reading as the
probe passes over thle surspect area. This reading is conv~erted into depth using a graph like Figure I

The measuirement or small areas or pit% is carried i out by ;I dir ferenit teeliinquei. This is to raxter'e the sus-pect area
a,id increase the frequency to eachi traveric tuntil thre defect Indication reser'eN on lthe mieter. ftil, frequiency can he
conveott,' intio corrotsion deptht using a graphi stimilar to lthe onte shown a-s Figuire I 'hIII te~ihuique giises depth estimiations
%%hich ire within 10' of actual depth of corrosion.

GIraplbs mu11st be malde uip fo, L..Cii insitirrient probe parrel combination ind aire simple to prodice. The~ graph%
shown tin Figures I and 3 are piroduced b% accuiratel% milling the mlaterial in ,ireams greater thain tile probe s.ite anid thenr
tAkingp a series of 'readings, uts Ing a part cuilar proheý repeat tor other probies Ihe graph shown ini Figure -' is- produtced b%
accurately millinig ditierent dhiameter areas of constant tiept and jitalking a series of rcidings,

rthe nicthodx i% capable of dletecting corrosion of' 1 )in single skinl paniels pro% ided that lthe corroded area is, greater
than th%! diamecter of the probe. With care goodx estimates of smuall areas olt corfosioni canl be nude.

4.5.5.3 Use in Service Multiple Skinm

D~uring thre use of the instrunlentilt ani.rcraft, j ppraisal o results kill muiltiple Nk ins was.I maiintained anid a %ariet% ot
tests Conducted unider laborator% condit ions, rhiese resuilts ssere used ii. pr IlOdulce graiphs, anld thlee graphispris .d t ha* thle
ase oft thle mlethod had greaiter potetial on multipltpe skins than ospecited

0Lwussion

'Iirc.ratt skins arc assembled tin a %arielki of \ wa and orl\ refereiwe to sInlgle, double ort mutilple skiNs .Ire to
combinmations, of %.kinl. as, depicted iir Figure 4

D~oublie skill, ma kc oros'iso n niea surenie nt more ditleL'I mit beca U'kC tile niletei i lica iki n as IN iso~k a finct loll oit ,killi

separation. When corrosil.ki occurs, ltie skills art: for-edl apart17 lckauise the% %oltiri ite te lk'coriosioll prodicts is greater
thanl tile itlC I A theyc~ replace. I Cii under cond 1110115k of no corrosion, tihe e pa ratio I ,i i not co ns an t I 'ort tunatelN t here. is

.a Ireq Lienc tic t whti-A tirte et' lic o t it isl is niegligible F i gure 5 slios sth fitec t of ist 1 tlie 11is I e~t ulell: nc coina red %%titl h\.
frequl iCeNle ol iteIoo h ~gh anld tile ot her too loiw \t -, K iI/ thle meIIC tel nd ca ii' 'n Ill be t ite to tIh icool ibined etfleets ki

corrosion anld separationi At 20i Kilt it will bie dule to thre eiffeet oft corro~ion less, tile lckite of sel'piratlon aiilt .1i IS~ Kilt
it %% Ill be t~ite ito tile Offect of, corrosioin oil!\ iwse Ileigre it. So. ltie tectnuI~tLie 111 1multiple sIi" is) to\ Lile ilk' oer

Iritrelt ic ieies and in suspectI areas, use Ilite oplini tuitri I .retlIieCl- to I ii iaisIre tilie eorroýOl 1s0n e Ie Incibng ne tat tit \ikills, IIIIJ\

ha1% eito he accessible. I achi optil11Li ill iret)CitleMx de pe lidis kill tilie ci dictiit\ allkidio Inlk .ia Ihii Ic k kiss oti lie ineat i\kill tii
ceach c:ase, and is aliso) a f'mictioll of tile probe.

i'lknlet11Itlod oft IIspec"tilig tile m~iter skiisllv In I 11111t11111 silitititll Is tilke sallec IN tor double siis % itý1 oiii\ lik' oitter

skiil,, are to be llleasirLd .icciiratel SltOkild "IVe sktl further fiolll the probe hiaie to bie teste troiln the% ie.1u side. .1

lretititni,: sbiiiid lIv selected whk.Ich~l peIIn~) ratle ll1 skills III tills clsitde to tie polssible \,ir iii gail at the illlertaicc.
0IVkOti t clId onh% e\pcct .in oserr-cad oft coirrosioni oit .1 iniiic a IN 100Itin [il' atpie IIIIICSkill sIltU~ial title k00W' VOit \pCc:t Ii.

kiserread i of 15 ito 10- kil on he inspectlion oft a middle skill.

III all en linbinlat ions if skiiis thle p~art I icda r set -Li shoul Lid be rep iodukd SoeL stilt tai lie opt 11 i IIII I 1VIreq %: Li II bV~cal

del erililicined ad thle e speeled seils.itIis it pros en to he plossible
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PI'ovidini'g a t est p iece k mlade Up Whliich is re prese ut a Iiv .. ' tile a rea to be tested an tl te optim umn freqoue vii y and
senlSitiv-it is Selected to Siti tile inlspe. don requirements it is possible to examine multiple skinls to varying degrees oft
accuracy.

4.5.6 NOTES ON OTHER METHOI)S

Flhe other methods Which Were thouLght to ha1JVe thle potential to test aircraft skin panels are described hevrein; they
tailed certain tests. lo assist inspection stall', the inherent problems particular to sicl1 methods are explained inl this
chapter and. providedt thkir f'ailings are noted, may assist ill some corrosionl :ssessmencits.

4.5.6.1 Radiography

Radiography has been used to survey skins for corrosion for sonme years.

Radiographic Method

Pladiography is aictually radiation striking, a film or other recording mediu:in alter passing through an object.rh
radiation is modiified by tile object anld thle varying shape of' the obj ect causes cliangvs inl the quantity of radiation passing
Ii roi igh the object . I'% Feilm in tc. records t he vary ing quantlit ies 0 I raili atIion by co rres P il tiIing va rý ng denisities onl its

s~ut ice.

It canl be seenl thus", that tile loss of, metal ill a corrosion pit onl a skinl will allow more railiationl t0 pass to the film.l
idusing, an area of Increasedl eleNsitv on tile f'lim., Which slioulild be visible to thle raidiologist.

History

lhen radiiograP Iiý y sas firvst starteid on a irc raft thme itecterm inatlion oiif corrosioin was niot con side red to be possible, butI
tlie inltrodUctionl OF low kilovoltage rail i graphy all owedi a ce rt a i a 111011 t of success by N I ) st aff iii some areas.

t1inforiminately. this success, pklus outsiildrsue to enlartge thle scope further has brought the use of' the method into
disrepute with some engineers. Primarily suIch di~lsrpu~te is because these people consider thle method by mleasuring
spe cil'ic ( had il results inst ead ilif' tot al pe rformivanice aMid til le\, cert ain ly dlo not ILlull appreciate thle physical problems that
ci~ist ill tile process.

Raidiation lnantinty converteil h\ object to varying, quantity at filml.

Raidiation at tiliii coiiVertei Ito latenlt inila~ ill hillm.

Latent imiage in film converteid into visible hialiides by cielleiistrý

Visible hla Iikdes oii I iliii convertecd to v'is ibhIe iniiage by I gli tIra nsmi ss ion.

Vsibl Iim ivage on film vi ii ert edi to w ordls by railiologistIs.

licCl with Iiliese conversions, it is possible ito see ýi 2': variat ion inl obiect thickiness and this is termed the sensitivity
01 thei e\piislre. Ili tile case of an aircraft s~ructimre there are several items thlat are interposed in tlie line of radiation
anld flies,, items ar-C thle cause of' tile 11d performanices of tile method nild the consequent disrepute.

4 5~ 1) I 3Imimrdrcm u-m'iop Rudio)gruphv

AI ll iAtcrmals absorh raidiation ito varyingL degrees, .Miiilte\* ian1 imsmAlly' lit seen on thte radiograph if' thle\- are inl the
line of radiait ion. Fuirthmer if such miateri Is, liase high .ihsorptiOn rates thle\' seriously interfere with the raidiographmy.

I \ICiiaI' pimiiit Iii;\ lindl to Itnn iolm Ioit ir, ca ilikilei Cv~aiimillatimml 1!iviiilg ili~fferentia absorptioni at cliaiiges otl
tliikeNNcs. intirnial paint ciii hi' ofi \,i!ili rl es midi thmickniess with tile Name1 rosiilt.

1,IN usis ppledIll 11 1ii' tIll 01 .i beLi .11 the1 uietminAM of thle shIt iner andi skili- this is tile poinit where there is not
()Ill\ J1 dhiuigC 01 ilc1Isut\ liciMisi of the cliji ve( ill lhimckiieN 0Ii Metal biut tilie lisonritV start1ing poin1t of corrosion.

SiiAdlkm' .1Ibsoi I) do 101 ')1 1Liiio 1
1

M Midlimolsol Is tile \wivs l,iii NciLnI l th1is ieickl.



thiese have a little elfecit bly their absorption but are not of' great signilifcailice as thle> tend to ble well squeeied oult.

There arc sometimes areas of' painlt t lanlallý MIC ier tihe paint1 scl teil IcIlas beCcit pate lied I WI iih Il ase had dilt ,t Wept onI
ito it when tacky and this gives soune interf-erence ito thle radiation \ ilth restilng loss, ol setisilisity.

( brroxoinI' n/toduc

Ini the cilsc of" corr-osionl pits, inl o pe i or bo \ st r'ict re, tile products, of tihe etirri isioll pit wess lb 'II olttint'o tile cc it~re
and thle ring ol' orod tctis onl thle edge enhan ce the i detecction i ol' the pitI

I n tIthe case of' corrosi on t rapped bietI wee it stir lbce'ý. the corrosil Ilon Iro ii Is t s aI t Ie 111 toiit )d 11CIA t ' a I I Ii C tile saneI
absorption to radia t ion it' there hias beeni no movemte nt of t1lie prodIIA t ic I is lI_ aid tit r ill'" i vi tl nothitniiig is at hi e tilt tilie
film1 to signlit t hat corrosion is present.j

Il'attr or (it/her Liquid

thlese general ly have thle samte efflect as oit overkla ing ato~ther pieCev of, l al o\ ser tile \k hole area. I herelbe redillcinitý

tile sensitiv ity.I

Thlis is bv Fi'r the %vorst iteit ill tile list ot, otTetttter'. in HItM thle littl'. it) Ill itsI11 tIJ1,glt1 ttiriald lIiiU! e auel2tges and(
wsihett iexved wvitlt other interposing f'actors have a sets\ ,intiihr aippcmtititcc It) c'OtOrtttit1 rlN.

I 'p/iulAten aid~t Snotdproolbig

Thiese Iteitis ate ntormtally ill ireas wltere d.., I etc taZll ass\ýi\ :t 1d. althoughI thereI i' a i01it0ir Itis 0t NCI'Itsiti it>.
corrositt is istiali> detectable. I cald VVitIII . II lelt itt LICC od cd. 11LVI cttpt lieli]lttiiaCs an\ po'>NiblC ratiO2.rapjli1

Alltilte iteiis tientioinetl ahose hiave tile ettect tit ttakinig, icwvlttg .otd inl~llerpe.iiot l0it ticltCII for1 theV radttnist0".

4.. t) 1.4 taIur/t',aicil C onsidc'ratjoui f0! Iit'rp'ning Sink ttotc

If W-e conlsider a piece of' sirUtietre ItiatIlilillaticalIv. ;'s pler liguireC '. we fitid Ill In ill the ýah ttf a skitl supported by
tother structure, Which is four thimes tltiekei . ;1 4' seIsitivity ccii aculyept 'ei a k'e'*c */C 'I~i-' tols n it)

that the 4' ; senisiti\ it>' can re'preselit 10' ; of' OIL, outer skiii.

4.5.6. 1.5 Stoonari

All ttf tile f'acts iii> . or itti tot, ble present 111dlttle il',ierprlatt''1lt W thle iritlttzr-ipli I'lcall presentt a Liecisioti

pro hi ciii ot ortilie radiiologist.

A\ taint iiidic:itioii with a rauned edge call iteati s'Were ctmn tisitlt hcing .:tiicc:tlex he titerterece. \cry light cirroslolt
or ilist a hotle ill Redus tor painit

:\ll in all. there are imiure thinigs ici-tetrilig svithi tilie r-adiotogist 11i;t1t CIi'piitg itil1i. bitIt c1inisiderine! IIS lies priO I'its
there hias been considerabtle f'inancial advantage ill thle use o' tlie' nciliuitod tit dat. It ca1t stfill hle tisidk to great elficil ill
many areas,; but inl tilei lower half, tof tIle fuseI'lage wiiere these- ulteri rii ileis11 alitutItld til1C Call t111\ e\I)C pe101sti1C
degree of' errtr.

Altlitngli ctrrttitnt cati be itetected tot tile insisde laces oif ait opeit ho\ strctre iCtV Itit ti11t h)11Ie ;isstiiited that1 A
siltill ar los t iO I'title is ea kCýsHiy I detectd i11 ally 11VstrJICIUctre.

File itt'elii t ,,ha t ctiit rihtutc tinwt to i ad itiltncalI erroii a re alI Ia> presetlIit in certaiti ý tri'as kt e Ig owir tI IsI e'laIcc1 11 ki t
iilprtseitelt n erflriiaiceismosi untlikol>

lit re-eitt \earý 'ltcriiitigrapli.V has ~UCCiCsI, till> hCCII alpphieth inl Med-iclk- ResC.ii Cl. hauull detctittit ill pttsvi' littk"Is ii
ill Ia at distribuition til steil mianutfactuiriing equiipmtentit
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RADIOMIRPIC LIMITATIONj

100__ _ _ _ _ _ _ -4)I ' 10

CONSIDER SECTION SHDY--, THICKNES 3 - 100

RADIOGRAPHIC SENS5ITIVITY 4ý' (4 UNITS'l '))

BUT IF THESE FOUR UNITS ARE TOTALLY IN THE T7EXTY UNIT TNILICNESS, THE

SAMtE DEFECT BECMEIS 20$, 0F rU1S ONE SVIN WHICH MEANS -- AT RADIOMflRf-'

CAN ONLY BE 0LAS53EI) AS A ROUGT POINTER 7T0 TNI. rORROSION STATE OF THEm

JOINT IN THIS CASE.

Fig.7 Radiographic sensitivity thin skin thick stringers

\ IOO

TOTIEAL JOiINT SINGIE SKIN

10PAN

40 10

RADIORA45I SE•IIIY- 1 44 U.0%•/ 1

40 DYEFECT

10

DEFECT SENSITIVIY• R)LAO E TO TOTAL S INT" AND SINTLE SKIN

eig.8 Radiographic sensitivity joint osiequal thicknes str kine s
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It was proposed that Thermographic techniques coald also be used in the detection of corrosion onl aircraft
structures. The proposal was based on the idea that with the provision of a suitable heating method, a reduction inl
thickness, or void, would resuli in a distinctive thermal distribution onl the surface of the structure, which could be
deted:ed by a Ther'ial-Vision C'amera.

Three methods of heating the specimens were tried:

(I ) Infra-red and photo flood lamps.

(2) [lot air.

(3) Iheat soaking in anl oven.

As thle camnera detects the intensity of infra-red radi,,tion which depends not only onl the temperature. hutl also the
Ciflissivity of thle specimen it was found necessary to ensure a uniforni surfiace emissivity. Covering thle surface of a
specimen with a material which would ensure uniform emnissivity was barely possible in the laboratory and is considered
to be totally prohibitive onl service aircraft.

conclusion

Thie tests were not ats successfu~l as hald beenI hoped bca.use deftinlite patterns of hleat cycling could not be repeated
to give similar indications, also none ot'the heating mlethods Would give uniform heating. which is essential.

4.5.6.3 Ultrasonics

I ligh frequenc~ly SOMAnd wav-es have been used to probe metal for defects I or sonme vears; the ,tame phienoenaii have
also been uitilised to gauige the thicknesses of' milled sheets.

Ultr~asonic Method

A crystal excited by means of an electric current.L rar idly expand(s an1d conltraZctS senlding sound waves through the
mnetal and the relatixe timle of return Of thle souid show, thle r'elative thickneCss of eood mletal.

History

The display of' thle returnied signl1 WasN usully on a Cathode Ray Tubc and thle speed of' the tutbes inl use precludes
uise onl thin light alloy skinls. Fquipimenýlt with a fast digital displaty had the potential to detect tbiekniess of thinl skins so
it was tested.

The test, Were d~i dedi into MO o srieN: those dlesigiied to chieck the accuracy of' thle instrumneit against tile machined
calibrated panels, and those desiglictl to chieck tile efflect onl tile it iruiment ot' double layeis .actuial corrosioni. corrosioni

products and mloist nre.

A SAiiiiplC 01' Lill 11tachl~iict sheet 20.5 iiil. thick consistently gavIe at reading of' ".L) (lal erOr Ot .5111but oil
mlac IIlmed pa nels I lie accu.Iracy of' the instruitment wýas gcod wit I aii error ot' not m lore tha n t0. 1 111111 VAN check of th(le
inst runient's sensit vilt to area Chaigle. at numb11er of different dianlietcr steps were niachiiied to thme samne depth Iiii skinls.
11wl dliatieter Varlied lromo 3 1 .25ý mil dowii to (,2i unit aiid the imistrument gave :orrec,%t depIthl "CAdIMg for' all diameiters
wit hunt difficullty-.

Spurious [fflects

Tlie r-esuilt of, tile test,, onl panlsc Cont~aininmg aictuall corrloded areas were not so elicomiragrig. Fihe realdinlgs 0obtaiiied
f or tlie test pa nels were opt imist ic. thle error ehing ats hiighiis 9. 25' and _21'.' Thlese panels were measured wvit t itlie
corrosion products I ct' u iidist iirbel Ito s1111A iol te cttil airera ft coo d it i nsh iid it is pro babIle t hat these corros ion producnts,
being well coupled to time aluniinitimmii, ea' eetra tranlsmlission to tlie uilt rasonlicý pulse. [hIis was Isormie out b\ aldditio
rcadiiigs ma1de6 onl one paniel with filie szimme com roded areas moistenled withil water. [hlis teiided to iimcieatse tile reCadiime
still f'urtht.r and simfilar effects were nioted wVith) oill anld freshI jointitnig complounld.

It Was, Also f'oundl that At thle edges 0Nof II soiLorroded aicas readiings as high as' It).m0 tlr\ ) anld 82-9L \%et) \%, ere
Obtaimied. altholigh thek uim1corroded tliiekiiess of t his panel was oiily '9.5 mu1ils. A.gain, this effecct is probaibly dute ito tle
presence of' corrosion produicts outside tilme actunil corroded area.

Flme test oil a panel did not indicate c:orrosionl At i'o arle.is sý here it wias Knowin to bie present. In, ilict one .irc,i ua~k,
animidiCatioti of increased pamiel tjicktimss I lowesci , o kil isial esaimimiation oft tile corrosion after se,ýlimaing ttme pammeli

fronm the stringer, it s.iis Iotiimd ito bc \er\ slight less tltaim I' Simmtil,i. SpitrotiS imidicatioi"\ýis wer '~i id wIt
Redui'-boimdcd pammel- Readtliigs shmowimng uptol 1 tt.W 1 I) i01n epcorrsionl III NOs erl-d a~reas 11tseII Skmill IIdL sIt iII migem tCm
not bornec ouit hý exaimmilmatiomi.



The system is extremely accurate (providing care has been taken with initial calibration) for determining tile
thickness of material with clean, dry and parallel surfaces. It is evident however, that the effects resulting from the

presence of contaminants such as corrosion products and:/or moisture make this instrument unsuitable for the purpose
of the detection of corrosion onl aircraft skin panels. N.I1. One must also allow for varying added thickness of external
painting.

4.5.7 THE SELECTION AND TESTING OF EDDY CURRI(ENT PHASE SENSITIVE I)ETECTORS

Phase Sensitive I)etectors could have inbuilt faults affecting accuracy and in order to determine tile freedom of the
instrument from such inaccuracies certain tests have been devised and are laid out herein.

4.5.7.1 Diseu.ssion

There are varying paint thicknesses on !;kin surfaces and these are not obvious to the Inspector. The paint which is
in contact with tile probe "lifts off" the probe from the metal and consequently any lift-off compensation in the
instrument which interferes too much with the sensitivity is datigerous every time the paint thickness changes.

In evaluating some instruments it has beenl found that sensitivity can drop to zero with the introduction of as little
as a I00 micron gap (lift-off) between the probe and the metal surface. The lift-off resu!ts from a good instrument have
been plotted on Figure 1) and it can be seen that tIle sensitivity is not affected by reasonable changes in lift-off.

So. when tile litt-off compensation has been set the introduction 01 paint should not affect the zero.

If thie instrument has a tendency to drift it will not consistently give a correct zero and without continual checking
and rechecking the settings would thus not give accurate measurements of corrosion.

The instrument should be clearly indicative of changes in thickness of all the particular skins required to be tested.
Testing the instrument for a particular sensit ivity at one thickness of skin is not indicative of its performance across all
IMfrequCncie', and metal thicknesses.

If critical inspection of metal to metal joints have to be done tile instrument should be capable of measuring the
thickness of the near skin b% selecting the optimum frequncIy. If the optimum frequenc% caiot be selected there must
be a fall-off in accuracy because the readings will bie affected by the farther skin. The varying gap between the skins
varies the interferencc fiom tlhe other skin hence there are unknown changes in sensitivity, i.e. accuracy.

Tests to evaluIate ain instrument are tabulated below.

4.i.7.2 Tests

ii) [.itt-oft (at Se• tup i|nstrument to makers instrlictions.

4 bl Apply probe to unpainted skin specimn of specific thickness and obtain zero illeter re:,.,

tcO Apply probe to unpainted ,kill area 10': thinner than specific thickness and obtain full scale
meter reading

(d i Apply probe to f irst area of test 1) t interposing a non-metallic film of 300 microns thick.
Zero sholiol not hoe alf,.ted.

te) .Apply probe to second ark.ir. of test tct interposi, (he non-metallic film. The meter readiing
should lbe at least 0'5' fIul scale dutefetion.

12 D)ritt Iti Set lip) instrumCnt ito maker,, instrctioti,.

tg) \pply probe to areas of test anld obtain1 readings, as per (lb 1 and te).

IIh I '1% probe oil noll-metalihi' siarla.c anti letl e Intitilliellfit switc led onl fto •0 minutes.

WIl \ppl\ probe to . lie area-, ot test and check for reakinllgs as iI Ig). I lie ,ltlmatiolli, to the
readings should niot he ltie thanl h, ill[ scale deflection oill the ie'tler.

O f Setiiilll IJ SI t tiP intirullment to I k illelirs instructioiis.

I1, 1 ppl\ probe to areas Il test si IIn i ,llid Ic, on kill hllickniesc's ol mlletal to bie tested.
AccutracLy should bhe iftiin o n' till all tme specimens.

(4) Batler\ 1l1 Set tip histrl, ilicilt is per I (). tgp. and Ih) Itca\e for 6 hours and test battery I\ ve'. Battery
I Ilc' Ilecl inthdiator should ,lio\%, ihat the hattcr\ po\er is abole tIhe minimmin usable level.
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4.5.M TES1 PROCEDURES USING EDDY CURRENT PHASE SENSITIVE DETECTORS

The testing of aircraft skins with the Phase Sensitive I)etectors can be carried out using tile manui'factutrer-

instructions previding,

(a) the instrument has been accepted tUnder the test requirements in 4.5.7.
(b) the particular material and combination of specilnlls has been tested to prove the sensitivity o" the method

and the necessary graphs have been evolved.
1c) the sensitivity of the method matche% th,- sensitivity required by the stress engineers for thie area uinder test,

(d) due care is taken to observe and investigate odd results.
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APPENDIX 5.1

SUBJECT INDEX



1MM

SUBJECT INDEX

Acceptance Burned 11.4) p.68
criteria f 1.4) p.58

hDua (I .4) p.62, p.64
Acoustic emiion (2.2) p. 119 (3.7) p. 3 89

amplitude (3.7) p.391  Calibration bleks (1.4) !,70
application (2.2) p.120
burst(2.2) p,I20 Carbon 11.41 p.62
continuous (3,7) p.3 9 0
correlation, extent of cracking (3.7) p. 4 16 Cartmrlrlng 14.1) p.474
correlation of A.L. and ductility of
material (2.2) p.120 Castinp g1.4) p.62"
correlation with size of crack and crack
growth rate (3.7) p. 4 3 6 Ceramik (1,4) p,62
count (3.7) p.391
definition (3,7) p.3 89  (har.,cterlzation

differ from other NDI technique (3.7) p.38 9  of materials (1.41 p.58
dislocation (3.7) P 389 of materials defect (1.41 p.51)
electrical disturbances (3 7) p.440
emission source iocation (2.2' p. 120 Chip (1,4) p..69

Sextraneous noise (3.71 p.428, p.440

in weld (3.7) p. 4 1 3  fleavalle 11.2) p. 1 4

Kaier effect (2.2) p.120:, 3.7) p.340
precursor or plane strain instability Cold shuts I 141 p.6 0 , p.(2

t (3,7) p.4 2 4

rate (3,7) p.391 Comfpoite ( 1.41 p.63: 14.4) p.581
system (3.1) p.408 available NDI technique (4.4) p.583
theoretical and experimental limitations defects common to (1.4) p.ti8: (4.41 p. 5 8 2
13,7) p.435 inted"ace (4.41 p. 5. 8 4

white noise (3.7) p.440 laminate (4.4) p.583
observed defect, in (4.41 p.581

Acoustical and ultrasonical (3.t,) p.3 3 3  product quality in (4.4) p.581
acoustic impedance 12.2) p.126 "urfacc "laws (4.41 p.58-
coin tapping 12.2) p. 114 testing of structures, liquid cristal 3.8) p.452

Compton scattering 03.51 p.300

Adhesives, type of (4.3) p.532
Con~ductivity (3.8) p,4 5 2

Austenite

residual. x ray diffraction (3.4) p.2 7 3 Contaminants, corroded area (4.51 p.546

Beta-ray Contamination, Fokker-VFW tester (2.2) p• 12

backscatter method (for thickness of
coatings measurements) (2.2) p.104 Contrast (3.3) p.250

radiographic and thickness scnsitivit. in
Blister (1.4) p.68 gammagraphy (3 p103

Bond Core (i 41 p.6-
bonding spew 14.5) p.605 honeycomb 14.3) p.532, p.535
disbond, corrosion (4.5) p.5 9 5

Fokker, tester (2.2) p.118, (4.3) p.555. Corona djishrle 14.4) p.584
(4.4) p.58 7

harmonic tester (4.3) p.563 Correlation (2.1) p.85
strength in composites (4.4) p.581

Corrcisan 11.4) p.i14 (4.5) p.5 9 5
Bonded structures concealed area (4.5) p.SQ5

acceptatice criteria (4.3) p.5 7 1 degeneration, electrolyte (4.51 p.545
flaw in (4.3) p. 5 40 detection by F.C (3.2) p.21 7 ; 4.5) p.5 9 -
inspection methods (4.3) p.545: (3,6) p. 3 4 5  detection in sandwich structure 14.31 p.5 5 2

inspection processes during manufacturing multiple echo with, wall thickness (3.6) p.333
(4.3) p.545 NDI, review methods (4.5) p.5%
metal to metal (4.3) p.531 paint filhm 14.51 p.5 96
salndwich (4.3) p.531 penetrant testing, 14.51 p.596

pimples 44.5) p.SQ5
BubIbe air ( .4) p.68 product,. 14.5) p.5 96. p,605

radiographic detection 13.3) p.258; (4.51 p t6M
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.S. F. technique (3.,6) p 3 34, .p38 discvritmnwteir incorret diatmoes (1 .4) p.30
start points (4.5) p-595 in caslinpi .3, 6) p.141
Stiren (3.7) p.389 in foepnrps 3A.M p.342
stfeu cracking (37) p.4 05 inhormopenrity (2,P) p.116
visual examination (4,5) p.591t initial determination 1. 11p.

in wrought material (310 p.341
Cie& (2.1) p.S(6: (3.3) P.2156 limit between flaw and 11.4) p.69

arresit element (1,2) P.13 maerial requirement 4 1.4) p.60
coak-scent-- I1. 2) p.14 obseved in composites 44.)p.581
cold (4.2) p.52 1 quantitative detection liv F.C. 43.2) p.202
correlationi acou*tic emiujion extent of
(3.7) p. 4 16 Iepedati. 11 .4) p. 57 , (2. 1) p,46

ci3'.tt 41.4) p.67:ý (4.2) p.521
critical equilibrium state 11.21) P. 16 [khmhetiom 41.4) p.b.2. p.60. p.64
critical sue-. (3.7) p.3 8 9: 11.2)p. 1 3

delayeJ veld(3.7) p-412 1WN4611111,01kmethOA H1.11P S
detr-',on by VC, (3.2) p-189
embedded flat elliptical It1.2) p. 14 n igsaetiy*tloe (3.i1) p.16.2
embuittlement (0.41, p-61
fatigue (1A4) p.61 tD.ign
fatigue growth rate 43.7) p-395 detail 11.341 p.30
grinding (1.41 p,61. p.ti7 fracture safe (1.2) P.13
growth rate (1.2) p.17
heat tredtfing (1.4) p.h1 Die %uk 11.4 p.61
in c.omposites I4.4) p.69 ' (4.4) p.582
in non metallic 41.4) p.62  Diffractouwter. method 4 4.1) p,4940
in parent metal 41.4) p.6.2
instabilty 41.2) p.M1443.') p.38 4 Mhy spot (1.4) p.69
in welding (1.4) p.62
micro (1.4) p.67. 0.'l p.3qb Dynamic condemier
minim'ilm detectable b'y A C t.)p.2 00  kelvin method 4.2.2-' p.l12
niucleation subcritical (1.,2) r. 3

'penin$ (3.3) p.256 Eddy curmet 43.1-2) p. 181. 14. 5) p.59'
potential 41.4) p.6' accessibiltt) 43.2) p.104
shrinkawi ~1.4) p.67. i 4 -1) p.5 21  aitframei holes inspection 03. 2 i P..2oi
size and growth rate acoustic emission conductivity 43.2) p-1 99
(3.7) p.392 corrosion detection 0321 p.21'.' t4.54 p.51);
sporadic growth 13.1) p.396 drift 44.5) p.608
stopper 11-3) p.3 2 edge effect (3.2) p.141
stress (1.4' p.67 effect of perrneabifit% matinetic 43.21 p. 1 91
stress corrosion (3.7) p,40 5 .pA06. equipmient 0.-1) P. I Q2
(4.1) p.474  imipeanie 0. 21 pri84

sub-cntical growth 43.') p.389 in field (3 24 p 204
suirface 41.4) p.62, p.69  lift-ofl 13.ý21 p. 19 1. 14 5) p. W8
thermal (1.-4) p.62 penetration 0.21 p. 18 4

x-ray detection (3.3) p.256 phase sensitive detection (454) p.5Qe6
probes 13.21 p. 144

Crazing 40.4) p,69  probL coil design (2 2) p. I2t6
sensitivit) ot (3ý2) p.200 14.Sli p.n08

Creep 13-'1 p.396 upinascope instrument 4 2. 24 p 124
surface preparation 43.2)ý p. 144

CuppW il1- 4ý p.ti Iwheels 13.21 pý 212

Curing peouce 14.3) p. 53 h Eddy sonic techniues 12.2 1 p1 14. (4.34 p. 5 eI:
14.4) p.58'

Cyaaidirig 14. 14 p. 4N0

Lbstumer i1 41 p ci2

during servic.e life I I.14I p. 3 Electrica methods 42 24 p. 12 4

initial 01.2) p.18

tolerint structures I(I.1) p.3. I4i.2) p. 13 Ekctuomnagnetac methoda (4.41 p.5 8 4

Daaibuviaia 14. 14 p.480 Electrolyte 14.54 p.59 5

Defeewi (1.1) p.4. 11.4) p.59. p.69  Ekectromica! components impection (22 p Il0Q
design iequirements (1.4) p.59



crack (1.4) p.ksl e-ectron 03.7) p.39 6

c'TYOptnk- tem'perature 0,7) 1,0i92
1 -dro~n (M.) p.405 Fracture (1.4) p1% 9

%train-aiging (0.7) p.410 analysis diagram f(1.21) p.]3

Emil instability f(1.2) p.23

deus* (1.4) p,60 mechanics 01.1) p.4 p-5, p.6 p.11
fnatetlal 01.4) P.39 processes andnfaw site (o.2) P.i3
prolduct assurance (I1Al p.60 ratio analysis diagram ( 1. 2) p,.33

E~wfr...m (1.1 p.6resistance (0.2) p.24
Foibmm t (.1)p.6safe (1.2 PA13

Winifielkin0 A) .58 sfe design ( 1. 2) p. 13

x-ray 113.3) p.255 Fusion
lack oflI04) p.61, p.62; (4.2) p.520

Ex- - sm 0I.4) p.64 , p. 61
Gedifn (11.4) p

FaM asephiosoby( 4 111p.3,.pA.p.b.
(1-2) p'M (13)P.29  Gamnmqmphy

application in civil acronautics 413.51 r,10 8Fatige deinition 13.5) p.295
craick-puowth rate 41,7) p.3945 cquipment (3.5) P.305
effect of mean stres (4.1) p.474  exposurv times (3.5) p.304

tlf 03.") P'39 5 films (31.5) p.303
variable amplitude loading ( 1,2) p. 18  in inspection of .A C tires 03.5) p.3 1 2

penetrameters (3.51 p.303IFim.. unwdloaptlc (2. 2) plO. 102ý43.3) p-250, photography 13.5) p.30 1

t4.1) p.489 %afetN rujles 13.5) p.3 0 t,

sharpness (3.5) p.3 0 1

Fish eye (1.4) p.69
Gaiammnaays (2.2) r.102, (3,51 P-2 45

Flake (1.41) p.61. p.61 absorption 43.51 P.2 08

Flaw41.) pS. 1.2)p.1. (.4)Compton s.catternnp absorption 035 p.2W
F~w 1. ) p. 4 Z) .18,0.4 p,5. i o8errner (3.5) p.2 4o

artificial ('1.4) p.70  properties 13.51 p.2Q5
crack, like (3.7) p.39 1 radiation quantity 0.5) P.2 1)'
detectability limits (I1.1) P.S 5 econdary radiation 13.5) p-300
embedded (1.2) p.14 sources 12.2) p.102. (3.5) p-29 5
environmentally induced. growth source activity dccaý (3.5) p.219-
(3.71) p. 394 specific activity 13.511 p. 29 6
finishing prmcessng ( 1.4)t p.to2Z specific radiation inten~ut1 (3.51 p.29'
forging (11.4) p.6 2
growthlt .4)p. 10 al
in bonded structures (4.3) p.540 pockec 11.4) p.61. p.62
in field dttection acousti;c emission inclusions (3.6)i p.3 4 2

(37") p 433 porosity ( 1 4) p.oI. p.t,
inherent (1.4) p.62
initial 03.7) p.3 9 3  Ghg. u1.41 p.62
in service (1.4) pý6 7

in welding (4. 21 p..%1I1 Gouge 11.4) p.6'
limit between flaw and detect ( 1.4) p.bQ
maximum size allowable ( 1. 2) p. 13 Gri
presence of hokiogaphý 03.91 p.4 61 boundarv interfaces (3.') P.3814
primary processM 0(.4) p.62 nmsidusaI s~trvis4.1 ) p.501
shnntkag ( 14) p.61 sure. %-ra% (3.3) p 251
subchutcal (3.7) p.394
surface in composlties 14.4) p.58 2  Graphite ( l 4) p.62
volume length ratio (I 1 1 p.5

Fokker bond k-an (2.2) p. 1 9 (0. 136) p.346. induction 14 1) p.4 '4
(4.31 p.55. (444) p-58 '

F~, . Heruin$ bowe 14.21 p.520

metallic ( 1 41 p e9 Meet Itratment (4.1) p 4"
non metallic (1 4 ) p 69
radiogphplc examinahion 03)31 p.259



blow 44.2) P.5220 intiprxtbility 12. 1) p 8
bushed ( 1 3 ) p, 0 pmmimapaphy impwctWo of A 'C tvpe% 1 1 ) p.3 12

in p~xuv 11.4) p. it
Nsppy 12.2) pl~. 1 (3.9) p.461. t443 p.3" inten~al 0.)) pF2,
utou.micaI ( 2.');I.. I D pno'cstd mral"ak (4)14 p. 76
a~oustic, apphAton% (2. 2) P. 12 visual 1!.2) P.9 5
as a NDI tcivhniqu 0.9) p,461 'kG 0.11 pý215

behaviour of bodies surfkec 43.9) p.461correlat~io methods 13.9) p 463 ImpWind. NWX ("t~IuI 2A p A,double texp.urc technique 4 2. 2) p. 10'
interferomnetry (3.9) p.461. 143ý) p.566 11mab Iy. plime st. 4 A.') p.42 e,

loading. technique 13 9) p.462 Intrifevew I

pulud lawmr (391 p.462 mnethods 42.2) p.l0t'
teal tliew technique Q2.2) p.10' pattrn 2 :) p. 105, p 10'
recording miteriak 03.9) p46
structuares (3.9) p4 61  jaimim. bne (3.6 r.2145
time aeragtechdnique 42.2) p 10'
ultrasont~c (3.9) P.4 62 Kaw" ~4~ (2. 2 WF 12W0: 1.') 1W0

Honeycomb Knar* huidmem. st v imemmnpnw.-tbod 14.1 I) p502
compariwn table amonpl different 1tyI
of NI~l mwhods for 44.3) P.5741 Lak
core 14.3) p. 53 2, p-535 of' till out tI41 ýP.6hQ
curng, prioixs (4.3)i INp.53t of fuwin 14 2) p 5 20
defe~:t in (44 4) Vp.581 ot %ettilt 1 1.4) pV-0
foaming wdeive (4.4) p.38-

lJ%-up (4.3)1 P.53t'

Mnanufacturing 0.31 p.535 Laps f 14) pt'1l
plate. taokkwarh) 13 4) p.4 1 ~ forring 1 1 4) p~t,2, p.Mv

water entrspment derietionI i V1) p.553 L~mr. pubed. holtyraoym i39 4b'2
\-raý eximaination of(33)r254 Le~t-e trip# 13 '1i p4 -'

Hut cracks 14. 21, p. 521 fcve

Hot teen 11 4) p.(-'m na)flpe menft ,\ Ntt'f ( 1.4) IN '3

Hydrojen embrittle ee t 03.'' p 405 iqi jppkjua 12 tlilt 11,ao (3 S1 IN.451

Itliedanc flw~asurmfft 12. 2) F I NN' btretrtnvn (3.91 p 451
c\1mimemil $teJI~i 0hiýi'X 13 , 452, pN 45.31, p,454

likcisin ( I 4) , hIm alph%.liktm~l 3.S iI 4531
P.C$ntl 1 4)pbt ologriph, $3 I W. 4tQ2

in wediang 4.-2) p 50.itcl ojtif S'$ 5
naturil 1 1 4) p.tN2 sx:jtkrm t~ %l~hilk light 3. 1, 45 1

~ ~ ~ 4l 4 p t'3 lest$ii oh kl ou Comifp-ient$$s (3 N 45.1
-,;ad 41 4) p t'2 %upgneialiokll Itchniques 13 1) 11 1
slag (I 141 p 6'
tungstn ( 1.4) p~e~~agb- 2 ~

Inuni t. penetratkn 14 2 p S 20

Infrared inethod '.nIt\ I~ 1 2)40
:w' 12.2) pINI inctliodN of $m~rwchioi 03 1 ) p I 5

radiattn tcchiklt:iu 22 I USM prurlid i2 -' -') (3 48 0111 145
sptroinctr\ ON 41 pN 241 ruihlxr m~specUOti (3 1 ) IN I
,;Nj!1 heating Iechn'qjue 1S 4) p,5814
tempei~tture~ ine4%ufidtnir 21 pN 11O %tainuuabdit i 1 41 , -4

mIh$N~toiu in$ serfl i~ 1 41 p 't
lflgtS 1 1 p41 pPiiit 0 41111( or I I3) pN ;I

Inalietion 1 4)p S' intimg (or %trudLurAI inht'grit), I I p 2

on txmfltk structure, (-4.31$1 ';~4i Materwa
:oNentiun~i NI)I (3 '1 p. 3144ro~gIck I IN 145
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nwtallutrlpal ntate tvaluation. x-ray diff. Ptegoetecttic matefial (4A) 10856
0.41 p.297
PftwesU,d 11.41 P.75 PIK 'ps dbhocation 03.7) p.38 9

raw (!.A) p.86
rzlw tecivino (I 1A) p.75 Plimpe (1.4) P.64

corrosion (4.5ý p.59 5
AKmOW I(2.2) P,9 5

clectmin (2,2) p.45. 03.4) p.2 9 1 Pin hok (1.4) p.62, p.6t9

Mictosopy "annhq (2.2)p.47 Pipe (1.4) p.61, p.67

Mismnm 11.4) p e4 Prellatv (14A) p.63, p.-4 . (.69  .1) p,6- 122) p. 116

NMo4e. technlque 12.2) p. 10 7 rform II 4 ) p. 68

NtonitorinS t2_4) p. 1 -1 Prese (1.4) P.69

butt joinlts (4.4) p.583

ND! gaps 14A4) p.583
as.1 tool ( I.1 ) pS5, p.8 overlapts (4.41 p.5813

correlated t,) destrut~ivte (1.1) p.'
current method% (1.1) p.8 Procem
i viterpr ta&tjolt (1.1 I) p.7 nivironment certification (2.3) p. I31

of welding 14.2) p.50 4 order (2.3) p.13 1
philosophý (1.1) p.3 special 12.3) p. 131
programmie 1. 11 p.6;ý (1.4) p.7 4

specifications (1,1) p1,7 Procurement docunent 41.4) p.S9

test inspector (2.3) p,.132
test operator (2.3) pA.132 Pftof test 03.1) p.3 9 1 P.30, P.39 5

Neutron radiography (3.8) p.4 54  ProIperty
applicationls and limfitations (3.81l p.4 55 chemical ( 1 .41 IN.59

sources ( 2.2) p. 10 3  configuration (1.4) 1.51)
scatterin~g (3.4) p,_140 critical 11.4) 1)51

mnechanlical ( 1.4) v. 5tQ

Nitriding 14. 1) p. 480 iiicallurgi%:al II1.41 p,514
phyiic~i II1.41 I.59)

Operational teadnci% (1.4) p-S'
Pulse-.cho technique 12,2N vi.1 14

Optk-s
ti'c (.2 04 ~ Pulse transit time (3.til 1,.335. 1,.3 3 9

%iewinig aids. Corrosion (4.51 P.505
%iskial aids. in comp osites 14.4) 11.58 4  Qua~lification

c:crltifcatt!s 42.3) P1 134

Orange peel (I14) pb 9il e\piratiofl (2¾.3 1133
requalificxltion 42-.3) p1l133

Organitation policy (2.3) p. 131 requiremecnts 42.3) p1311

Penetrant%
.±dxcrw c L1 1ct of low temperatirci 1.1) 1.34 3 2 uit
liquid 12. _' p.,)., 13.1 ) p. -1 i5~1lraflCL 1 1.41 P O

liquid cr\ stkl 43.81 11.4 53 111`01LuLA 41 44 -
Q.(C. test o 401.Z 11.24 . 8  prodluct in :omo~if~~tes 44 4) 1.S 58

r\:molaI (i rc~4.4PQ 3. I l p1.1 2
'Climot i, 1 2 24 p.00Q. (-".I1 1 IR~dai
to~t corrO 1,6o (44.l1151 -let 0. 1) 1, 4 3

t\ p" tit liquid 03.14 P1 12 31.\ 343 p.2 33

ifltcnfl\14\3.34 p).2 33

mw10it orm 143 3 p1 1313

FPerm.bnInel qualif'icationi 42 3 1 t). 131 1v r , wIk t)l I. I\ idt t Cr 3ý(.34 p ) ,. 23 4

rccortk 2- 3) p 134 protLclion 13.,)1) p 235
~hIvldine 1 3.3

A
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-- sources (3.3) p.232 Skin
tank (3.3) p.234 double (4.5) p.5 9 8

units (3.3) p.2 3 3  multiple (4.5) p. 5 9 8

Radiography (2.2) p.99 Slag (1.4) p. 6 2

- in motion (4.3) p.567 inclusions (1.4) p. 6 7

interference, corrosion (4.5) p.604
-- limitation (4.5) p.6 0 6  Slug (1.4) p. 6 7

neutron (2.2) p. 103; (3.8) p.454
on aircraft structures (3.3) p. 25 5  Sonlic
radioscopy (4.3) p.566 application limits of FBT (4.3) p.55 9

-- reference (1.4) p. 7 0  coindascope (4.3) p.55 9

-- sensitivity of (2.2) p. 10 2  Eddy, method (2.2) p. 1 19: (4.3) p.561
- test corro.;ion (4.5) p.604 Fokker bond testei (4.3) p.556

x-rays (2.2) p.100; (3.3) p.232 resonance principle (4.3) p.555
x-rays diffraction (2.2) p.93, p105; resonator (4.3) p.55 9

(3.4) p. 27 1  results interpretation using FBT (4.3) p,556
-7-rays (2.2) p 100; (3.5) p. 2 9 5  stub-meter (4.3) p.559

test, system (4.3) p.563
Reliability (1.4) p.57, p.74

Spattering (4.2) p.5 2 1

Resin
- pocket (1.4) p 6 9  Specifications (1.4) p.70, p.71

rich edge (1.4) p. 6 9  acceptance (1.4) p. 7 0

company (1.4) p.7 0

Resistivity, electrical (4.4) p.589 requirement (1.4) p. 71

standard (1.4) p.59, p. 7 0

Resonance measurements (2.2) p. 117

Speckle (3.9) p. 4 6 3

Rolled products (1.4) p.64 correlation fringes (3.9) p. 4 6 3

interferornetry pattern (3.9) p. 4 63

Rolling -- cold (1.4) p. 6 3

Spot heating
Safe residual stress (4.1) p. 4 7 7

fail (1.2) p. 1 3

life (1.1) p. 3 . p. 4 , p.6  Standards (2.1) p.8 7 : (1.4) p.7 I
codes (2.!) p. 87

Safety (1.4) p. 74  correlation (1.4) P.7 1
flight (1.3) p. 32  of acceptance (1.1) p.6 , p.7 , p. 8

reference (1.1) p. 7: (1.4) p.7 0

Sandwich testing ( 1. I ) p.6
acceptance criteria (4.3) p. 5 7 1

corrosion detection (4.3) p.552 Strain
non metallic panels defect aging (3.7) p. 3 89

detection (4.3) p.55 9  peening (4.1) p. 4 7 5

measurement (2.2) p.106

Scale (1.4) p. 6 1

Stress
Scratch (1.4) p. 6 9  coining (1.4) p.6 3

comprehensive residual (4.1 ) p.4 7 4, p. 4 8 0 , p. 4 8 3

Sealing, compound (4.5) p. 5 9 6  distribution, residual (4.1) p.501
effect on corrosion (4.1) p.4 7 4

Seams (1.4) p.61 electronlating, residual (4.1) p.4 8 0

factors affecting accuracy of residual measurement
Segregation (1.4) p.61, p.6 2  (4.1) p.4 9 9

in composite (1.4) p. 6 3  intensity (I .2) p. 2 3

macro (1.4) p. 6 3  intensity factor (1.2) p. 16

macro (4.1) p. 4 73

Short (1.4) p. 6 9  mean (4.1) p.4 7 4

micro (1.4) p.67 : (4.1) p. 47 3 . 499
Shrink (1.4) p. 6 1  relieving heat treatment (4.1) p. 4 7 3

cavities (1.4) p.6 4  residual (1.4) p.6 7 : (4.1) p. 4 7 3, p.4 7 5
internal (1.4) p.6 2  residual calculation (4.1) p.4 7 5

micro (1.4) p.64 residual, x-ray diffraction (3.4) p.2 7 5
rrark or sink ( 1.4) p.69  tensile residual (4.1) p. 4 7 4

threshold, corrosion (4. II p. 4 7 4

ware analysis (SWATI) (4.4) p.58 7
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Striner (1.4) p.6 2 (1. 2) p,13  Througli transmission technique (2.2) 1. 116:
(4.4) p.58 9

Structures
damage tolerant (1.2) p.13  Tubular members (1.3) p-31
rail safe (I. I) p.4

sale life ( 1I1) p.4  Ultrasonic method (4.5) p.607
angle beam technique (3.6) p. 34 0

Surface calibration standards (echo pulse technique)
flaws in compos~ites (4.4) p.583 (4.3) p.552
roughness, holography (3.9) p.463 continuous surveillanc-, (3.6) p.3 4 7

roughness, residual stress (4.1) p.499  corrosion detection on s.andwich structure
(4.3) p.552

System Fokker bond tester (2.2) p.1 18 (4.3) p.555:
final evaluation (1.4) p.75  (4.4) p. 58 7

management ( 1.4) p. 74  
- holography (3.9) p.4 6 1

hhoneycomb structures inspection (4.3) p.547
Tape immersion technique (2.2) p.1 16: 03.6) p.339 ,

* -narrow continuous (1.4) p.68 p.346
laminates inspection (3.6) 1p.345

Team work (2.1) p.87 metal to metal bond inspection (4.3) p.547
piezo electric transducer (2.2) p.1 16

Tears pulse echo (2.2ý p.1 14: (4.3) p.5 4 7 -, (4A4) p.586
flash line (1.) p.6 1  pulse echo method. corrosion (4.5) p.596
hot (1.4) p.61 pulse transit time (3.6) p.3 3 5 . p.338
machining (1 .4) p.61, p.6 2  resonance method (3.6) p.337, p.3 3 9

-nurious effect, corrosion 14.5) p.596
Temperature %tress measuring method (4.1) p.501

cryogenic embrittlemnent (3.7) p.3 92  terms used (3.6) p.3 5 5

influence on measurement pulse echo tett corrosion (4.5) p.596

NIL ductility transition (1.2) p.13  water detection honeycomb structures (4.3) p.553
-. residual stress (4.1) p.4 7 7

transition 3.7) p.3 9 2  Unbonds
metal to metal (4.31 1).547. p.56 1 , p.566

Test
cryogenic test temp. (3.7) p.428 Undercuts (4.21 p.5 2 0

curved surface (2.2) p.126

*destructive (2.1 ) p.8 6  Upholstery (4.5) p.6 0 5

direct (1.4) p.7 1

environmental 03.7) p.409 Variable measured (1.4) p.59

equipment qualification and procedures
( 1.4) p. 7 2 Void (1.4) p.61, p.62, p.68: (2.2) p).1 16
for conductivity (3.2) p.2 18
indirect (1.4) p.71  Volta, potential measurement (2.2) p. 1 26
NDI task (2.3) p.1.34

of electronic componcrits. liquid crystal Wash 0 .4) p.6 9

(3.8) p.4 5 3

Water in corroded area (4.5) p.59 6
Thermal

coatings (4.4) p.5 90  Wave
mrethods (4.3) p.566: (4.4) p.58 9  coherent (3.9) p.4 6 1

senisitive miaterials (2.2) p.1 13  micro (4.4) p.589

shear, technique (4.4) p.586
Thermography. test corrosion (4.5) p.506 sound holography (3.91 p.462

Thermovision (4.5) p.605 Weld
acoustic emission (3.7) P).4 1 3

T'hickness cruciform (3.7) p.413
material, an~d wave length ultra sonic clectric arc (3.6) 1).343
(3.6) p.33 3  electroheam (3 6)11.045
mevasurenient 12.2) p.I 117 delayed cracking (3.7) p1.412
wall pulse-transit method (3.6) p.335. 10.38 friction (3.6) 10.45
wall, resonancet .w~thud (3.0) p.33 7  laser (3.61 p.345

suitability of testing '3.6) 10343
Tow (1.4) p.68
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Weldinl (4.2) p,509
defects (4.2) p. 5 20

defects acceptability (4.2) p.522
- ps-shielded (3.6) p.344

flash (3.6) p.34 4

in aeronautical industry (4.2) p.509
-materials employed in aeronautical industry

(4.2) p.511, p.514, p.516, p.517
oxi-acetylene (3.6) p.344
submerged arc (3.6) p. 3 4 4

resistance pressure LF and IHF (3.6) p.344
*plasma (3.6) p. 34 4

projection, spot, roll resistance
(3.6) p. 3 44

electro slag (3.6) p.345

Whiskers (1.4) p.63

Womi hole (1.4) p.69, p.520

Wrinkle (1.4) p.69

X-ray (2.2) p.99; (3.3) p.232
angle of emergence (3.3) p. 2 41
beam configuration (3.3) p.238
diifraction (3.3) p. 238
equipment (3.3) p.236
exposure techniques (3.3) p, 2 4 1

focal spot size (3.3) p. 23 8. p.246
high energy (3.3) p. 24 3

low energy (3.3) p. 24 3

material absorption (3.3) p. 24 8

radiation filtration and intensification
(3.3) p. 2 4 8

radiatian intensity (3.3) p.245
radiation quality (3.3) p. 2 4 2

scattered radiation (3.3) p.244
stress mneasurement (4.1) p.4 8 4

voltage (3.3) p. 23 8
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APPENDIX 5.2

CROSS REFERENCE TABLE SHOWING WHICH NDI METHOD)S

MAY BE USED FOR INVESTIGATING VARIOUS

TYPES OF DEFECTS
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CROSS REFERENTE TABLE SHOWING WHICH NDI METHODS

MAY BE USED FOR INVESTIGATING VARIOUS
TYPES OF DEFECTS

I. THIS TABLE IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE A SELF-EXPLANATORY GUIDANCE FOR PRAC IICAL
ORIENTATION FOR USE OF "NDI PRACTICES".

2. THIS TABLE SHOULD ALWAYS BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE SUBJECT INDEX FOR
COMPLETEN ESS.

3. THE NUMBER IN THE TABLE GIVES REFERENCE TO CHAPTERS WHERE THE DEFECT TO BE
INVESTIGATED AND/OR THE AVAILABLE METHODS ARE EXTENSIVELY EXPLAINFI).

4. THE CROSSES IN THE MATRIX INDICATE THE METHODS AVAILABLE. WITHOUT ANY ATTEMPT T)o
RATE DIFFERENT METHODS.

5. IT IS POINTED OUT THAT SOME METHODS HAVE LIMITATIONS DEPENI)ING ON Till' MATERIAL
AND TIlE APPEARANCE OF THE DEFECT.

6. WHEN PARTS TO BE INSPECTED ARE NOi" ACCESSIBLE ONLY RADIORAP!IIC NiIFTIOI)S (X R.,\Y,

-y RAYS, NEUTRON) CAN BE USED.

A~
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APPENDIX 5.3

NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION PROCEDURES, USAF

(T.O. IF-104A-365 4/!S)

The following pages are reproduced directly
from the relevant technical manuals.

• J .. . .. .
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T.O, IF-104A-36S-4

OPERATIONAL SUPPLEMENT
TECHNICAL MANUAL

NONDESTRUCYi ' INSPECTION PROCEDURES

USAF SERIES

F-104A, B, C, D
F, RF AND TF-10 4 G (MAP)

AIRCRAFT

Ttts PUBLICATION SUPPLEEMFNTS T.O. lF-104A-36 DATED 17 APRIL. 1q70.
Reference to this supplement will he made on the title page of the basic manual b.'
personnel responsible for maintaining the publication in current status.

COMMANDERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR BRINGING THIS SUPPLE.
MENT TO THE ATTENTION OF ALL AFFECTED AF PERSONNEL.

PUBLISHED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

10 JANUARY 1973

I. PURPOS'.

To add new proctedures for inspct oion of the vertical stabilizer front and rear beam mounting pads.

2. INSTRUCTIONS.

a. In Section I11 p.ge 3-35, new paragraphs 3-105 through 3-110 are added as follows:

3-105. F-104 NI)l PROCEDURE - Vertical Stabilizer Lower tIeams.

3-10t0. 6eneral. Both the forward and rear be; .ns of the verticil stabilizer
art' susceptible to stress corrosion cracking in the lower beam section,
commonlk referred to as the mounting pad section. See figure 1 (Sheet
I of h). This insplection procedure outlines ultrasonic and eddy current
techniques to detect cra,'ks without removal of the stabilizer from the
aircvift. and witthout paint removal which is required when using the
pres.nt r.0. IF-104A-3t procedures.

.1-107. Dv,,-ription of Defects. Refer to figure 1 (Sheet 2 of 6).

1. Cracks initiating from or extending into the four attaching fastener
holes Inspect using the eddy current bolt hole probe technique.
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2. Cracks initiating from or extending into the (our counterbore areas of the
fastener holes - Inspect using the eddy current pencil pro-)e technique.

3. Cracks extending in the forward-aft direction between the four fastener
holes and large cracks extending from steps 1 and 2 - Inspect using the ultrasonic
technique.

3-108. Equipment Materials Required,

1. Ultrasonic Requirements.

a. Detector-ultrasonic flaw, FSN 6t)3S-018--582Q.

b. Transducer-Type SFZ, 10 Mtlz, Part No. 57A2274), Automation
Industries, Inc., or equivalent. FSN t)635-445-1220.

c. Calibration Block - 1-inch block of aluminum, see View A,
figure 1 (Sheet 3 of 6) or aluminum shear wave test block. FSN t~tb35-018-.,•32.

d. r'ouplant-Light Grease.

2. Fddy Current Requirements.

a. Detector, ED-520 Magnaflux Corp or equivalent. 'SN tm35.-It7-L,,)2tj.

b. Probe - Bolt hole expandable 1 - I1 Il-inch. FSN 6635-018-583Q.
or equivalent.

4
c. Probe - Pencil. FSN tb.*35-40Q1-8. I;. or equivalent.

d. Calibration Blocks - Sete Views A and I ft.,tiurv I (Sheet .( of t).

3-10). Inspection Procedures: T t'• order ot inspection operation is recommended vs
follows:

1. Ultrasonic Inspection Procedure.

NOTE

Ultrasonic inspect both front and rear beams for large defects.
No fastener removal is required except to confirm "suspect"
crack indications.

a. Remove fillets to expose lower portions of both front and rear
stabilizer beams.

b. Clean and remove rough or loose paint of Creas coming in cont act
with the ultrasonic transducer. Area identified by "U" on ftigure 1 kSheet 1 ot t),),

c. Ultrasonic instrument calibrattion - Position the 10 Millz longitu-
dinal wa•,e transducer on the calibration block directing the sound beam through
the one inch thickness. Sete View A. figure I ýSheet 3 of t)). Ad just the sweep
length and sensitivitv controls to displav 10 back reflect-ions on t,tie cathode ray
tube (CRT). See View A, figure I (Sheet 4 of t).

2
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d. Adjust the marker controls or use a gwmase pencil ito show 1h inches
of material thickness.

e. Apply couplant ito the' transducer facte and place it tin tile are'a ito he
inspected. See View 11, fivurr I (Sheet 4 oit ). Adjust the sensiti% 0% control tit
obtain it 2 inich high signal at the' ti. inch rn~atertal thickness marker. This signal
will be obtained b%- ioving .he transducer slightiv until a maximurr- reflectjor. is,
received from une oft the two fastener holes on the opposite side tit the. miounting pad.
See View It, kigurt' I kSheet 4 of W,. beam No. 1.

f. Scan all inspect ion areas its indicated oin both right and left sides
of the mount in, pads. Note figure I kSheet :; of 0), which shows the areas ito be
swanne'd. Inspectieon results %%ill be analvzed ats tolloes:

k. I efec-t signals less thain 2 inches in amplitude shouid tic dis-
regarded unless there is it complete loss oft hack reflecit in from the oppos ite' side
of the mounting padl.

Q)( Disregard defect signals o~uts itde the it inch matker po0sition on

the~~ CT ,) D)isregard qtgnals from the' small kili~imett'r hole's located onl the
aft vdge' it the rear beam mounting pad flange. These signals will appt'ar it the

3inch marker position. Note' small diamneter holes in Vtie\ H, figurte I tShe'et 4 oit)).

icaintnig ouitside of indicated inspect ioin areas .% ill
prtoduce, talqe indicat ions. *\ so, ot cas iona I signils
mai, ret'siit trom f~illet areas oit base' that ma'o. aplpear ito
be deftvcos Eva hvate these caret ullk. Note tll~e,

Pen it ion it, Vieow H. figure I tShtect 4 ot o).

4) Confirm all dtefect nd icit ions I, \ isýa ui Ift O). t'dd\v current, orl

penet rant metthods. Stabilizer mia\ have to bt' remnoied it 7.tee :- indicat ions dot not
come ito any expootd surfact'N.

2. FEdd% Currt-nt In-s pect ions. - It no detects h.,\t leubtn co nt ir?'ed ats a
result at tilet ulttraoic0t inspectionn continue, to insipect using t'ud\ t urrtent
tt'chniques.

NOTE

Remove ,ne attasch tastener at t int' and inspv'ct fort
r.csusing hot i' the' e'dd\ current liencil and bolt hole,

1 robies. Uonfirmi critcýs bx vistsul.e or pt'netraint inSpetL-
i i - ns.

('.e11ibr~ett. the p~t-nc il probel ait-cording to the. instruct ions containedt
in 10. l~2 I sin th tl~t tdd\i-un-n tet boc~sh In in Vitw 1J. tieure I.

Sheett I it Wi. [his block !; .in .e'---"r t tilt' -) 2t~ -dd\ cu~rrent ts~
Mbtain at iciest a tk miicroarrpere' det ~t-t-t ion fiti. thet 0t020-tnch1 deepi slot in tilt-

test bhsk. Record tequip!rver2 fef r~ or east, in rstt ing ejupiletnt when-1 14-ene- i
probe ,end bolt hole prob- i.rt- used a ltt-rnateI% tor eachl hole- ionti counterbore t-set
tition.

3
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b. Calibrate the 9.16-inh diameter bolt hole probe (used for front beam
holes) according to inattuctions contained in T.O. 33132-9-1 using the test block
showm in View A, figure I (Sheet 3 of 6). An altersnte and enasier technique is to
insert the probe in the 5/S-inch diameter test hole and Pres the tip of the probe
away from the hole wall and note deflection of needle. Adjust lift-off control until
there is no needle deflection when the tip of the probe is moved away from the hole
wall. During this operation the needle iS brought on scale with the balance control.
Adjust sensitivity controls (both function control and screwdriver adjustment) until
at least a 50 mictoampere deflection is obtained frm the slat in the hole, Again.
record equipment settings for ease in resetting between alternate inspections with
the pencil probe.

The 5 8 and 11].16-inch diameter holes in the test block are used
if probes other than the 916-inch diameter proa- is used for the rear beam inspec-
tions. Record equipment settings if more than one edd%; current bolt hole probe is
used.

c. Remove one of the four fasteners from the front beam mounting pad
and clean all foreign material from the hole and counterbowe. Do not remove paint.

d. Using the pencil probe, scan the fillet radius and all surface areas

inside the counterbore. Scan all accessible radii and internal surfaces on expesed
areas of the mounting pads. (See View A, figure 1 (Sheet b of tO.)

.canning near sharp outside rad t or -teel %ktch ,s
tasteners will produce edge effect, resulting in
sharp downscaie deflections resembling detect

indications.

e. Remove pencil probe and replace with q lt-inch diameter bhlt hole

probe. Position controls to previoushv ,ecorded positions. Check operation using
test standard hole.

t. Adjust the collar on the probe to inspect for defects at the edge
of the hole at the counterbore. Rotate in a .%;0 circle and note an%- sharp down-
scale deflections. (See View IH, figure I (Sheet ti of t).)

g. Continue to inspect the entire length of the fastener hole in
0.100-inch increments.

h. Confirm indications detected using eddy current inspiections b%
visual (lOx) or penetrant inspections.

i. Reinstall the fastener after proper corrosion prctect-on and re.
move second fastener. Inspect with bolt hole probe and pencil p~obe (counterftore
irea) after proper cleaning.

j. Complete inspection of front beam inspection b% remc'-ving and
inspecting one fastener at a time.

k. Repeat inspection of rear bea:, holes, counterbortes. and adiacent
.eas similar to the front beam inspection.

I. Record and report all cracks for proper disposition.

b. Figure 1 (Sheets I through b)) of this supplement is figure 3-1Q kSheets 1 through r') ot the basic manual.

4
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-? I•

FRONT- -

BEAM

REAR5' BEAM

BEAM

16 
FRONT

ATTACHMENT POINT
(FIN TO FUSELAGE',

U-ULTRASONIC
E-EDDY CLRRENT

U U.f°: *K[ u
CRITICAL
AREAS "FRONT BEAM

PEAR BEAM

Figure 1. Forward and Roar Booms (Sheet I of 6)
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CRACKI ~i%

CRACK-

CRACK , JI
TYPICAL CRACKS

/

FORWARD BEAM.
TOP V'Eh

REAR BEAM SIMILAR

\ -- CRACK CGUNTERBORE---, 7\ / /

ATTACH HOLE ,

"' 5 //

TYPCAL CRACK ORIENIATIONS

F,qure 1. Forward and Rea, Beims (Sheet 2 of 6'
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STAV•)ARD ULTRASONIC & EDDY CURRENT BOLT HOLE

SLOTS SLO

S2 IN---

9 16DIA 5 8DIA 11 16DIA

MATERIAL
- - o7075 OR 7079v~mA T6

SLOT SLOT - SAW CUT 0010 WIDE

S- 0,030- •-TRANSDUCER

0.060 I I
- _ _ _i iN

SECTION D-D

TEST BLOCK-EDDY CURRENT PENCIL

0.008 0.020 0.040
DEEP DEEP DEEP BLOCK FURNISHED

WITH ED-520
3.1 8 X 1.3 8 X 5 16
SLOT WIDTH 0.006

vIw

Fie gu 1. Forward and Rear Beoms (Sheet 3 of 6)
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T.O. I F-104A-36S-4
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Figure 1. Forward and Rear Beams (Sheet 4 of 6)
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T.O. 1 F- 104A-36S-4

BOLT HOLE PROBE

44

VIEW 3

ATTACH HOLE INSPECTION - FWD BEAM
,REAR BEAM SIM!ILAR.

00

,.-PENCIL PROBE

INSPECT EXPOSEDS~SURFACES

v¥iw A
PENCIL PROBE INSPECTION - FWD BEAM

(REAR BEAM SIMILARý

Figure 1. Forward and Rear Beams (Sheet 6 of 6)

THE END
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OPERATIONAL SUPPLEMENT
TECHNICAL MANUAL

1;I
NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION PROCEDURES

USAF SERIES
F-104A, B, C, D

F, RF, AND TF-1D4G (MAP)

AIRCRAFT

THIS PUBLICATION SUPPLEMENTS T.O. 1F-104A-36. Reference to this supplement
will be made on the title page of the basic manual by personnel responsible for maintaining
the publication in current status,

COMMANDERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR BRINGING THIS SUPPLE-
MENT TO THE ATTENTION OF ALL AFFECTED AF PERSONNEL.

PUBLISHED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

8 MARCH 1973I
1. PURPOSE.

To add a new eddy current procedure for the knob installed u-, 11,e tip tank and to improve the existingI
magnetic particle inspect ion procedure.

2. INSTRUCTIONS.

a. The existing TIPTANI{ LATCH KNOB procedure, paragraphs 2-122 through 2-128 are replaced
as follows:

2-122. TIPTANK LATCH KNOB, Part No. 7ui4825, Models F-104A, B, C. D
and Part No. 776640-1, Models F.RF/TF-104G.

2-123. DESCRIPTION. (See figure 2-26.) The tiptank latch knob is attached
to the tip tank as indicated in the figure. The latch knob is made from
4340 steel. Two inspection procedures are provided - - An eddy current
procedure for the installed knob, and a magnetic particle inspection for
the knob removed from the tip tank.
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2-124. DEFECTS. In-service cracks have been developing at the 6 said 12 o'clock positions of the knob.
Complete failure of the knob at the intersection of the 0.500-inch diameter shent. and the knob has
occurred on a number of occasions.

2-125. PRIMARY NDI PROCEDURE FOR KNOB INSTALLED IN TIPTANK - EDDY CURRENT.

1. NDI equipment.

a. Crack detector, Magnaflux ED-520, or equivalent, Stock No. 6635-167-9826.

b. Probe, specially designed Magnaflux probe, Part No. 209199. Magnaflux Corp., 7300 W.
Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60656. Note design of probe in figure 2-26.

c. Test standard, tiptank knob with circumferential slot as shown in figure 2-26.

2. Preparation of airplane. Remove tiptank in accordance with applicable technical proceiures.

3. Preparation of part. Clean tip of knob as necessary to permit good contact between part and
probe.

4. Instrument calibration.

a. Connect probe to ED-520 and check battery condition.

b. Slide probe onto tip of test standard. Orient coil in probe away from the slotted portion of
the standard.

c, Rotate function switch to "LO" position. Starting at the zero position of the "LIFT-OFF/
FREQ" control rotate dial until the needle changes direction, e.g., changes from up-scale
direction to downscale. During this operation the needle is kept on scale by using the
"BALANCE" control.

d. To correct for lt-off (minimum movement of needle due to coil-test piece distance variations)
wiggle the probe slightly while adjusting the "LIFT-OFF/FREQ" control. Lift-off correction
is extremely important and must be done very carefully.

e. Rotate probe slowly around the tip of the knob and note the deflection from tie test standard
slot. Adjust the "SENSITIVITY INC" control for a maximum of 50t scale units. (Refer to
figure 2-26.)

5. Inspection. (Inspect with knob in vertical position, see figure 2-26.) I
a. Slide probe onto knob taking care to seat it properly.

b. Wiggle probe to minimize lift-off. rhis operation is required for each knob inspected because
of physical differences between knobs.

c. Slowly rotate probe 360' and note deflections. Small needle movements of 20 or 30 units may
occur throughout the rotation due to surface variations on the knob or probe wobble. Upscale
deflections in excess of 50 units shall be interpretated as "suspected" crack indications.
Crack indications will appear at the 6 or 12 o'clock knob positions.

d. To confirm defect indications remove tip tank knob in accordance with technical manuals and
inspect by magnetic particle inspection method. See below.

2
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2-126. PRIMARY PROCEDURE FOR TIP TANK LATCH KNOB REMOVED FROM TIP TANK AND CON-
FIRMATION OF EDDY CURRENT INDICATIONS.

1. NDI equipment.

a. Magnetic inspection unit, portable hand probe DA 200, Stock No. 6635-022-0372, or equivalent.

b. Magnetic particle solution, fluorescent, Stock No. 6850-841-1347, or equivalent.

c. Light unit, test, portable (black light), Stock No. 6635-611-5617, or equivalent.

d. Indicator, field, magnetic variation, 0-6 Oersted range, Stock No. 6635-391-0058, or equiva-
lent.

e. (Alternate magnetic inspection unit). Stationary type MB-3, Stock No. 6635-055-6596, or
equivalent.

2. Preparation of airplane. Remove tip tank from aircraft and remove knob in accordance with technical
manuals.

3. Preparation of part. Remove any paint, corrosion, greasL, or dry film lubricant from the entire tip
tank latch knob.

4. Inspection procedure.

a. Portable hand probe.

(1) Position Pulse 'AC switch to AC.

(2) Position sensitivity control to maximum sensitivity.

(3) Place tip tank lstch knob between probe legs as indicated by figure 2-26.

(4) Press test switch and spray magnetic particle solution on part. Keep test switch pressed
for at least 5 seconds after application of solution.

(5) In a darkened area using the black light, inspect in the critical areas for cracks. Service
cracks have occurred at either the 6 or 12 o'clock positions at the intersection of the 0.500-
inch diameter shank and the knob. Also, inspect for deep or sharp grooves in this area.
Cracks or grooves are not acceptable in the knob area.

(6) Evaluate defect indications by examining the part with optical devices. Mark and report
indicated defects.

(7) Demagnetize the part after inspection.

b. Stationary or portable magnetic particle systems, 7'00-10,000 ampere turn capability.

(1) Position the knob in the magnetizing coil as noted in figure 2-2b.

(2) Apply current for one second while spraying the part with magnetic particle solution.

(3) Observe ft, defect indications and evaluate suspect indications similar to that
described for the portable hand probe techniqut.

:3
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2-127. SYSTEMS SECURING. Clean areas inspected, restore finishes, recoat the knob with dry film
lubricsnt per MIL-L-46010, Stock No. 9150-142-9309, and reinstall, in accordance with applicable
technicil orders.

b. Figure I of this supplement is figure 2-26 of the basic manual.

4
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APPENDIX 5.4

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST MANUAL

Inspection Procedures for Bting Jet Transports
Boeing I)ocumnet I)o-7170

iT.O. IF-104A-365-4S5)

Thc t'ollowing pages arc reprodUced dircctlv
from the relc~ant test mavini•als.



!4O'~i ~t 77 ~D 7~ONONDESTRUCTIVI TEST MANUAL
SERVIC4 BMIL-'TIN
PLTRENCIE2h3 330

1.~ Furpose

4-Servf -e ex)zer ence shows that crackE- can occur in toý and bot*vm lags 0o'
hor'kz'zi-L1 s-ibl-izer spur termimzl fi! r~g~s, P,1I. 65-3409-5 oi-. :-he
crac~s .,rigirutp ut *he bolthcle an ;jro~ugaite along the flazsh lir.,-.
This 1~4ttn waive tezhr-'que is recor~rendecd for letecting ie
craces.

~jý.F: 'raCuS c-inrol be di~stlrgý., shed fr.-m vi~sr !i thi'- 1rr c~e.-ure.

2. F-qjwnent

A. Any ull-iasor.fc eqiwn hic1 :- saitisfie,! 'he requli-em-ent.- of rez-onter-ded
procedure mVy be used1.

(1) Transducers

(a~) 5-inc/s, 1/ 4 -inch di-mneter cr:1,rouz-.ed Inr /3-i ! me~ter
cli se

(2) Crack comparison; standari, fabric-:-te1 :zw ifn~

(3) Transuxs~cer pos ic-foing fixtures, f!hbv-iceve .. 7n--ow!. fn :ti~I
a~nd II I

(4) Couplant. l~ight oil or grease is sts~

3. Prepa.ration for Instecl ion.

A. Clean surface of +ermiva2. fitting th:.'oug>Iv-'
between trarsducer positioner u.nd fi*,tirg.

B. If painted surface is rough, smooth Mighý!y "r-'h 'Ltr-.ivp c3.c-h.

C. Coat inspection tirea with couplant.

H, ±'izr~tal Stb11e :tirFc. pr.r -F

Jar. 15/r2 0
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4. InstrwtmerA "alibrat ion

A. Calfrvx*or for :nsr,&cing InboArdI :;I lc -f !Fo: Hole

(1) P~ctransd~ucer in positioning ff1x.y*ae. F2ace fix~ure or.

ccr-%risor. standar-A so as to Alrec- ý- "nft 1h-!a ir;ýc %ir.tl~" .`,u crack

(2) M.ove fixture I>~rd vi uft t- I: *,,:r - nvi~ximur. signal re:-pnse
fr,, crack.

(0) Identify iosit-z~n of maximum r'_.:,rw ýn ose~lX:_ccpe. ticld

(4) Ad~ju.st ~ sertivii'y of instrimer~t until verti:!'il r-sj\nse indicatioz.
or.oselis~cpe 's ai'irroxim-ttely 7" -ecent cf suturation.

(5) Ncte pcs!Tion -f ýrausducer on. st~jAAxI at wh!7!'. raaxirmum resp'orrse
is obtainei.

B. 2ali4bratic for r I~Outbatird Side of Bolt Hz'2e

W~ ...fter inspec-rng inboard _Ade ,,f bcoli hole. calibrate instrrre::t
for. ins-ec-t~ng co':tboard s ie us 4g same procedure used for
zalibratIrng i rlo~ii- sid. .

nspectiton D' rnboard ýCide of Bolt Hoý'c

(1.) ?:'-ce tranriducer' in. _ositonirng fixture. PL-Ace posi2-ioi.irng fix-ure
or. lug szc as :o l!irect s3cund bean¶ toward inspection -trea. (see
deajil. :V. .

(2', Scu;. ir'e' by -,%I~ng fixture Iin a forward and ai~t pattern 'to -q
~3t~r~o of~roxrnaely112-4nch or. eich side of maximum, sc~tr

psitl.or. ec -.bilishei in calibratifr procedure.

(3) :f t craick ini.IUi'ior. is .ietectei, n~ resrc'nse w-l.l -rpeear or. the
o~c~lo~cue ~ to the response received from. the simulated

ci-Ack in the conparison standlard. U-t~eral movemerit of crack
resrorLce occur,, 1ac 1trnsducer is mloveCI batck and for'h on, the lug.

(4 Co~r rc dicu-1-ins W4ith those of ~nir for diete rition of

~1'-tczC. Any iri c~!ivon u:, to :)r gre~tte-r tha~n thavt obtained from~
Ic po ~ive inicatir. of crick.

Figxre ("S'heeT2
Furt

Page2
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(5) Verify emck indications by rewovir4 pin, cle-•iWr aret, and
cliecidng by visula or other me&=.

B. 'nspectlon of ,utboxrd Side of Bolt Hole

(1) After caIbyating instruent, repeat procedure on outboard side of
bolt hole.

T1 .- I'
Liz,

SIMULATED CRACK (TWO Pt.ACESi

4'0

NOTE 1.IALLADEMENRICK

ITWO "C.951S

IN INCHES

2 FAGRICATF FROM
ALUMINUM

3- TOLERANCE I 0030
ON ALL O4MEMiOiS
EXCEPT AS NOTED

COMPARISON STANDARD

DETAIL I

!iorizon'U tsUle 17u*1,izi~rc Froint Sr-a Terr~im!2 F41-iyg
Figure 1 (bheet 'A'

J an 15/7-:,-
+ Fa.ge 3
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O J

RELIEF WOLE I0~4~0
0040 WIAMETI/ I

1.4 RArIIA

+!

11400

NOTE I MAKIE F140M LUCITE

2 ALL DIMENSIONS5
IN INCHES

3 * 003D TOLERANCE
ON ALL DIMENSIONS

EXCEPT AS NOTED

T RANSDUCER POSITIONING FIXTURE
DETAIL 1

.!-ritontal Stabilizer Outboair- Fr nt 6par I-erirgil~ Fitting

Figure I (T-heet 4~)

55-10-07 Jan 1ý 7
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&3111 DIAMETER

OIL OR GREASE cm It 0.010W [4O_"
RELIEF 11L.
0.040 DIAMETER

TRANSDUCER POSITIONING FIXTURE

DETAIL III

Horizontal Stabilizer Outboard Front Spar 'Terminl Fitting
Figure 1 (Sheet 5)

Part 4
Jan 15,172 55-10-07

Page 5
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"SIMULATED CRACK

SOUND PATH

TRANSUERTFNSDUCER

COAXIAL CABLE

CRACK FRESPONSE POINT

POSITIJNING FIXTURE SECOND RESPONSE FROM
AND TOP SURFACE BACK SIDE OF FITTING -

RESPONSE DUE TO BEAM SPREAD

FIRST R(SFONSE FRO1 SIDE
OF PIN H(OLE - DUE TO
BEAM SFRIAD

CALIBFATION PF EQUIFMENT
DETAIL WV

liorizont,,l Stabi•]izer . b, .'d i r Teimiul'•] Fi ttirng
Fh~j•-r'• I (5.hee' (3]

Li'r t. 4I

S.. .Jan 15/
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•!. i ~~COAXIAL CABLE-__•.
TRANSDUCER POSITIONING•" FIXTURE

TRAN DUC R...•,. - MOVE TRANSDUCER INASINFORWARD AND AFT DIRECTION
THRU AN ARC OF APPROXIMATELY
450

STARTING AT LOCATION
SHOWN

SIMULATED CNI.LK

80

CRACK RESPONSE POINT ANDAPPROXIMATE LIMITS OF LATERAL
MOVEMENT

POSITIý)N!NG IFIXTURE j I
AND TOP SURFACE I,.

RESPONSE I

FIRST RESPONSE FROM SIDE SECOND RESPONSE FROM

O F PIN H O LE - D U E T O B AC K SID E SO FI N MBEAM SPREAD BACK SIDE OF FITTING -DUE TO SEAM SPREAD

CALIBRATION OF EQUIPMENT
DETAIL IV (CONTINUED)

Iforizor•. . Stabilizer Outboard Fropt 5pvr 'Fermimrl Fitting
Figure I (Sheet 7) P,-rth

.-Txn 15/72 P 5- 0- 07

Paige 7
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EFFECTIVITY I d.

NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST MANUAL I
MOIEL: AL

PART 6 - EDDY CURRENT

STRUCTUJES - GENERAL

1. General

A. The technique for inspecting fastener holes in aluminum parts was
developed from data derived with Boeing-built probes and equipment
specified in following procedure.

2. Equipment

A. Instrument Set. - Any eddy-current unit designed for crack detection which
is comparable to those listed below.

(1) Magnaflux, Magnatest ED-500, ED-510, ED-520

(2) Uresco FC-2001

(3) Foerster, Defectometer 2.154

B. Probes - Probes used in this procedure should have the following
characteristics:

(1) Diameter should be adjustable to obtain a snug fit in the hole.

(2) Probe should be adjustable to permit depth penetration into hole to
be adjusted.

(3) Movement of the coil area perpendicular to the axis of the hole from
its set depth must be minimal in order to reduce edge effect
interference. Axial probe movement should not produce edge effect
interference greater than 20 percent of the meter response from the
calibra.ing crack in the test block.

(4) Probe should not give interfering response:- from normal handling
pressures or manipulation, or from normal operating pressure
variations on the sensing coil.

Hole Diameter Probe Diameter

3/16 0.1875 inch
I/It 0.2500 inch

5/16 0.3125 inch
3/8 0.3750 inch
7/16 0.4375 Inch
1/2 0. 50(jO inch

Fastener Holes in Aluminum Parts
Figure I (:'heet 1)

Part 6
Jan 15/73 51-Jfl--,
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C. Test Blocks - Test blocks with suitable natural cracks or artificial
notches to simulate cracks in each of the hole sizes being tested. A
Standard test block should meet the following requirements:

(1) Block should be of aluminum alloy similar to the material being
tested. Aluminum having conductivity within 5 percent of that of
the part being tested is satisfactory.

(2) Block should contain a suitable range of hole diameters to permit
calibration of instrument for diameter of each hole t. be tested.

(3) The crack or notch in the block must give an eddy-current instrument
calibration , parable to that obtained from the recommended Boeing
test block. t•ecommended test blocks with applicable diameters are
as follows :

Hole Diameter Probe Diameter

3/16 0.1875 inch

1/4 0.250'U inch

5/16 0.3125) inch

3/8 0.3750 inch
7/16 0.4375 inch
1/2 0. 5000 inch

NO'i:: See detail I for details of calibration test blocks.

3. Preparation for Inspection

A. Clean loose dirt and paint from inside and around fastener hole.

B. Remove buildup of paint, sealant, etc., from around outside of hole
where probe wii I bear.

NOTE: If surface of' hole is extremely rough, a 1/64-inch cleanup rean
ma'y' be neces-,ary.

4. Instrament Calibration

A. Attach appropriate probe to instrument.

B. Turn in.-trument on and allow tý) warm up per manufacturer's instructi ins.

C. J;eltt apl~r-priate te t blo'-k and place probe In hole. Probe 5houl]l fit

snugly but not o tiA,,•hi a:ý t, i-ause eý:cessive wear of probe. Expand
loose probe t) •btain snug fit.

1a:t-:ter Hole s in urir.',im artcý

F-gu. (J he( '

1 -. Lin 1
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D. Adjust instrument for lift-off.

(1) Place sensitive (coil) ptrt of probe on a flat surface of material
to be inspected. Because of ed-ge effect interference, place coil.
at least i/h inch s.-,<.: from edge of part.

(2) Manipulate probe to obtain maximum edd.,'-current effect.

(3) Place a single sheet of 2'I'dinarv ...'r ting paper (approximate
thickness 0.n03 inch) bet,',een probe and material.

(L) lRemove paper ad note d reoi ,,.n and :imount of deflection of needle.

(5) :',dust lift-off ,,o-. ro: t)" ott.i,. 'ninimuni needle movement '..,hen shim
".;.s removed. .,hen. no needle mnoveulEnt *ý; not,-d, instrument :rnd probe
have beon ctl ibr-alted.

F. Insert jrobe in hole in test block, and adcju.;t depth in hole tc obtain
mnaximmn needle deflection on meter from edge crack (center of ".il

approximzatelly 0.021_5 inch deep for 0.03'0-inch edge crack).

F. L*djust sensitivity to obtain a aminimum ;f I full scale meter
deflection from stuAndFrO, crack. lnstrument is now calibraested fo,r
detection of edge cra-:`k In hol.e to be inspected.

G. Insert probe in test block, -d adjust depth in hole to obtain maximum
needle dtflectin fiom cruck 1 'cated between ends of hole in tewt block.
Tighten setscr.ew on col I ar of probe.

H. Repeat step F. Instrument is now calibrated for detection of crack.ý
between ends of hole.

5. Test -rocedure

A. Addjust collar on probe to set depth of penetration into hole at O.'
inch fro.ii top end of hole.

B. Tighten collar on probe and insert probe itu hoe. :.dju:-t ba!':,ice
contr)l to bring needle approx:imatelv to ,d-''aW.

C. :1low'I scan entire circumference of hole. Note pos,.itiont of an,. needle
deflection of 10< )f full scale or greater, ý;Iving a positive c-rIck
response.

N'I.T: i xositive crack ren;ponse is character'zed b-,' ra- 1i deftictioi :,
the meter needle ovwr a short sca'n distanc'... Def ,e.tion occul'
a:- the (coil mvnes over the crack. Thin movemne!.t 7 eluivaleri. to
an arc of approximatel:. lt degrees in -inch oteiier hole,
,ind X, degrees in a 1/.,9-Itnch hole.

Fai-terer Aole . n in lu,:: ,Jm crt:
"al Ir- -hec

i:rt
• . _ , -
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D. Note locations of any questionable indications:, i.e., crack-like
indications causing needle deflection of less than 10% of full scale,
or indications not conforming to a positive crack indication. Perform
a l/6h-inch cleanup ream and repeat test, paying particular attention
to areas where indication was noted. Note location and response of all
positive crack indications.

E. Repeat steps B through D at incremental depths of 0.050 inch and 0.025
inch from bottom end of hole. Calibrate instrument as directed in
calibration procedure for each step.

F. When hole is reamed to clean up or remove cracks, perform eddy-current
test after each increase in hole diameter.

G. Recheck calibration of instrument with test block periodically to ensure
proper sensitivity of instrument.

H. Repeat procedure for each hole in area to be inspected.

Far'tener Holes ini lui•o num Parts
Figure I (Aheet L,

ýart 6
riI?2 *1,\C
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NO. 6-32 BOLTS TYPICAL4 PLACES •I"-

1.0

2. 20

1. 2. . . .. . .

SLOT
NO. 2•

A- -. c t SLOT
' ,T I / NO. i>

B B

EI 1"j4 SLOT>

AC NO. 3L N
A- L _ _..

SECTION X X SECTION Y Y

NOTES

TOLERANCE ON
ALL DIMENSIONS ±0.050
INCH EXCEPT AS NOTED

TA B C ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

SLOT FINISH REAM HOLE AND DO
NUMUER WIDTH LENGTH DEPTH NOT REBURR

1 0.00 0.060 0U30 :> ELECTRIC DISCHARGE MACHINE
00 0, PER GIVEN DIMENSIONS

20.005 0.030 0.030
f00 Q(L3"-f HOLE DIAMETER (6 STANDARD)

0.005 0030 0030 0 1875 0.2500 0.3125
+0000 0 3750 0.4375 0.5000

TOLERANCE +0.001 01 U 001 TOLERANCE +0.005 ON ALL 11OLES
C -0 -0.000

CALIRRATION TEST BLOCK DATA

DETAIL I

Fastener Holes ini AIxninum i !.rtr
Figure I (5heet t)

art ',
Jan 15/73 5
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NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST MANUAL
WDEL: ALL

6 - EDDY CURI'

, T1•IUC}Ttfl..; - GENERAL.

1. General

A. The technique for inspectinlbit holer in re, p:•rt, was developed
from data derived by experiment with ieing-hutlt probes and equipment
specified in following procedure.

2. Equipment

A. Instrument ;et -. •,'lu>:IL'-5 '2 or iKD-Zi1

B. Hole Probes - -robes to suit diameter if h:,hlu

Hole is,ýieter : IobA, jiiýýetor

3/!," inch I.e. ' it) h
I/I. inch . 2 5fl inch

5/lw inch -. 3 1 inch

7./I( in'h '. iich
/2 in'h Il,. Inch

C. Test Blceks -Use tezt block t-,. ta!bl"..h en ift't of ,:..,temn for each
size hole. Fabris-ate blockL- of lo',: ca'brn : -e] .1 .".OA A'li) or 434o) to
dimensions shown in detail I.

3. Preparation for Inspe. 4 ion

A. Clean loose dirt .:,,d :• t fr :!i in: i :wd '- und f'a. A nev hole.

B. eremove bu 11l1u f ', '. t , " ,,lw t, eto., fr "1'.... o : t.., r hl e "..ht re
probe -.;:11 bear.

NOTE: If rurf,, - ' .t:cu r , ' -ii:i Q ,e~o.u• p

n,, trulmen t 'alibrut:

!•arn " t• 'le• ':,R "-I ; " • '.:',0 -1' U! ; ' : •

LX]
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C. Adjust instrumeat contr: Is.

(1) Set frequency selector at (9),

(2) Adjust liftoff control to abonmt midrange.

(3, Adjust sensitivity to maximum.

(4) Adjust instrument for liftoff.

(a) Place sensitive (coil) part of probe on a iLat surface of
material to be iL.spected. Because of edge effect interference,
place coil at •east 1/4 inch away from edge of part.

(b) Manipulate prctoe to ob.ain maximtu eddy -current effe ct.

(c) Place a single sheet of erdainaxry w-riting paper (aprroximate
thickness 0.003 inch) between probe and mat.rial.

(d) Remove paper and note direction and -3uount of deflection of
needle.

(e) Adjust liftoff control to obtain minimujm needle movement when
shim is removed. Whe no needle movement is noted, instrzvment
and probe have been calibrated.

D. Place probe in proper hole in test block.

NOIE: Probe should fit snugly in hole of test block as well as in holez
of part to be tested. A folded paper shim may be inserted into
slot of the probe to expand probe and make a snug fit.

E. Adjust penetration depth of probe so that center of coil crosses mid'ile
of notch in test block. Tighten setscre,,, on collar of probe.

F. Bring needle to center of ncale by meeans of balance control.

G. Rotate probe slowly il test hole. Note meter deflection as probe crosses
notch. Deflection should be 15-0 microamperes (MAi,) or greater, redice
sensitivity to obtain approximately a 150-MA deflection fro the center-
scale position. Invtru-ient and probe are now calibrated for inspection.

NOT•: Unsatisfact.r, steel, fastener hole probe!- - Occasionally, a jrobe-
inay be -:elected which is extremely sensitive to the notch in the
test blcck. This probe may cause a deflection of 400 MA or more.
'.Minimum instrnment sensitivity adjustnent may not reduce this
deflection to thc specified 15, %',. This probe must be discarded;
it is too senritive to be used for inspection of steel holes.

Fas.•tener Hole. in ;teel P•ats;
Figure .(5heet '•

art b,
Jan 15/73 -C -:"
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Jj. 4 du.:t ' 1* ob A'~ e: th h:. iftoh at
Y ih. llow: - wn the 'yt lttKtn e " flhle f in-,t at

a :depthý of 2 nhfl'oi toý of ho~le: tht'2, 1 1o -1' jid -tn at
incremental dep~ths of 'V In,.h-, mrnenczn i f1 '1W 'L 2'' 1

I: h flim. bottom of hole.

1. 0~t ,' 11 0 of t ¾0 i&Aul2 n ~~~ Un- I7f 1 4 nr 1;lv iino'el:
"1' f 2iele.'t 1n rg'atei'.

ielctiz .ourletel ntht ¾1 'o~k

aric me of fppox hol" ~'r 14en xt

fo r 1 7.½ch fartonei hale e f'erte t I o.h
1'asttene2' hole.

C.Note miv fquest lonali i 4
indient~~': ions' kt '! IdoY1 ~C '1 -

tLeifoi'n c 1e n I,-4 L ran ':f 1s 1~ d~t I t ' ""!e' t tct., :u- ¼,
artiit urattV ntlor. to, art a whei '1' "" '1 -tf

cleanuL roa~n of hal,- if' an rr~egul-'"- n''e Yrý ' whi-l4 intt'rýfex'es-
wi th a ~r~uedd:- ri-ent hA!, ' -AV1'S~ue

Df all pos-itive edd. ui-rfet , L,

:ný A o- IL~ss4  V

Fastener- Ho 1eb n. !tee' ar~ts
Figure 2 k.heet 3)

>1- ' ~N VJ an IS'
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PLAN VIEW

0.140
-A 0.010) (TYPICkL THREE PLACES)

I03 TTOtF0.40

'A 0.025 00 (TYPICAL THREE PLACES)

TOLERANCE ON ALLDIMENSIONS + 0,050 033-,,

S> REAM HOLES FOR
SMOOTH FINISH Oow

4t 0001)

NOTE ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES SECTION A-A
iI Y PIL•AL )

CALIBRATION TEST BLOCK DATA

DETAIL I

Fatener Hfles iiL i'tee! .-art.-
Figure 2 (3heet :.)
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PA 6 - EPDY C OF-ENT

1 . s ~rer~a 
S T F U C eI V E S - G E N F -M

A. When aluminum alloys are subjected to high temperatures, hardness of the
metal decreases and conductivity values increase. The extent of damage
to0 a structural area can be determined accurately by using an eddy current
instrument to measure conductivity of the material.

B. Aluminum s .-ructu-r can withs tand aoderate heat (up to ',Ok'F% fIr -hort
periods of time vithout sigmifictnt ]ocs of stren6th. Structure that
exhibits an increase of conduetivity without discoloration of the green
or yellow primer (excluding surface smut) may be considered as meeting
the design minimum properties providing the conductivity does not exceed
the following limits. Values are for bare material. Clad material will
have higher readings dependent upon thickness of the surface coatIng.

Ulloy and Condition ,IACS (International •annealed IC.opper Standard )

202) -i3, T"! 33

7075-

7075-T73

2 "1I-, -T -L T>

NOTE: "he above l!niit• ar, appl %ble on! t tru' ure th~i t .,.e n, t
exhibit prl:ner di'-colorniti'u..

C. Structure exhiblti Primer" . . '2".'..
been ex-,.czed to te, -r.t.res . n - x.... o:'
are nc't rn 23rended :X'r prei. 'týh• .

n.'haie ave -h e', '-h
considered sucpe-t.

2. ~c~uLpment

A.. .• . . ) •. , , •*. ' .. Ins= t' .e-ue t - 51 ; ÷ -' Q* " - " -. . . . . ",
FMI-I " ." -<'.)'table : th,*rez'o:-•, ' , : :.: v . "..r:: ':! ' " " :: ".

L. r•'' - atat, leu;''e t o.-e

-nve ia~~ Fn L-x : ng .1'r, ~ '
Fi-.ure heet

-art t,
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3., Preparatio9 for T-stingl

A. Thoroughly (lean area to be inspected to ensur, goud contact between
probe and surface.

4. Instrument Calibration

A. At-4 h probe to instrument.

B. Turn instrument on and allow to warm up according to manufacturer's
instructions.

C. Adjust instrument for lift-off according to manufacturer's instructi,,ns.

5. Inspection Procedure

A. If area to be inspected is large, a grid ,-,,stem may be used to ensure
complete coverage of the area. It is suggestA-d that. the area be laid
out in a manner which will allow rechecking of te: t res-,ults.

B. Identify material to be tested. Refer to the appropriate Structural

Repair Manual.

C. Make test readings on "L-affected material to obtain comparative data.
NOTE: If different types of Ma-e• ial are used in inrection aea, :&~e

sample readings from each type. Take sample eadings on
unaffected portion of structure periodicall,, durin,. test to
ensure proper calibration of the instrwment.

D. Having established the nor-lal reading to be e-,:-.¢eted from the
unaffected structure, make inspectlon readiness from the susjected area,
starting on what appears t,- be satimfactorv :sater al. !uid w,,orking toward
the center of the suspected area. :-y rapid change in readings from
those obtained on the unaffected material, "s rea.-,,n to bt-lieve that the
material under probe has been affected b-, heat.

NOTE: It is possible for the nettr needle to deflect r'iidly: to either
side of the scale when damaged materIa: i-" encounteked. This
deflection is caused by. a rapid change in the material
conductivity.

E. BPy working the pr,,be back and forth over the area, it isý normf I'y
poss b -e to determine a def nite demarcation 'ine between. affected aI-nd
unaffected material. This should be irawn on the -irfrtume _und rechecked
in order to verI., that all of the affected m.iterial has been detected.

investigatlon of Firt mage ýl A;cr(ft .tru--ture

Fig.tre .
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6. Conversioon Factoe,

A. To convert N% IACS to c'onductivity units in meters/ohm-m squared,

perform the following operation:

(1) N X 0.58 - Conductivity unit in meters/ohm-mn squared

(a) Example: Given 31% IACS

N - 31
31 X 0.58 17.98 meters/ohm-mm squared

B. To convert conductivity units in rmeters/ohmr4nm squared to "AC.;, e• "
the following operation:

(1) meters/ohm-ma squared - 1 lACS0.58I
(a) Example: Given 17.98 mmeters,'ohN-im; -quared

31"% !ACS

C. T., convert N,, I;AC,; to resistivity unit.: in :n.,r.Ž oiL-en, perforn the
followlng opration:

(1) 1 X 172.Li = 1esi1rtivit, unitn: in :n'cro Oh,1-.2
N

(a) K:.'--aple: G'vs. K0"

N 1)'

1 X 17 ..- 1 1 .,i ro ohn-ein

I, To convert t'e!.-ti,-t "i'7t "::i"ro ¢zm-.n to I)-'. perf.•rm the
followirng operation:

Sa) "xwple: Gi •.71., :nU r'r oml ,- 'n

.it •' e 1 , ' e "
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